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Abstract

In this thesis we investigate systems of partial differential equations (PDEs) cou-
pled with differential algebraic equations (DAEs) that presently arise in tran-
sient simulations of electric circuits. The resulting systems are called partial dif-
ferential algebraic equations (PDAEs). The elliptic or mixed elliptic/parabolic
PDEs model the charge transport in semiconductor devices and the DAEs model
the transient behavior of electric networks.

The solution of a DAE does not have to depend continuously on the input
data, and there exists a broad theory how this possible ill-posedness can be
categorized by various DAE indices. Not much theory exists for PDAEs so far,
but some concepts from the DAE theory can be generalized to fit into a Hilbert
space setting in which PDAEs can be analyzed.

We use an operator based approach originating from the tractability index
for DAEs. By a decoupling we are able to characterize the domain and image of
the PDAE operator and thereby determine the sensitivity of the solutions with
respect to perturbations. It turns out that the perturbation sensitivity depends
on the topology of the electric network graph.

Kurzfassung

In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir in der Schaltkreissimulation heute auftre-
tende Systeme von partiellen Differentialgleichungen (PDGLen) gekoppelt mit
differentiell-algebraischen Gleichungen (DAGLen). Die resultierenden Systeme
werden partielle differentiell-algebraische Gleichungen (PDAGLen) genannt. Die
DAGLen modellieren das Zeitverhalten des elektrischen Netzwerkes und die
elliptischen oder gemischt elliptisch/parabolischen PDGLen modellieren den
Ladungstransport in Halbleiter-Bauteilen.

Die Lösung einer DAGL hängt nicht immer stetig von den Input-Daten ab,
aber eine umfassende Theorie zur Charakterisierung dieser Schlechtgestelltheit
mittels verschiedene ADGL-Indizes existiert. Für PDAGLen ist bisher wenig
Theorie vorhanden, aber einige Konzepte der DAGL-Theorie können verall-
gemeinert werden, so dass Objekte in abstrakten Hilbert-Räumen untersucht
werden können.

Wir verwenden einen auf dem Traktabilitätsindex basierenden Operator-
Ansatz. Mittels einer Entkopplung bestimmen wir den Bildraum des PDAGL-
Operators und sind dadurch in der Lage die Empfindlichkeit der Lösungen
gegenüber Störungen zu bestimmen. Es stellt sich heraus, dass die Störungs-
Empfindlichkeit von der Topologie des Netzwerkgraphens abhängt.
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Introduction

The high frequencies combined with the miniaturization in chip technology make
it necessary to refine the models used in the simulations performed by the chip
designer. The new refined models are often ”weakly” ill-posed wherefore thor-
ough perturbation sensitivity investigations are necessary to assure fast reliable
simulations. In this thesis we are interested in the perturbation sensitivity of
systems with refined transistor models.

Circuit simulations aim at predicting the electrical behavior of circuits in
terms of physical quantities such as voltages and currents. Due to the rapid
development of integrated chips with sometimes more than one million circuit
elements it is absolutely necessary to keep the model sizes a low as possible. A
suitable choice of variables can hereby considerably reduce the system size.

In the modified nodal analysis (MNA) the topology of the circuit is modeled
by a network graph with the node potentials as variables. This leads to a smaller
system size compared to a system with the branch voltages as variables. This
is due to the fact that the network graph normally contains considerably more
branches than nodes. In order to be able to obtain all currents and voltages in
the circuit the variable set for the MNA equations are completed by the currents
through the inductor and voltage source branches. Another essential feature of
the MNA equations is that they can be generated automatically.

In most cases the MNA equations belong to a class of implicit ordinary differ-
ential equations (ODEs) called differential algebraic equations (DAEs). DAEs
differ from explicit ODEs in the respect that their solution operators in general
are a composition of integral, algebraic and differential operators (what we here
mean by an algebraic operator will become clear in chapter 2). The occurrence
of differential operators in the solution operator makes the numerical integra-
tion of DAEs challenging since numerical differentiation is ill-posed. Extra care
has to be taken when designing time-step controllers for time-integration since
round-off errors and errors arising in the numerical solution of nonlinear sys-
tems are numerically differentiated by the discretized solution operator. Hereby
large deviations from the exact solution are produced since these kind of errors
are inherently non-smooth. Step-size reduction is in this case counterproductive
since the norm of the discretized differential operator depends inversely on the
step-size.

This ill-posedness of DAEs is characterized by the DAE index. There are
several different index definitions that all are related to the number of differ-
entiations that must be carried out to obtain the solution. The perturbation
index is a direct measure of the systems sensitivity with respect to perturbations
of the right hand side, for instance round-off and Newton errors. The strictly
phenomenological nature of the perturbation index precisely characterizes the
ill-posedness of the DAE. An unfortunate but nevertheless direct consequence
of this precision is that the definition is absolutely non-algorithmic making the
perturbation index in general difficult to determine.
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We will work with the tractability index which relies on a decoupling of the
DAE by means of projections onto invariant subspaces. By the construction of
a projector chain it is possible to fully characterize the domain and image space
of the DAE operator and thereby determine the DAE’s sensitivity with respect
to perturbations.

Circuit simulation is not the only application field where DAEs are encoun-
tered. They also arise in multibody dynamics, in control theory, in singular
perturbation theory and by the semi-discretization of systems of partial differ-
ential equations. For more information on DAEs in other application fields we
refer the reader to the DAE text books [GM86, HLR89, ESF98, BCP96, KM06]
and the references therein.

The MNA equations are implicit ordinary differential equations since the
circuit components are considered to have no spatial distribution. When circuit
elements are modeled in this way we say that they are lumped and speak of
lumped circuits.

In a lumped modeling approach field effect transistors (FETs) and other
complex devices are represented by small circuits called compact models. They
have a small system size which obviously is advantageous for fast simulations.

Unfortunately, the decreasing spatial scales and increasing frequencies in
modern integrated circuit technology evoke new effects that no longer can be
captured in a satisfactory way by a purely lumped modeling approach with com-
pact models. For instance pulse spreading along long transmission lines may oc-
cur. This can be modeled by a coupling of the MNA equations with the telegraph
equations – a set of hyperbolic PDEs [Gün01, Rei06]. The miniaturization of the
chips causes an increasing power density making it necessary to take heating ef-
fects into account in the circuit simulations [Bar04]. Not even the computation-
ally most expensive compact models are able to correctly capture the switching
behavior of field effect transistors when very high frequencies are applied. A rem-
edy in this case is to couple the MNA equations with PDEs describing the charge
transport through semiconductor devices [ABGT03, Bar04, Tis04, Bod04].

All mentioned systems with DAEs coupled with PDEs are examples of so-
called Partial Differential Algebraic Equations (PDAEs) that presently must be
confronted in circuit simulations. PDAEs also arise in many other applications
fields, for instance in elastic multibody systems [Sim98], in blood flow modeling
[QV03] and in flows through porous media [Ran05].

For a successful numerical treatment of PDAEs it is important to have
knowledge of the perturbation behavior of the continuous problem, since an
inappropriate semi-discretization may lead to an increase in perturbation sen-
sitivity [Gün00]. Also, knowledge can be gained in the perturbation analysis
about which properties the discretization process should preserve, for instance
the non-negativity of the charge carriers in semiconductor devices. If knowl-
edge about the perturbation sensitivity of the different solution components is
obtained it can and should be taken advantage of in the design of the time-step
controller used in the integration scheme for the semi-discretized problem.

PDAEs can be understood as abstract DAEs or DAEs in infinite-dimensional
Hilbert spaces, so it is not surprising that many methods and concepts from
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the (finite-dimensional) DAE theory can be employed in the analytical and
numerical treatment of PDAEs. In particular the definition and determination
of the index of an abstract DAE has received attention in the literature [CM99,
LSEL99, LMT01, LSEL99, LMT01, RA05, Rei06, HR07].

In this thesis we will investigate the perturbation behavior of PDAEs aris-
ing in circuit simulations when the MNA equations are coupled with the drift-
diffusion equations modeling the charge transport in semiconductor devices.
We will thereby work with generalizations of the perturbation index and the
tractability index.

The thesis is organized in the following way. After some preliminaries we
present the MNA equations and the analysis of DAEs in Chapter 2. We choose
an operator based perspective in order to make the step to abstract DAEs more
natural. The decoupling procedure for DAEs as well as the local nonlinear the-
ory are discussed in detail in order to familiarize the reader with these techniques
as they will be employed in later chapters.

Chapter 3 starts with some basic semiconductor physics before two different
ways of modeling semiconductor devices in circuit simulations are discussed.
The latter approach leads to a refined circuit model presented in Chapter 4.
The refined model is a PDAE coupling the MNA equations with stationary
charge transport PDEs. We analyze the perturbation sensitivity of this PDAE
in the Chapters 4 and 5.

In the last chapter we turn to a PDAE containing the mixed elliptic/parabolic
drift-diffusion equations and prove a first perturbation index result. We finish
with a discussion of the results and some suggestions for future investigations.
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1 Preliminaries

1.1 Function Spaces and Norms

In this section we introduce the notation for function spaces and norms that we
need. We assume that the reader has basic knowledge in functional analysis,
so in order to keep the presentation short we restrict ourself to definitions and
some basic properties concerning completeness. As a reference almost any mod-
ern textbook on analysis or functional analysis can be used. We can recommend
[Fri82, Bri98, Wer05].

Definition 1.1 Function spaces and norms
We denote the natural numbers N and the real numbers R. On Rn we always
use the Euclidean norm | � | defined by

|x| :�
�

ņ

i�1

b
x2

i

�1{2
.

The Euclidean norm is induced by the scalar product:

x � y :� ņ

i�1

xiyi,

i.e. |x| � px �xq1{2. When it is clear from the context we will sometimes exclude
the dot and simply write xy or xT y instead of x � y.

If nothing else is specified, the norm on a normed linear space X is denoted|| � ||X . Let X and Y be normed linear spaces. LpX, Y q is the space of bounded
linear mappings A : X Ñ Y . With the operator norm

||A||LpX,Y q :� sup
0�xPX

||Ax||Y||x||X ,

it is a normed linear space. If X � Y we write LpXq for LpX,Xq.
The dual space of X is defined by

X� :� t f : X Ñ R | f linear and boundedu.
Further,   �, � ¡: X �X� Ñ R;   x, f ¡:� fpxq,
is called the dual map. X� is a normed linear space if we equip it with the
operator norm:

||f ||X� :� sup
0�xPX

|   x, f ¡ |
||x||X

A normed linear space X is complete if all Cauchy sequences, i.e. all se-
quences xn P X satisfying

@ε ¡ 0, DN P N : @n,m ¡ N ||xn � xm||X ¤ ε,
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converge to an element x P X. A complete normed linear space is called a
Banach space. If a normed linear space is equipped with a scalar product we
call it an inner product space or a pre-Hilbert space. If it is complete it is a
Hilbert space.

Let I � R be a compact interval. We denote the set of continuous functions
defined on I with values in R by CpI,Rq or just CpIq. With the norm

||f ||8 � sup
xPI |fpxq|

CpI,Rq is complete and thereby a Banach space. For any k P N the space CkpIq
denotes the k-times continuously differentiable functions defined on I � R with
values in R. With || � ||8 the space CkpIq is not complete, but if we use the
norm

||f ||Ck :� ķ

j�0

||f pjq||8,

where f pkq denotes kth derivative, it is a Banach space.
For the spaces with functions of several variables we need the concept of the

multi-index. We call α � pα1, . . . , αnq P Nn, αi non-negative, a multi-index and
set |α| :� α1 � . . . � αn. For Ω � Rn open, we say that f lies in the space
of k-times continuously differentiable functions defined on Ω with values in R,
CkpΩ,Rq � CkpΩq, if the partial derivative

Dαf :� Bα1 � � � Bαn

Bxα1
1 � � � Bxαn

n
f

exists and is continuous for all |α| ¤ k.
Again, let X be a normed linear space and G � X. We denote the closure

of G by cl G, the interior of G by int G and the boundary of G by BG. The
open ball around the point x with radius ε is

BXpx, εq :�  
y P X

�� ||x� y||X   ε
(

.

Let Ω � Rn be open and bounded. For any continuous function f : Ω Ñ R
we denote its continuous extension to cl Ω by f . Now,

Ckpcl Ωq :� !
f P CkpΩq�� Dαf exists @α : |α| ¤ k P N).

is a Banach space equipped with the norm

||u||Ck :�
�� ¸

α:|α|¤k

||Dαu||8
�

The space of smooth functions on Ω is defined as

C8pcl Ωq :� !
f P CkpΩq�� @k ¤ 8)

.
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For our purposes the following two spaces of differentiable function are of great-
est importance. The space of test functions is

C80 pΩq :� !
f P C8pcl Ωq ��� pDαfq��BΩ � 0, @α P N).

Moreover, for M P LpRm,Rnq
C1

M pIq :� !
f P CpI,Rmq ��� Mf P C1pI,Rnq) .

C1
M is a Banach space if the norm

||f ||C1
M

:� ¸
α:|α|�1

||DαMf ||8 � ||f ||8

is employed.
We now turn to the Lebesgue spaces. Let Ω P Rn be compact, f : Ω Ñ R

measurable and define for p, 1 ¤ p   8, the norm || � ||p by

||f ||p :�
�»

Ω

|fpxq|p dx


1{p
.

The integral is to be understood in the Lebesgue sense [Fri82]. Now, the space

LppΩq �  
f : Ω Ñ R

�� ||f ||p   8(
is a Banach space for 1 ¤ p   8.

The elements of LppΩq are strictly speaking not functions but equivalent
classes. If ||f1�f2||p � 0 holds we say that f1 and f2 are equivalent, i.e. belong
to the same equivalent class. Note, that the functions f1 and f2 may differ
on a subset of Ω � Rn with n-dimensional Lebesgue measure equal to zero
[Fri82], i.e. point evaluation of is not well-defined. However, as long as we work
with integral expressions over Ω we can formally treat the elements of Lebesgue
spaces as functions. The interested reader is referred to any of the references
mentioned at the beginning of the section.

With the scalar product p�, �q defined by

pf, gq :�
»
Ω

fg dx

the space L2pΩq is an inner product space. With the induced norm ||f ||2 :�pf, fq1{2 it is complete, i.e. it is a Hilbert space.
We will also need the space of the essentially bounded functions on Ω,

L8pΩq :�  
f
�� ess supxPΩ|fpxq|   8(

Here the essential supremum is necessary, since f is not well-defined on subsets
of n-dimensional Lebesgue measure equal to zero.
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The Lebesgue spaces are our starting point for the introduction of one of the
most important classes of spaces in the modern theory of differential equations,
namely the Sobolev spaces [Ada75].

We start with the definition of the generalized derivative. We need for this
the space of locally integrable functions. A function f is locally integrable, i.e.
f P L1,locpΩq, if and only if f P L1pKq for any compact subset K of Ω.

Let Ω be an open nonempty subset of Rn, α an n-dimensional multi-index
and u in L1,locpΩq. We say that u has a generalized derivative of type Dα if
there is a w P L1,locpΩq such that»

Ω

uDαv dx � p�1q|α|
»
Ω

wv dx

holds for all v P C80 pΩq. We write Dαu � w. The background here is of course
the integration by parts formula and it is easy to verify that every function
in CkpΩq also has a generalized derivative of order k and that the derivatives
coincide. We are now ready for the definition of the Sobolev space Wm,ppΩq;

Wm,ppΩq :� tu P LppΩq|Dαu P LppΩq @ α : |α| ¤ mu.
Wm,ppΩq is a Banach space with the norm

||u||m,p :�
�� ¸

α:|α|¤m

||Dαu||pp
�1{p

.

If we furnish W 2,p with the scalar product

pu, vqm,2 :� ¸
α:|α|¤m

pDαu, Dαvq

it is a Hilbert space and it holds that pu, uqm,2 � ||u||2m,2. In order to stress the
Hilbert space structure one often writes HmpΩq instead of Wm,2pΩq.

The boundary BΩ has an n-dimensional Lebesgue measure equal to zero, so
if u is an element of a Sobolev space W 1,2pΩq it is in general not clear in what
sense one should require that a boundary condition of the form

u|BΩ � uD

is fulfilled. For the most important Sobolev space H1pΩq this question is fortu-
nately answered by the existence of the generalized boundary function defined
through a boundary operator.

By the Sobolev embedding theorem (Thm 21.A. [Zei90]) we know that there
exists exactly one linear continuous boundary operator B : H1pΩq Ñ L2pBΩq
such that if u P C1pcl Ωq, then Bu � u|BΩ. Here u is the continuous extension
of u to the boundary of cl Ω. If u P H1pΩq then Bu is called the generalized
boundary function of u. The values of Bu are uniquely determined up to the
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values on a set of pn � 1q-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero (remember Ω �
Rn). We write that Bu is uniquely determined almost everywhere (a.e.) in BΩ.

We will often work with homogeneous boundary conditions. To this end we
define a final Sobolev space:

H1
0 pΩq :� tu P H1pΩq| Bu � 0 a.e. in BΩu.

The norm

||u||1,2,0 :�
�� ¸

α:|α|�1

||Dαu||2
�1{2

is on H1
0 pΩq equivalent to || � ||1,2. H1

0 pΩq is the completion of C80 pΩq in the
H1pΩq-norm.

1.2 Graph Theoretical Concepts

Later we will see that several important analytic questions for circuit equations
can be answered by an examination of the topology of the electric network
graph. We therefore start by introducing some graph theoretical concepts. We
stress that our definitions are influenced by the standard terminology used in
computational circuit design which to an extent is inconsistent with the termi-
nology commonly used in mathematical graph theory [Jun98].

Definition 1.2 Graph theoretical concepts
For any set S we let |S| P N be the number of elements in S. A graph G is a
triple tN, B, ϕu, where N � tn1, . . . , n|N |u is a set of nodes, B � tb1, . . . , b|B|u
a set of branches, and

ϕ : B Ñ N �N, b ÞÑ ϕpbq � pϕ1pbq, ϕ2pbqq
an incidence map.

If the tuples pnj , nkq P imϕ are ordered, i.e. ϕpbq � pnj , nkq � pnk, njq, we
say that the branch b is directed from nj to nk. A graph with directed branches
is a directed graph.

We say that G1 � tN 1, B1, ϕ1u is a subgraph of G if G1 is a graph and addi-
tionally N 1 � N , B1 � B, ϕ1 � ϕ|B1 hold. G1 is a proper subgraph of G if B1 is
a proper subset of B, i.e. B1 � B. We write G1 � G if G1 is a subgraph of G,
and, G1 � G if G1 is a proper subgraph of G.

To each branch b P B with ϕpbq � pnk, nlq we define the inverse branch�b such that ϕp�bq � pnl, nkq. Further, to any set B1 � B we define the
inverse set �B1 :� t�b|b P B1u. Put B̃ :� B Y �B and let the sequence
Pseq � pb1, . . . , brq P B̃r fulfill

ϕ2pbiq � ϕ1pbi�1q �: vki , 1 ¤ i ¤ r � 1,
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and assume that vki for 1 ¤ i ¤ r�1 are all distinct. Further, put vk0 :� ϕ1pb1q
and vkr

:� ϕ2pbrq. We call the set

Pset :� tb1, . . . , br,�b1, . . . ,�bru XB

in B a path between vk0 and vkr . If vk0 � vkr , then Pset is a loop.
If there is path between any two nodes in N , then G � tN, B, ϕu is a

connected graph.
For any subgraph (not necessarily proper) G1 � tN 1, B1, ϕ1u � G we define

the incidence matrix of G1, Aa � LpR|B1|,R|N |q. Its elements are defined by

aij �
$&% 1, if ϕ1pbjq � ni,�1, if ϕ2pbjq � ni,

0, otherwise,

with bj P B1 and ni P N . The incidence matrix of a connected graph has row
rank |N | � 1. By the elimination of one row we obtain the reduced incidence
matrix A P LpR|B1|,R|N |�1q with full row rank. This corresponds in circuit
theory to choosing a reference or ground node. From this point on we always
mean the reduced incidence matrix when we say incidence matrix.

A subgraph T � tBT , NT , ϕT u with |BT | � |N |�1 is a tree if its reduced inci-
dence matrix AT P LpR|N |�1,R|N |�1q is nonsingular. Now, if T � tBT , NT , ϕT u
is a tree, then BT can be seen as a basis in the set of branches B. This means
that for any branch b P B with ϕpbq � pn,mq there exists exactly one path
P � BT between n and m. Further, a subgraph S contains a tree if and only if
its incidence matrix AS has full column rank.

A set of branches C � B is a cutset in G if the following two conditions hold.

• The subgraph tBzC, N, ϕ|BzCu is not connected, but

• The subgraph tBzC, N, ϕ|BzCu is connected when C is an arbitrary proper
subset of C.

The following relation between cutsets and trees is helpful to have in mind.
Let S � tBS , NS , ϕSu be a subgraph. S contains a tree if and only if BzBS is
not a cutset. We conclude that AS has full column rank if and only if BzBS is
not a cutset.

Example 1.1
For the graph G � tB,N,ϕu in Figure 1 we have B � tb1, b2, b3, b4, b5u and
N � tn1, n2, n3, n4u.
If n4 is chosen as reference node the incidence matrices are

Ai �
���� 1 1 0 0 0�1 0 1 1 0

0 �1 �1 0 1
0 0 0 �1 �1

���, A �
�� 1 1 0 0 0�1 0 1 1 0

0 �1 �1 0 1

�.
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b1 b2

b3

b4 b5

n1

n2
n3

n4

Figure 1: A graph with four nodes and five branches

The set Pset � tb2, b3, b4u � B is a path between n1 and n4. The branch se-
quence Pseq � tb2,�b3, b4u and node sequence pvk1 , vk2 , vk3 , vk4q � pn1, n3, n2, n4q
belong to this path.

The only loops in G are tb1, b2, b3u, tb3, b4, b5u and tb1, b2, b4, b5u. Trees
are tb1, b3, b4u, tb1, b3, b5u and tb1, b2, b5u, but not tb1, b2u and tb1, b2, b3, b5u.
Cutsets are tb1, b2u, tb1, b3, b5u and tb1, b3, b4u, but not tb1, b3u and tb1, b2, b3u.
The presentation in this section was inspired by [Rei06].
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2 Circuit Simulation and DAEs

This chapter is organized as follows. First, the MNA equations are presented
and we discuss when the MNA equations are DAEs. By the investigation of
three simple circuits we point out the main problems we face when dealing with
DAEs. This leads over to the analysis of DAEs in general – here guided by the
tractability index concept. We will go through some proofs since similar ideas
will be used in preceding chapters. In Section 2.4 we return to the analysis of
the MNA equation. We close the chapter with generalizations of the tractability
index and the perturbation index to a Hilbert space setting suitable for the
upcoming investigation of abstract DAEs.

2.1 The Modified Nodal Analysis Equations

The layout of a lumped circuit is modeled by a directed graph G � tB, N,ϕu.
We put nB :� |B| and kN :� |N |�1. Each branch in B corresponds to a circuit
element and we assume B to be numbered such that the first nC branches are
capacitors (C), the nR following resistors (R) and so on for the nL inductors
(L), nV voltage sources (V ) and nI current sources (I). Naturally, we have
nB � nC � nR � nL � nV � nI . The (reduced) incidence matrix A is thereby
ordered according to the element types,

A � pACARALAV AIq.
We remind the reader that we in order to obtain the reduced incidence matrix
A deleted one row in Aa and that this corresponds to the selection of a ground
node from the node set N .

In Table 1 we have listed the quantities we need to describe the transient
behavior of lumped circuits in the interval I � rt0, T s. We use the abbreviations:
Number of elements (Nbr), vector of currents (Curr), and, vector of applied
voltages (Appl. volt).

Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL) states that all currents flowing into a node
sum to zero. KCL can simultaneously be expressed for all nodes using the
incidence matrix and the current vector jptq P RnB ;

Aj � 0. (2.1)

Element Symbol Nbr Curr Appl. volt
Capacitor (C) —||— nC jC vC

Resistor (R) — — nR jR vR

Inductor (L) XXX nL jL vL

Volt. source (V)
Ì

nV jV vs

Curr. source (I)
Ì| nI is vI

All elements - nB j v

Table 1: Notation for the MNA
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When a ground node is chosen we assign this particular node the potential zero.
Let nj be an arbitrary node and Pj � tbl1 , . . . , blru an arbitrary path between
nj and the ground node. Further, let tvl1 , . . . , vlru be the corresponding branch
voltages over the branches in Pj . We define the node potential at nj as

ejptq :� ŗ

i�1

vliptq
The incidence matrix can be used to express the relationship between branch
voltages vptq P RnB and node potentials eptq P RkN :

v � AT e. (2.2)

This is related to Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) stating that the sum of all
voltages in a loop sum up to zero.

The currents through the resistors jR depend in general on the applied volt-
ages vR and time t:

jRptq � gpvRptq, tq. (2.3a)

We say that the function g models the conductivity of the resistors. The electric
charges of the capacitors are modelled by the function qC , which depends on
the applied voltages vC and time t. The capacitor currents jC in turn are the
time-derivatives of the charges

jCptq � qCpvCptq, tq1. (2.3b)

The voltages over the inductors vL are the time-derivatives of the magnetic flux
function φ.

vLptq � φpjLptq, tq1. (2.3c)

As data we consider the voltages over the independent voltage sources de-
scribed by vs P CpI,RnV q and the currents through the independent current
sources described be is P CpI,RnI q.

Now, (2.1-2.3) is a square system of the size

kN � nB � nR � nC � nL � kN � 2nB � nI � nV .

In the modified nodal analysis the vector of unknowns is reduced to

yptq � peptq, jLptq, jV ptqq P RkN�nL�nV .

Such a reduction of system size is quite considerable since kN usually is much
smaller than nB . Due to (2.2) we can eliminate all voltages except vs. By
insertion of (2.3a) and (2.3b) into (2.1) we arrive at the MNA equations

ACq1CpAT
Ce, tq �ARgpAT

Re, tq �ALjL �AV jV � �AI is, (2.4a)
φ1pjL, tq �ALe � 0, (2.4b)

AT
V e � vs. (2.4c)
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As we already have mentioned do the MNA equations often belong to the
equation class differential-algebraic equations.

Definition 2.1 (Differential-algebraic equation [GM86])
Let pyptq, tq P Dy � rt0, T s � Rm � R. An implicit differential equation in Rm

fpy1ptq, yptq, tq � 0, ypt0q � y0,

with f 1vpv, y, tq singular for all pv, y, tq P Rm�Dy�rt0, T s is called a differential-
algebraic equation.

Assumption 2.1 (Passive elements [Bar04])
The matrices

Gpu, tq :� Bgpu, tq
Bu , Lpj, tq :� Bφpj, tq

Bj , C :� BqCpu, tq
Bu ,

are positive definite for all u, j and t. Physically we say that the elements are
passive, i.e. they do not produce any energy.

We put v � pe1, j1L, j1V q and calculate the leading matrix f 1v for (2.4),

f 1vp�, tq �
�� ACCp�, tqAT

C 0 0
0 Lp�, tq 0
0 0 0

�.

This matrix is obviously nonsingular when no independent voltage source is
present and the matrices ACCAT

C and L are nonsingular. The invertibility of
the two matrices follows from the passivity of the circuit elements.

Furthermore, by Section 1.2 we know that if the subgraph consisting all
capacitor branches contains a tree, then the induced incidence matrix AC has
full column rank and kerAT

C � 0. Using the following simple lemma we can
decide when the MNA equations are a DAE.

Lemma 2.2
If N P LpRm,Rnq is an arbitrary matrix and M P LpRm,Rmq a positive definite
matrix, then

kerNMNT � kerNT , im NMNT � imN,

hold.

We can conclude that if Assumption 2.1 holds, then the MNA equations are not
a DAE if and only if a tree of only capacitor branches is present and no voltage
sources.

By solving the MNA equations for three linear circuits we will give a taste of
why this new equation class was introduced. For two of the examples the MNA
equations are DAEs and we will see why their analysis and numerical solution
are so challenging.
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I=i (t)s

e

RC

Figure 2: The MNA equations have DAE index zero

Example 2.1
For the first example (Figure 2) the MNA equations can be rewritten as an
explicit ODE. The MNA equations have the node potential e as unknown and
are of the form

Ce1 � e

R
� �is, ept0q � e0, (2.5)

Here no voltage source is present (nV � 0), AC � �1 and the leading matrix
f 1v � ACCAT

C � C is nonsingular by Assumption 2.1. The solution is

eptq � exp
�

t0 � t

RC



e0 � 1

C
exp

�
� t

RC


» t

t0

exp
�� τ

RC

	
ispτqdτ .

If the datum is is integrable the solution is continuous, but for (2.5) to be well-
defined in the classical sense e must be differentiable and is continuous. In
this chapter we will only work with the classical solution concept and demand
that all expressions – including the data – are at least continuous. We conclude
that (2.5) is uniquely solvable for a continuous right hand side and an
arbitrary initial condition e0.

We observe that the solution is smoother than the data, and indeed, it is a
general trait of the solution operators of explicit ODEs that they are integral
operators and thereby smoothing. For DAEs on the other hand, the situation
is different. They have solution operators that are a composition of integral,
algebraic and differential operators.

Example 2.2
Applying the MNA to the circuit in Figure 3 we obtain

�Ce11 � is, e0
1 � e1pt0q, (2.6a)

�e2

R
� �is e0

2 � e2pt0q. (2.6b)
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e1 e2

I=i (t)s

C R

Figure 3: The MNA equations have DAE index one

The incidence matrix for the capacitor is AC � p1 0qT and the leading matrix

f 1v � ACCAT
C �

�
C 0
0 0



(2.7)

is singular. The solution of the MNA-DAE is

e1ptq � � 1
C

» t

t0

ispτqdτ � e0,

e2ptq � Risptq.
Next, we need to introduce some new notation. Remember that we abbreviate
a DAE as fpy1ptq, yptq, tq � 0 with py, tq P Rm � I. We define the operator

F : DF Ñ RF , F pyq :� fpy1p�q, yp�q, �q.
The solution and image spaces DF and RF are certain subspaces of CpI,Rqm.
When it is clear from the context we will also use CpIq � CpI,Rq.

For the DAE (2.6) we have DF � C1pIq�CpIq. There is exactly one solution
for every right hand side pξ1, ξ2q P RF � CpIq2, hence also for pξ1, ξ2q � pis,�isq
with is P CpIq. For the dynamic variable e1 an initial condition e0

1 can be freely
chosen, but for the algebraic variable e2 the initial condition is determined by
the datum e0

2 � Ript0q. An initial condition pe0
1, e

0
2q chosen in this way is called

consistent. Consistent initial conditions for the MNA equations will be discussed
in 2.4.3. In summary: The solution of a DAE is not in all components
smoother than the data and a solution only exists for a consistent
initial condition.

In the next example we see that there are DAEs which only are solvable if
certain parts of the right hand are smooth. i.e. where RF � CpIqm.
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Figure 4: The MNA equations have DAE index two

Example 2.3
The MNA equations for the circuit in Figure 4 are

�Ce11 � is, (2.8a)

�e2 � e3

R
� �is, (2.8b)

e2 � e3

R
� jL � 0, (2.8c)

Lj1L � e3 � 0. (2.8d)

Again we can read off the solution space immediately

DF � C1pIq � CpIq � CpIq � C1pIq.
To find the proper image space RF we solve (2.8) for an arbitrary right hand
side ξ � pξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4q,

e1 � � 1
C

» t

t0

ξ1pτqdτ � e1pt0q, (2.9a)

e2 � �Lpξ2 � ξ3q1 � ξ4 �Rξ2, (2.9b)
e3 � �Lpξ2 � ξ3q1 � ξ4, (2.9c)
jL � �ξ2 � ξ3. (2.9d)

Now, we define
C1

M :� tξ P CpI,R4q : Mξ P C1pI,Rqu
with

M � p 0 1 1 0 q,
20



and have RF � C1
M .

If we insert x � pe1, e2, e3, jLq and ξ � pis,�is, 0, 0q into (2.9) we obtain the
solution of (2.8)

e1 � � 1
C

» t

t0

ispτqdτ � e1pt0q, (2.10a)

e2 � Li1s �Ris, (2.10b)
e3 � Li1s, (2.10c)
jL � is. (2.10d)

In this case derivatives of the right hand side appear in the solution. We have
found that the solution operator of a DAE might differentiate parts of
the right hand side. Remembering a thumb rule in approximation theory,

the smoother the solution, the faster the convergence,

we realize why DAEs pose interesting problems in numerical analysis, especially
in applications where the data have low regularity, for instance in digital circuits.
Due to the differentiation by the solution operator the solution is of even lower
regularity and thereby the convergence order may decrease.

In the past examples we have seen that circuits which at a first glance look
quite similar can lead to DAEs with rather different solution properties.

These differences are categorized by the DAE index. Next, we present the
first DAE index that was defined, the Kronecker index [GM86]. It is only defined
for linear DAEs with constant coefficients but has the advantage that a closed
solution formula can be given.

2.2 The Weierstraß Normal Form

In this section we present the theory for linear DAEs with constant coefficients
in finite dimensional spaces, i.e.

Ayptq1 �Byptq � qptq, ypt0q � y0, (2.11)

with A,B P LpRmq, y, q P CpI,Rmq and y0 P Rm. All RLC-circuits, i.e. cir-
cuits with resistors, inductors, capacitors and independent sources for which the
functions g, φ and qC (cp. 2.4) are linear and independent of time, have MNA
equations of the form (2.11). If A is a singular matrix we are dealing with a
DAE.

In order to prove unique solvability we can transform the DAE to the Kro-
necker normal form for which a closed solution formula exists. This can always
be done for DAEs with a regular pencil:

Definition 2.3 (Regular pencil [Gan59])
The matrix pair pA, Bq has a regular pencil λB � A if there is a constant λ
such that detpλB �Aq � 0.
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We call a linear DAE with a regular pencil a regular DAE.

Theorem 2.4 ([Gan59])
For a matrix pair tA1, B1u with a regular pencil there exist nonsingular matrices
P and Q such that A2 � PA1Q and B2 � PB1Q

A2 �:
�

I11 0
0 J



, B2 �

�
W 0
0 I22



, (2.12)

where I11, I22 are identity matrices, W is an arbitrary matrix of the same size
as I11 and J is a nilpotent Jordan block matrix. A matrix pair of the form
(2.12) is in Kronecker normal form.

Definition 2.5 (Nilpotency index, [Gan59])
A nilpotent matrix N P LpRmq has the nilpotency index ι if N ι � 0, but
N ι�1 � 0.

DAEs in Kronecker normal form are completely decoupled and we can immedi-
ately write up the following existence and uniqueness theorem.

Theorem 2.6 ([GM86])
Let I � rt0, T s, W be arbitrary in LpRm1q and J P LpRm2q have the nilpotency
index ι. Then, for an arbitrary z0

1 P Rm1 the DAE in Kronecker normal form

z11 �Wz1 � r1, z1pt0q � z0
1 (2.13a)

Jz12 � z2 � r2, z2pt0q � z0
2 (2.13b)

is uniquely solvable if r1 P CpI,Rm1q, r2 P Cι�1pI,Rm2q and

z0
2 �

ι�1̧

k�0

p�1qkJkr
pkq
2 pt0q.

Proof. Obviously the ODE (2.13a) is uniquely solvable for a continuous right
hand side and an arbitrary initial condition z0

1 . We let D be the differential
operator with respect to time

D P LpCkpI,Rm2q, Ck�1pI,Rm2qq, Df :� f 1,
and write (2.13b)

JDz2 � z2 � r2, z2pt0q � z0
2 .

Using the commutativity of J and D and the nilpotency of J it is easy to check
that

z2ptq �
ι�1̧

k�0

p�JDqkr2ptq
satisfies (2.13b). l

We combine this theorem with the existence of the Weierstraß normal form
to a solvability result for linear DAEs with constant coefficients.
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Theorem 2.7 ([GM86])
Consider the regular DAE

Ay1 �By � q, ypt0q � y0. (2.14)

There exist nonsingular matrices P and Q such that

PAQ �
�

I11 0
0 J



, PBQ �

�
W 0
0 I22



,

where J is Jordan block matrix with nilpotency index ι and W arbitrary. Put�
z1

z2



:� Q�1y,

�
z0
1

z0
2



:� Q�1y0,

�
r1

r2



:� Pq.

Now, the initial condition y0 is consistent if and only if

z0
2 �

ι�1̧

k�0

p�Jqkr
pkq
2 pt0q. (2.15)

If also q P Cι�1pI,Rmq, then the DAE (2.14) has a unique solution.

This Theorem holds for regular DAEs which implies square matrices A and B
only. The existence of the Kronecker normal form is actually due to Weierstraß.
Kronecker generalized this theorem to rectangular matrices. This canonical form
has two additional blocks, which together with the right hand side determine
whether the DAE has none, one or infinitely many solutions (cf. [GM86, KM06]).

This generalization, although made without DAEs in mind, is the reason
why the most important invariant for linear DAEs with constant coefficients
bears Kronecker’s name.

Definition 2.8 (Kronecker index)
The Kronecker index of a regular linear DAE with constant coefficients is defined
as the nilpotency index of the Jordan block matrix J in the corresponding
Kronecker normal form.

In Theorem 2.7 the regularity of the pencil guarantees the unique solvability
for linear constant DAEs. If A and B are time-dependent this is unfortunately
no longer true. There are examples where the pencil is regular for all t and
the DAE has infinitely many solutions. It may also happen that the pencil is
singular and a unique solution exists [BCP96].

2.2.1 A Brief Index Discussion

Most DAEs arising in industrial applications have time-varying coefficient and
often they are nonlinear as well. Therefore several generalizations of the Kro-
necker index have been made. We will work with two of them, the perturbation
index [HLR89, HW89] and the tractability index [GM86, Mär02b]. From a nu-
merical point of view the perturbation index is the most important one, since it
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tells us how the perturbations of the right hand side (arising in e.g. numerical
approximations) influence the solution. The perturbation index, however, is of a
phenomenological nature and does not come with a ”recipe” how to determine
it. Another disadvantage is that its determination requires knowledge of the
exact solution. Further, it is implied by its definition that a unique solution of
the perturbed problem exists.

Definition 2.9 (Perturbation index ι, [HLR89])
Let y� be the solution of the implicit differential equation

fpy1ptq, yptq, tq � 0, ypt0q � y0, (2.16)

for f : Rm � Dy � Rm � I Ñ Rm, I � rt0, T s. Assume that δ P Cι�1pI,Rqm
and that yδ solves the perturbed problem

fpyptq1, yptq, tq � δptq, ypt0q � y0
δ ,

for ||δpiq||8, i ¤ ι� 1, sufficiently small. If ι is the smallest integer such that an
estimate of the form

||y� � yδ||8 ¤ c
�|y0� � y0

δ | �
ι�1̧

k�0

||δpkq||8
	

(2.17)

holds for some c ¡ 0 we say that (2.16) has perturbation index ι.

In the solution formula (2.15) we see that the number of differentiations that
needs to be carried out to find the solution directly depends on the Kronecker
index. It is easy to check that if the Kronecker index is µ then the perturbation
index also is µ.

In Definition 2.9 the term DAE does not appear. Indeed this definition
includes ODEs, which have perturbation index 0 if we understand the integral
operator as a differential operator of order �1. Consistent with y1 � yp1q we
define yp�1q by

pyptqqp�1q :�
» t

t0

ypτqdτ.

Now, if f is smooth and the Fréchet derivative with respect to the first compo-
nent is nonsingular, then according to the implicit function theorem there exists
a local smooth resolution of fpy1ptq, yptq, tq � 0 of the form y1ptq � hpyptq, tq.
Using Gronwall’s Lemma and the Lipschitz continuity h w.r.t. its first argument
we obtain an estimate of the form

||yδ � y�||8 ¤
�
|y0

δ � y0�| � c||
» t

t0

δpτqdτ ||8



� �|y0
δ � y0�| � c||δp�1q||8

	
We understand this estimate as a perturbation index-0 estimate. We will from
time to time use the term DAEs of index 0 for explicit ODEs or might even
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write DAEs when we mean regularly implicit ODEs and/or DAEs.

The tractability index is of a more algorithmic nature and thereby easier to
determine, at least in theory. With the help of a projector chain it is possible
to fully characterize the domain DF and image space RF of the DAE
operator.

The determination of the strangeness index [KM96, KM06] is even more
algorithmic. It relies on a transformation to a canonical form, which opposed to
the transformation to the Kronecker normal form can be done smoothly making
it well suited for numerical computations.

The best known index is probably the differentiation index [Cam87, BCP96].
It equals the lowest number of differentiations we must carry out on the DAE to
be able to obtain an ODE by algebraic manipulations. Having the applicability
of numerical solvers for ODEs in mind this idea is natural, but nowadays not
always feasible due to large system sizes, for instance in circuit simulations.

2.3 Analysis of Differential Algebraic Equations

In this section we analyze DAEs with the help of the tractability index.
After some preliminaries such as formulation issues, solution concepts, etc,

the tractability index is defined. The decoupling procedure that is the essential
core of the tractability index concept helps us to state global solvability results
for linear DAEs. The nonlinear case is then treated by linearization and an
application of the implicit function theorem.

For the linear DAEs with time-varying coefficients unique solvability has
been proven for arbitrary index µ [Mär04] and in the nonlinear case for µ ¤ 2
[Mär01]. In Section 2.4 we will see that the MNA equations have index less or
equal two, which is why we only consider these lower index cases here.

2.3.1 The Properly Stated Leading Term

Almost all DAEs arising in applications can be written in the standard quasi-
linear form

Epy, tqy1 � fpy, tq � 0, ypt0q � y0, (2.18)

where E P CpRm � I, LpRm,Rkqq, f P CpI � Rm,Rkq and the integers k,m
are arbitrary. Throughout this thesis we use I � rt0, T s � R with t0 ¥ 0 and
yptq P Dy � Rm. If nothing else is stated explicitly all matrices may depend on
time t and the solution y. DAEs of this form were investigated in [Mär91, Arn95]
for m � k and in [Seu06, Ste06, KM06] for m � k. In industrial applications
rectangular systems often occur when automatic modeling packages are used,
although the underlying physical models are square systems. In this case one
should first concentrate on improvements of the model and thereafter start the
simulations.

In (2.18) we formally must assume that y P C1pI,Rmq, which is more regu-
larity than actually required since only the solution components in the cokernel
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of E are differentiated. Most DAEs in applications are of the form

Apy, tqpdpy, tqq1 � bpy, tq � 0, ypt0q � y0. (2.19)

Here A P CpDy � I, LpRn,Rmqq, d P CpDy � I,Rnq, and b P CpDy � I,Rmq,
with (n ¤ m). We require that the derivatives A1y, d1y and b1y are continuous and
denote Dpy, tq :� d1ypy, tq. For this formulation we only need the differentiability
of the combinations of the solution components in the cokernel of A. Formally
we would demand that y is such that dpy, tq is smooth which would lead to a
nonlinear solution space. We return to this question later.

Definition 2.10 (Properly stated leading term, [HM04])
The leading term in (2.19) is called properly stated if

ker Apy, tq ` im Dpy, tq � Rn, @pyptq, tq P Dy � I, (2.20)

and there exists a smooth time-dependent projector function R P C1pI, LpRnqq
satisfying im Rptq � im Dpy, tq, ker Rptq � ker Apy, tq and dpy, tq � Rptqdpy, tq.
If the leading term in (2.19) is properly stated then the relations AR � A and
RD � D hold.

In [Mär01, Mär02a] it is discussed how and when one can transform a DAE
from the standard semi-explicit form (2.18) into one with a properly stated
leading term. Almost all problems coming from applications can be properly
stated, for instance problems arising in circuit simulation where it is particularly
advantageous due to the low regularity of the coefficients.

The formulation with the properly stated leading term was introduced since
this property is inherited by the adjoint equation. This symmetry is advanta-
geous in the investigation of optimal control problems [BM00], [Bac06].

It was soon discovered that the stability properties of Runge-Kutta and
BDF schemes are improved when they are applied to (2.19) instead of (2.18)
[HMT03a], [HMT03b].

It is not difficult to gain an intuitive understanding for this. Only the deriva-
tives lying in the cokernel of A are formed numerically in (2.19).

We now define tractability index µ P t1, 2u for quasi-linear DAEs of the form
(2.19). Let Q0py, tq be a projector onto ker Apy, tqDpy, tq � kerDpy, tq, P0py, tq �
I � Q0py, tq and let Dpy, tq� be the uniquely determined generalized reflexive
inverse of D that fulfills

DD�D � D, D�DD� � D�, DD� � R, D�D � P0.
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The matrix sequence we use to define the tractability index looks like:

G0py, tq :�Apy, tqDpy, tq
B0py1, y, tq :��Apy, tqpDpy, tqy1 � d1tpy, tq�� bpy, tq	1

y

G1py1, y, tq :�Apy, tqDpy, tq �B0py1, y, tqQ0py, tq
Q1py1, y, tq :�Q1py1, y, tq2 : imQ1py1, y, tq � kerG1py1, y, tq,

Q1py1, y, tqQ0py, tq � 0

P1py1, y, tq :�I �Q1py1, y, tq
C1py2, y1, y, tq :�pDpy, tqP1py1, y, tqDpy, tq�q1
B1py2, y1, y, tq :�B0py1, y, tqP0py, tq �G1py1, y, tqDpy, tq�C1py2, y1, y, tqDpy, tq
G2py2, y1, y, tq :�G1py1, y, tq �B1py2, y1, y, tqQ1py1, y, tq. (2.21)

Note that for C1 we mean the total derivative of DP1D
� with respect to t :

pDpy, tqP1py1, y, tqDpy, tq�q1 ��
D1

ypy, tqy1 �D1
tpy, tq�P1py1, y, tqDpy, tq�

�Dpy, tq�P 11y1py1, y, tqy2 � P 11ypy1, y, tqy1 � P 1tpy1, y, tq	Dpy, tq�
� pDpy, tqP1py1, y, tqq�D1

ypy, tq�y1 �D1
tpy, tq��.

The jet variables y1 and y2 are here place holders for the derivatives y1 and y2,
respectively.

Definition 2.11 (Regular DAE with tractability index µ, [Mär01])
The equation (2.19) is a regular DAE with tractability index µ P t1, 2u if there
is a sequence (2.21) which for i : 0 ¤ i ¤ µ satisfies

1. Gi

�
yp�q, y1p�q, . . . , yip�q, �� has a constant rank ri on I

2. N0

�
yp�q, ��` � � �`Ni�1

�
yi�1p�q, . . . , y1p�q, yp�q, �� � kerQi

�
yip�q, . . . , y1p�q, yp�q, ��

3. Qi

�
yip�q, . . . , y1p�q, yp�q, �� P CpI, LpRmqq,

DP0 � � �PiD
��yip�q, . . . , y1p�q, yp�q, �� P C1pI, LpRmqq,

and rµ�1   rµ � m.

Remark 2.12 ([Mär02b])
1. The projectors Qi are not uniquely determined by this definition.

2. The second condition implies that QjQi � 0 for i   j ¤ µ.

3. The index is independent of the choice of projectors .

4. The matrices Gi have monotonously increasing rank and Gµ is nonsingu-
lar.
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5. Circuit equations have index µ independent of the choice of y, y1, . . . yµ.

Remark 2.13
Since

G2 � pG1 �B0P0Q1qpI � P1D
�pDP1D

�q1DQ1q
and the second factor is nonsingular it is sufficient to check whether G̃2 :�
G1 � B0P0Q1 is nonsingular or not in the index 2 case. In Section 2.4 where
the MNA equations are investigated we will work with G̃2 instead of G2.

For DAEs with a properly stated leading term the canonical solution space
would be

C1
d :� ty P CpI,Rmq|dpy, tq P C1pI,Rnqu (2.22)

Unfortunately, if dp�, tq is nonlinear this space is not a linear space. This makes
the employment of standard concepts such as differentiability and methods like
linearization problematic. We first restrict ourselves to the case when dpy, tq �
Dptqyptq is linear w.r.t. y. Later, when we discuss nonlinear DAEs we will see
that by an augmentation it is always possible to find an equivalent formulation
with a linear d.

Definition 2.14 (Solution of a DAE, [Mär01])
A function y in

C1
D :� ty P CpI,Rmq|Dy P C1pI,Rnqu (2.23)

is a solution of the DAE

Apy, tqpDptqyptqq1 � bpy, tq � 0, ypt0q � y0. (2.24)

if it satisfies (2.24) point-wise.

If we set ||u||C1
D

:� ||pDuq1||8 � ||u||8,

then C1
D is a Banach space.

2.3.2 Unique Solvability of Linear DAEs with Index µ ¤ 2

The idea behind the tractability index is a stepwise projection of the solution
onto certain invariant subspaces. When the matrix chain (2.21) becomes sta-
tionary (ker Gµ � t0u) we can obtain an equivalent system. In general it consists
of the so-called inherent ODE and additional algebraic equations. We write ”in
general” since some DAEs lack an inherent ODE.

The equivalent system with the inherent ODE and the algebraic equations
has a decoupled triangular structure that makes it possible to directly read
off which smoothness properties and initial conditions are required for unique
solvability. In [Mär04] unique solvability under minimal smoothness require-
ments where derived in this way for linear DAEs with time-varying coefficients
of arbitrary index.
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We here present the lower index cases (µ ¤ 2) since they are of particular
interest in circuit simulations (cf. Sec.2.4 or [Tis99]). From the obtained global
results for the linear case we can then derive local results for the nonlinear case
as it was done in [Mär01].

We assume that the linear DAE

AptqpDptqyptqq1 �Bptqyptq �qptq, (2.25a)

is regular and properly stated and accompany it with the initial condition

Dpt0qP1pt0qpypt0q � y0q �0. (2.25b)

Index 0: Assume that (2.25a) has tractability index µ � 0. The matrix AD �
G0 is then nonsingular and by scaling with G�1

0 and multiplication from the left
with D we can transform (2.25a) into an explicit ODE:

ADD�pDyq1 �By � q, (2.26a)

ô pDyq1 �R1pDyq �DG�1
0 BD�DpDyq � DG�1

0 q, (2.26b)

Here, we used kerAD � kerD, hence D� � D�1. The initial value problem
(2.25) has a unique solution in C1

D � C1 for any q P CpI,Rmq and y0 P Rm.
The matrix D is nonsingular and P1 � P0 � I since the matrix chain immedi-
ately becomes stationary. The equation (2.26b) is an explicit ODEs for the new
variable u :� Dy.

Index 1: If the index is one, then G0 is singular. We define a projector onto
N0 :� ker G0 � t0u by Q0 :� I � D�D. The complementary projector is
P0 :� D�D � I �Q0. Remembering DQ0 � Q0D

� � 0 we see that (2.26a) is
equivalent to pAD �BQ0qpD�pDyq1 �Q0yq �BP0y � q. (2.27)

The matrix G1 :� AD � B0Q0 is nonsingular, since the tractability index is 1.
We decouple by multiplying from the left with DG�1

1 and Q0G
�1
1 and introduce

the new variable u :� Dy:

u1 �R1u�DG�1
1 BD�u � DG�1

1 q, (2.28a)

Q0y �Q0G
�1
1 BD�u � Q0G

�1
1 q, (2.28b)

Now (2.28a) is uniquely solvable for an arbitrary initial condition upt0q � u0 if
DG�1

1 q is continuous. As P1 � I the initial condition (2.25b) is

Dpt0qpy0 � ypt0qq � 0, (2.28c)

and (2.25) is equivalent to (2.28). By multiplying the inherent ODE (2.28a) withpI �Rq we can derive that im Dptq is an invariant subspace for the dynamics of
the DAE [BM00]. This means that if ypt̃q belongs to im Dpt̃q for any t̃ P I, then
yptq is in im Dptq for all t ¥ t̃.
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The solution of (2.25) is obtained by first solving the inherent ODE (2.28a)
for the dynamical component u with an initial condition u0 P im Dpt0q. The
solution is inserted into (2.28b) which is solved for the algebraic component Q0y.
Obviously, the initial condition for the algebraic component Q0y is fixed when
u0 has been chosen. We obtain the solution of (2.25) by addition of the two
components y � D�u�Q0y. We summarize this in a theorem.

Theorem 2.15 ([BM00])
The IVP

AptqpDptqyptqq1 �Bptqyptq � qptq, Dpt0qpypt0q � y0q � 0,

is uniquely solvable for arbitrary q P CpI,Rmq, if the DAE is regular, its
tractability index is 1 and its leading term properly stated.

In the index 2 case we encounter a solution operator that differentiates certain
parts of the right hand side.

Index 2: If (2.25a) has index 2, then G1 has a non-trivial nullspace N1. This
means that the dynamics of the DAE lives in a subspace of im D. We split it
by defining a projector Q1 onto N1 satisfying Q1Q0 � 0. The complementary
projector is P1 :� I �Q1.

In the index 1- case we had the splitting y � D�Dy � Q0 � P0y � Q0y.
Now we obtain y � D�DP1y � D�DQ1y � Q0y. The interesting component
is DQ1 which lies in im D, i.e. is differentiated by the DAE operator, but it
is not dynamical. The differentiation of this component is the reason for the
differentiation of the right hand side by the solution operator.

If we set
B1 :� B0P0 �G1D

�pDP0P1D
�q1D

and G2 :� G1 �B1Q1 we can verify that (2.27) (cp. [Mär04]) is equivalent to

G2

�
P1P0D

�pDyq1 �Q0y �Q1y � P1D
�pDP1D

�q1DP0Q1y
	�B1P1y � q,

(2.29)
We scale (2.29) with the inverse of G2, and obtain the inherent ODE for the
component u � DP1y by multiplication with DP0P1:

u1 � pDP1D
�q1u�DP1G

�1
2 B1D

�u � DP1G
�1
2 q. (2.30a)

Next, we multiply (2.29) with DQ1G
�1
2

DQ1y �DQ1G
�1
2 B1D

�u � DQ1G
�1
2 q, (2.30b)

The last component Q0y is obtained by multiplying (2.29) with Q0P1G
�1
2 . We

use that the projectors satisfy DQ0 � Q0D
� � Q1Q0 � 0 and write the

obtained expression in the follow way

pQ0Q1D
�q1u�Q0Q1D

�pDQ1yq1 �Q0y �Q0P1G
�1
2 B1D

�u � Q0P1G
�1
2 q.
(2.30c)
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We have now obtained the decoupled triangular system. We start by solving
the ODE (2.30a) for an initial condition u0 P im Dpt0qP1pt0q. The subspace
im Dpt0qP1pt0q is an invariant subspace for (2.30a) [BM00]. The solution is
inserted into (2.30b) which we solve for DQ1y. If we differentiate (2.30b) we can
solve (2.30c) for the last component Q0y. We see that we need the continuous
differentiability of DQ1G

�1
2 q in order to be able to construct a solution in this

way. One can prove that for the coefficients it is sufficient (cf. [BM00]) that

DP1D
�, DQ1D

� P C1pI,Rnq. (2.31)

Theorem 2.16 ([BM00])
Consider the initial value problem

AptqpDptqyptqq1 �Bptqyptq �qptq, (2.32a)

Dpt0qP1pt0qpypt0q � y0q �0, (2.32b)

and let the DAE (2.32a) be regular with tractability index 2. The IVP (2.32)
has a unique solution for all q P C1

DQ1G�1
2
pIq.

2.3.3 Unique Solvability of Nonlinear DAEs with Index µ ¤ 2

The theory for linear DAEs can be used to derive local results for nonlinear
DAEs of the form

Apy, tqpdpy, tqq1 � bpy, tq � 0, ypt0q � y0 (2.33)

via linearization. We will sketch the argumentation since similar techniques
will appear in our treatment of abstract DAEs in upcoming chapters. This
subsection is entirely based on [Mär01]. Let

t P I � R, yptq P Dy � Rm, A P C
�Dy � I, LpRn,Rmq�,

d P CpDy � I,Rnq, b P CpRm � I,Rmq.
Furthermore, assume that A1y, d1y and b1y are continuous in both arguments and
that I is compact.

We need a linear solution space so we augment (2.33) with

ȳ �
�

y
w



, Ā �

�
A
0



, d̄ � Ry,

D̄ � �
0 R

�
, b̄ �

�
b

w � d



, ȳ0 �

�
y0

dpy0, t0q



. (2.34)

The DAEs
Āpȳ, tqpD̄ptqȳq1 � b̄pȳ, tq � 0, ȳpt0q � ȳ0, (2.35)
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and (2.33) are equivalent via ȳptqT � pyptq wptqqT where wptq � dpyptq, tq.
Furthermore, the two systems are properly stated with index µ P t1, 2u simul-
taneously. It is therefore sufficient to investigate the solvability of (2.35). For
(2.35) we have the linear solution space

C1
D̄pIq :� tȳ P CpI,Rm�nq | D̄ȳ � Ry P C1pI,Rnqu. (2.36)

In the following we will always use the solution space (2.36) and if d is nonlinear
we have the augmented system in mind. From now on we omit the bars.

Let y�ptq P Dy, y� P C1
D and define the map

Fpyq :� Apyp�q, �qpDp�qyp�qq1 � bpyp�q, �q.
F is Fréchet differentiable,

F 1ypy�q P LpC1
DpI,Rmq, CpI,Rmqq,

with

F 1ypy�qMy :� A�pD�Myq1 �B�My,

where

A�ptq :� Apy�ptq, tq, and B�ptq :� b1ypy�, tq � pA1ypy�, tqpDptqy�ptqq1.
Now the linear DAE

A�ptqpDptqMyptqq1 �B�ptqMyptq � qptq, t P I (2.37)

can be written
F 1ypy�qMy � q. (2.38)

By definition it has the same index as (2.35). By the decoupling procedure in
the previous section we know exactly what image space the linear DAE operator
F 1ypy�q has. If we assume that y� is a solution of the DAE (2.35) we can use
the knowledge of the image space and prove local uniqueness with the implicit
function theorem:

Theorem 2.17 ([CH96])
Let X,Y, V be Banach spaces and f P CkpX �Y, V q. Now if fpx�, y�q � 0, and
f 1xpx�, y�q has a bounded inverse, then there exists a neighborhood Upx�, y�q �
X � Y and a function h P CkpY, Xq such that x � hpyq holds for all px, yq P
Upx�, y�q.
In order to determine when F 1ypy�q has a bounded inverse the following lemma
closely connected to the closed graph theorem is useful.

Lemma 2.18 (Lemma IV.4.4[Wer05])
Let X, Y be Banach Spaces and D � X be a vector space. If the operator
T : D Ñ Y is closed and bijective, then T�1 is bounded.
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That F 1ypy�q is closed follows from the commutativity of limit taking and dif-
ferentiation. From the solvability theorems 2.15 and 2.16 for linear DAEs in
the previous section we know that if the index is µ P t1, 2u then imF 1xpy�q �
CDQ1�G�1

2� . The subscript � denotes that the matrix chain (2.21) has been
evaluated along the linearization point y�. If µ � 1 then Q1� � 0 and

C1
DQ1�G�1

2�
pIq � CpI,Rmq.

We treat the index 1 and 2 cases simultaneously.
To obtain the injectivity we take the initial conditions into account. For

µ P t1, 2u we can choose initial values for the dynamical component DP1�y
freely. Again, note that if µ � 1 then P1� � I. Put

LIC :� imDpt0qP1�pt0q.
The subspace im Dpt0qP1�pt0q is an invariant subspace for the inherent ODE
[BM00]. We define the initial value operator

FIV P : C1
DpIq Ñ CDQ1�G�1

2� pI,Rmq � LIC ,

by

FIV P pyq :� pFpyq, Dpt0qP1�pt0qypt0qq.
If the initial condition in (2.35) is consistent, then (2.35) can be written

Apy, tqpDptqyq1 � bpy, tq � 0, t P I, (2.39a)

Dpt0qP1�pt0qpypt0q � y0q � 0, (2.39b)

or
FIV P pyq � p0, Dpt0qP1�pt0qy0q.

Additionally to (2.39) we consider a perturbed initial value problem. Let

Y :� C1
DQ1�G�1

2�
pIq � LIC

and consider perturbations pδ, δ0q P Y . The perturbed initial value problem

Apy, tqpDptqyq1 � bpy, tq � δ, t P I, (2.40a)

Dpt0qP1�pt0qpypt0q � y0q � δ0. (2.40b)

can be written
FIV P pyq � pδ,Dpt0qP1�pt0qy0 � δ0q. (2.41)

We set X :� C1
D and define the neighborhoods

UXpy�q � X, UY p0, 0q � Y
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such that a solution yδ P UXpy�q of (2.40) exists for all pδ, δ0q P UY p0, 0q.
Next, we define the function for which the implicit function theorem will

deliver the local uniqueness and the perturbation sensitivity of the initial value
problem (2.35) with index µ � t1, 2u. With ȳ :� yδ � y�, the function

Hpȳ, δ, δ0q :� FIV P py� � ȳq � FIV P py�q � pδ, δ0q,
H : UXp0q � UY p0, 0q � X � Y Ñ Y

is continuously differentiable and fulfills Hp0, 0, 0q � 0. Furthermore, it holds
that

H1̄yp0, 0, 0q � pFIV P q1ypy�q : X Ñ Y

is bijective and closed. By Lemma 2.18 the operator H1̄yp0, 0, 0q has a bounded
inverse. By the implicit function theorem we know that there exist neighbor-
hoods

UX � UXp0q, UY � UY p0, 0q
and a function h P C1pY,Xq such that

ȳ � hpδ, δ0q, @pȳ, δ, δ0q P UX � UY (2.42)

Now as 0 � hp0, 0q we know that if y� is a solution of p2.35q then this solution
is locally unique. Furthermore, since h is smooth

||y� � y||X ¤ const ||pδ, δ0q||Y (2.43)

holds for any solution yδ P UXpy�q of the perturbed problem (2.40). The natural
norm in the Banach space Y is

||pu, vq||Y :� |u| � ||v||C1
DQ1�G

�1
2�

(2.44)

� |u| � ||v||8 � ||pDQ1�G�1
2� vq1||8, (2.45)

where | � | is the Euclidean norm. We have quite rigorously sketched the proof
of the following theorem.

Theorem 2.19 ([Mär01])
Assume that (2.35) is a regular properly stated DAE with the tractability index
µ � 1, 2 and that

DP1�D�, DQ1�D� P C1pI, LpRnqq.
Let y� be a solution of (2.35). For y in a neighborhood UXpy�q assume that

DptqQ1�ptqG�1
2� ptqbpy, tq is continuously differentiable w.r.t. t. (2.46)

There exist constants σ and λ such that if

• for an arbitrary y0 with |Dpt0qP1�pt0qpy�pt0q � y0q| ¤ σ, and
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• any δ P C1
DQ1�G�1

2�
pI,Rmq with ||δ||DQ1�G�1

2� ¤ λ

then, the IVP (2.40) is uniquely solvable. The solution y P C1
DpI,Rmq satisfies

||pDptqpy�ptq � yptqqq1||8 � ||y�ptq � yptq||8 ¤cp|Dpt0qP1�pt0qpy0 � ypt0qq|
� ||δ||8 � ||pDQ1�G�1

2� δq1||8q
for some constant c.

Remark 2.20
We have summarized the index one and two case in one. Again we stress that
if µ � 1, then P1� � I, Q1� � 0, and thereby

C1
DQ1�G�1

2�
pIq � CpI,Rmq.

This result implies that if the tractability index is µ � t1, 2u then the per-
turbation index is µ as well.

The perturbation estimate here is stronger than the one in the Defini-
tion 2.16. On the left hand side we have || � ||C1

D
with which the natural solution

space C1
D is a Banach space. The advantage of the tractability index is now

clear. In order to apply the implicit function theorem we need Banach spaces,
i.e. complete spaces. This can only be obtained with the correct norms which
we can define if we know the correct image space of the DAE operator. This is
obtained by the decoupling procedure with the matrix chain.

The corresponding result for the more general form (2.33) is obtained through
the equivalence with the augmented system (2.35) with (2.34).

Theorem 2.21 ([Mär01])
Let the regular DAE (2.33) with tractability index µ P t1, 2u have the solu-
tion y� on I. Then, the IVP (2.40) has a unique solution y P Uy� if δ P
C1

DQ1�G�1
2�
pI,Rmq, ||δ||8�||pDQ1�G�1

2� δq1||8 ¤ σ, |Rpt0qpy0�dpy�pt0q, t0qq| ¤ τ

for σ, τ ¡ 0 sufficiently small. The perturbation estimate

||pdpy�ptq, tq � dpyptq, tqq1||8�||y�ptq � yptq||8 ¤ c
�||δ||8 � ||pDQ1�G�1

2� δq1||8
� p|Dpt0qP1�Dpt0qpdpypt0q, t0q � dpy�pt0q, t0qq|q

holds for some constant c.

For more information on this and the theory discussed in this section we
refer the patient reader to [Mär01].

It has turned out that the projector chain approach is very well suited for
the analysis of the MNA equations. With this approach it is possible to give
solvability results in terms of the circuit topology.
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2.4 Analysis of the MNA Equations

In this section we see that several analytical questions concerning the MNA
equations can be answered by examining the network graph. We start by ex-
cluding some configurations that lead to zero or infinitely many solutions. Then
the index is characterized in Theorem 2.23. We finish with solvability and per-
turbation results.

2.4.1 Consistency

We start with two definitions. AV-loop is a loop in the network graph only
containing voltage source branches and an I-cutset is a cutset in the network
graph with only current source branches. If one of these configurations is present
we cannot guarantee unique solvability of the MNA equations for arbitrary data.

Assumption 2.2 (Consistency)
The graph describing the topology of the electric network contains no V-loops
and no I-cutsets.

We illustrate this by looking at two circuits.

Example 2.4
The circuit in Figure 5 has a V-loop and the MNA equations

jV1 � jV2 �Re � 0,

e � v1,

e � v2,

have infinitely many solutions if v1 � v2. If on the other hand v1 � v2 no
solutions exist.

V1
V2

e

R

Figure 5: A circuit with a V-loop
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I1 I2

e1

R

e2

Figure 6: A circuit with an I-cutset

Example 2.5
In Figure 6 an I-cutset is present instead of a V-loop, but the effect is the same.

The MNA equations are

i1 � i2 � 0,

i1 �Re2 � 0.

We can chose e1 freely since it does not even appear in the equation, but if the
first equation is not fulfilled there are still no solutions.

Remark 2.22
Our notion of consistency depends on what we consider as variables and what
we consider as data. If we in the second example consider i1 as a variable and
let e1 be data the unique solvability is given for any data (e1, i2).

We give this remark to help the reader to understand the underlying math-
ematical structure. From a circuit design perspective there is in this respect
little or no freedom.

2.4.2 The Index of the MNA Equations

We first discuss some circuit configurations that affect the index of the MNA
equation. From section 1.2 we derive some important properties of the incidence
matrices for the different element types.

A C-tree is a tree with only capacitive branches. If a C-tree exists then the
reduced incidence matrix AC has full row rank which is equivalent to kerAT

C �t0u.
An LI-cutset is a cutset with only inductors and current sources. If an LI-

cutset exists then the subgraph consisting of all capacitors, resistors and voltage
sources cannot be connected, i.e. kerpACARAV qT � t0u if and only if an LI-
cutset exists.
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A CV-loop is a loop consisting of capacitors and at least one voltage source.
The columns in the incidence matrix corresponding to a subgraph with a loop
are linearly dependent. That a CV-loop exists is equivalent to

im AV � im AC ô kerAT
C � kerAT

V ô kerAT
V QC � t0u.

In order to state the result characterizing the index of the MNA equations
we need a smoothness assumption.

Assumption 2.3 (Smoothness)
The functions describing the conductivities (g), the fluxes (φ) and the capac-
itances (qC) are in both arguments continuously differentiable. The functions
describing the independent sources is and vs are continuous.

Theorem 2.23 ([Tis99])
Let Assumptions 2.1-2.3 hold. Then, the MNA equations

ACq1CpAT
Ce, tq �ARgpAT

Re, tq �ALjL �AV jV � �AI is, (2.47a)
φ1pjL, tq �ALe � 0, (2.47b)

AT
V e � vs (2.47c)

have the tractability index

0, if the network graph contains a C-tree and no voltage sources,

1, if the index is not zero and the network graph contains neither CV-loops
nor LI-cutsets, and

2, otherwise.

We just sketch the proof here. For details we refer to [Tis99] or [Tis04]. Put

y �
�� e

jL

jV

�, (2.48a)

A �
�� AC 0

0 I
0 0

�, (2.48b)

dpy,tq �
�

qcpAT
Ce, tq

φpjL, tq



, (2.48c)

bpy,tq �
�� ARgpAT

Re, tq �ALjL �AV jV �AI i�AT
LjL

AT
V jV

� (2.48d)

and write the MNA equations with a properly stated leading term

Adpy, tq1 � bpy, tq � 0.
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Along a trajectory y� � pe�, jL�, jV �qT we calculate the matrix chain (2.21).
For any function f we use the convention f� � fpx�ptq, tq. Consistent with the
notation in Assumption 2.1 we write

C�AT
C � BqCpAT

Ce�ptq, tqBe ,

G�AT
R � BgpAT

Re�ptq, tqBe ,

L� � BφpjL�ptq, tqBjL
.

The starting point for the matrix chain p2.21q are the two matrices

D� �
�

ACC�AT
C 0 0

0 L� 0



B0� �

�� ARG�AT
R AL AV�AT

L 0
AT

V 0 0

�
Index 0: With no voltage sources present in the circuit we have

AD� �
�

ACC�AT
C 0

0 L�



.

Since a C-tree exists in the network graph is AT
C nonsingular. Lemma 2.2

combined with Assumption 2.1 imply AD� that nonsingular.

Index 1: The matrices C� and L� have constant rank so it is possible to find a
constant Q0:

Q0 �
�� QC 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 I

�. (2.50)

We form

G1� � AD� �B0�Q0 �
�� ACC�AT

C �AGG�AT
RQC 0 AV�AT

LQC L� 0
AT

V QC 0 0

� (2.51)

Let QCRV be a projector onto kerpACARAV q and QV�C a projector onto kerQT
CAV .

Using Lemma 2.2 and Assumption 2.1 it is not difficult to verify that G1� is
nonsingular if and only if QCRV and QV�C both equal zero. This is equivalent
to the absence of LI-cutsets and CV-loops.

Index 2: In order to form the matrix

G2� :� G̃2� � G1� �B0�P0Q1�
(remember Remark 2.13) we need a projector Q1�. With the nonsingular matrix
HC� :� ACC�AT

C �QT
CQC we can use

Q1� �
�� QCRV 0 �H�1

C�AV QV�C

L�1� AT
LTQCRV 0 0
0 0 QV�C

�
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and get

G2� ���ACC�AT
C�AGG�AT

RQC�ALL�1� AT
LQCRV 0 AV �AGG�AT

RPCA�1
C�AV QV�C�AT

LQC L� �AT
LPCH�1

C�AV QV�C

AT
V QC 0 �AT

V H�1
C�AV QV�C

�
Here, we additionally use that Assumption 2.2 implies that pACARALAV qT and
AV have full rank column rank and can with the help of Assumption 2.1 and
Lemma 2.2 show that G2� always is nonsingular. In later chapters we will need
the matrices defined in this section. In order to distinguish them from other
operators we will denote them AMNA, DMNA, GMNA

1 , GMNA
2 and so on.

In the next section we see that the solvability and sensitivity of the MNA
equations depend on the index.

2.4.3 Solvability and Perturbation Analysis of the MNA Equations

In previous sections we assured solvability by giving initial conditions for only
the dynamic variables, i.e. the components determined by the inherent ODE. If
we state initial conditions for all solution components we must assure that they
are consistent, i.e. fulfill the algebraic constrains. The index 1-constraints are

QT
CrARgpe, tq �ALjLptq �AV jV ptq �AI isptqs �0, (2.52a)

AT
V eptq � vsptq �0. (2.52b)

If the MNA equations have index 1 we call an initial condition fulfilling (2.52)
consistent.

Theorem 2.24 ([Tis99])
Let the Assumptions 2.1-2.3 hold. If the MNA equations (2.47) have index 1,
then they are uniquely solvable for any consistent initial condition.

If the MNA equations have index 2, additionally to the index 1 constraints
(2.52), the initial condition must fulfill the index 2-constraints

QT
V�CAT

V H�1
C p�qPT

C rACq1CpAT
Ce, tq �ARgpAT

Re, tq
�ALjL �AV jV �AI iss �QV�Cv1sptq � 0 (2.53a)

QT
CRV rALL�1p�qpAT

Le� φ1pjL, tqq �AI i
1
sptqs � 0 (2.53b)

in order to be consistent. As in the previous section

HCpvC , tq :� ACCpvC , tqAT
C �QT

CQC .

Assumption 2.4 (Additional smoothness)
The charges qC in the CV-loops and the fluxes φ in the LI-cutsets are twice
continuously differentiable. The input functions is and vs are continuously
differentiable.
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Theorem 2.25 ([Tis99])
Let the Assumptions 2.1-2.4 hold. If the MNA equations have index 2 then they
are uniquely solvable for any initial condition fulfilling (2.52) and (2.53).

Theorem 2.26 ([Tis04])
Let the Assumptions 2.1-2.4 hold and y� � pe�, jL�, jV �q be the solution of
(2.47). Further, let the perturbation

δ � pδe, δL, δV q P CDQ1�G�1
2� pIq

and assume that the initial condition y0
δ � pe0

δ , j
0
Lδ, j

0
V δq is consistent for the

perturbed initial value problem

ACq1CpAT
Ce, tq �ARgpAT

Re, tq �ALjL �AV jV �AI iI � δe, (2.54a)
φ1pjL, tq �ALe � δL, (2.54b)

AT
V e� v � δV , (2.54c)

yδpt0q � y0
δ . (2.54d)

Then there exist positive constants σ and λ such that if |y0
δ � y�pt0q| ¤ σ and

||pQCRV δeq1||8 � ||pQV�CδV q1||8 � ||δ||8 ¤ λ

the perturbed IVP (2.54) has a unique solution yδ � peδ, jLδ, jV δq. Furthermore,
the perturbed solution yδ fulfills the perturbation estimate

||y��yδ||8 ¤ const
�|y�pt0q � y0

δ | � ||δ||8 � ||pQCRV δeq1||8 � ||pQV�CδV q1||8� .

Remark 2.27
This theorem tells us that the perturbation index equals the tractability index,
since QCRV � 0 if and only if there are LI-cutsets in the network and QV�C � 0
if and only if there are CV-loops.

We have now summarized the theory we will need on DAEs in finite di-
mensional spaces. In the next section we will see that the tractability index
offers an intuitive straight-forward generalization to abstract DAEs. By an ab-
stract DAE we mean a DAE where the DAE operator is an operator in abstract
Hilbert spaces. Examples of abstract Hilbert spaces are function spaces such as
Lebesgue spaces or Sobolev spaces (cp. Sec.1.1).

2.5 Abstract Differential Algebraic Equations

When the method of lines (MOL) is applied to a coupled PDE system such
as the Navier-Stokes equations (fluid dynamics) or the drift-diffusion equations
(semiconductor charge transport) one is often confronted with a DAE in the
time-integration. The index of the arising DAE may then depend on the partic-
ular space-discretization chosen [Gün00], wherefore a perturbation investigation
of the space- and time-continuous system is sensible.

PDE systems, but also integral equations, infinite-dimensional control sys-
tems, PDEs coupled with DAEs, etcetera, can often be seen as abstract DAEs.
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Definition 2.28 (Abstract DAE)
Consider the system

Adpwptq, tq1 � bpwptq, tq � 0, t P I � rt0, T s, (2.55)

where the operators A, d, and b are maps

A : Z Ñ Y, dp�, tq : Dw � X Ñ Z, bp�, tq : Dw � X Ñ Y,

between the real Hilbert spaces X,Y, Z. If

dim
�

cl
�
kerAd1wpu, tq�	 ¡ 0

for all pu, tq P Dw � I we call (2.55) an abstract DAE.

In the previous section we mentioned that X, Y and Z often are Lebesgue spaces
or Sobolev spaces.

In this thesis we apply methods and concepts that have proven fruitful for
DAE operators acting on finite-dimensional spaces to an abstract DAE that
arise in circuit simulation. Thereby our goal is to gain knowledge of the sys-
tems perturbation behavior. In this section we present generalizations of the
tractability index and the perturbation index to abstract DAEs.

Let D :� d1w and assume that im d1w and ker d1w are constant. We say that
(2.55) is properly stated, if

kerA` im D � Z

and there exists a projector R with im R � imD, kerR � kerA and dpu, tq �
Rdpu, tq.

If (2.55) is properly stated then AR � A and RDpu, tq � Dpu, tq.
Canonically (2.55) offers the solution space

C1
d :� tw P CpI, Xq | dpwptq, tq P C1pI, Zqu,

but it is unfortunately not linear. In order to find a linear solution space we
augment the abstract DAE (2.55) in the same way as in Section 2.3.3. Put

w̄ �
�

w
u



, Ā �

�
A
0



, b̄ �

�
bpw, tq

u� dpw, tq



, (2.56a)

D̄ � �
0 R

�
, d̄ � Rw. (2.56b)

We now call the augmented DAE

Āpw̄, tqpD̄ptqw̄q1 � b̄pw̄, tq � 0, (2.57)

the natural extension of (2.55). For the natural extension we have a linear
solution space:

C1
D̄ :� tw̄ P CpI, X � Zq | D̄w̄ � Rw P C1pI, Zqu.

It is easy to check that if w� solves (2.55), then pw�, u�q where u� � dpw�, tq
solves (2.57) and reversely.
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Definition 2.29 (Solution of an abstract DAE)
A function w P C1

d is a solution of the abstract DAE (2.55) if w̄ P C1
D̄

satisfies
(2.57) for all t P I.

In the following we drop the bars but in the case of a nonlinear d we always
have the natural extension in mind.

2.5.1 The Abstract Differential Algebraic System Index

In [LMT01] a generalization of the tractability index for DAEs in finite dimen-
sional spaces to abstract DAEs in Hilbert spaces was proposed: the Abstract
Differential Algebraic System index (ADAS index). There abstract DAEs of the
form

AptqpDptqwptqq1 �Bptqwptq � qptq, t P I
were considered.

We will work with the definition for the nonlinear case (2.55) given in [Tis04].
We assume that the Fréchet derivatives

B0pw, tq � b1wpw, tq, Dpw, tq � d1wpw, tq.
exist for all w P Dw and t P I.

We assume that im Dpw, tq and kerDpw, tq are independent of w and t. Let
Q0 P LpXq be a projector onto cl kerADpw, tq and put P0 :� I � Q0 where I
is the identity on X.

Further, let Dpw, tq� be a generalized inverse fulfilling

Dpw, tqDpw, tq�Dpw, tq � Dpw, tq, Dpw, tq�Dpw, tqDpw, tq� � Dpw, tq�,

Dpw, tq�Dpw, tq � P0, Dpw, tqDpw, tq� � R.

We define an operator chain that generalizes the matrix chain (2.21):

G0pw, tq :� ADpw, tq
G1pw, tq :� G0pw, tq �Bpw, tqQ0

Q1pw, tq P LpXq : Q1 � Q2
1, imQ1 � cl kerG1

P1pw, tq :� I �Q1pw, tq
G2pw, tq :� G1pw, tq �B0pw, tqP0Q1pw, tq. (2.58)

Definition 2.30 ([Tis04])
The abstract DAE (2.55) has ADAS index 1 if

1. dimpcl pkerG0qq ¡ 0,

2. G1 is injective, and

3. cl im G1 � Y

hold.
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Definition 2.31 ([Tis04])
The abstract DAE (2.55) has ADAS index 2 if

1. dimpcl pkerG0qq ¡ 0,

2. dimpcl pkerG1qq ¡ 0,

3. G2 is injective, and

4. cl pimG2q � Y

hold.

Remark 2.32
In both definitions the condition 1. is always fulfilled due to Definition 2.28.

2.5.2 The Perturbation Index for Abstracts DAEs

We generalize the perturbation index in the following way:

Definition 2.33 (Perturbation index ι of an abstract DAE)
Let w� be a unique solution of (2.55) with wpt0q � w0. Additionally, consider
the perturbed initial value problem

Adpwptq, tq1 � bpwptq, tq �δptq, t P I, (2.59a)

wδpt0q �w0
δ , (2.59b)

and assume that the perturbations δ P Cι�1pI, Y q and w0
δ � w0 � δ0 P X

are sufficiently small. If wδ is a unique solution of (2.59) and ι is the smallest
number for which an estimate of the form

max
tPI ||wδptq � w�ptq||X ¤ const

�
||δ0||X �

ι�1̧

i�0

max
tPI ||δpiqptq||Y

�
(2.60)

holds we say that (2.55) has perturbation index ι.

It is important to notice that the spatial norms on the different sides of the
inequality sign differ. In general X � Y which is crucial for the bounded in-
vertibility of certain blocks in b (see Section 4.2).

In the next chapter we discuss the modeling of semiconductor devices in cir-
cuit simulation. We will see that sometimes it is necessary to couple the MNA
equations with PDEs. The arising system is an abstract DAE for which we in
Chapter 4 will determine the ADAS index. This result generalizes the topolog-
ical index criteria in Section 2.4. In Chapter 5 we show that the perturbation
index of the abstract DAE equals its ADAS index.
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3 Modeling of Semiconductor Devices in Circuit
Simulation

The importance of semiconductors in chip technology is due to the fact that
their conductivity can be highly customized. In this chapter we explain in a
simplified way the very basics of semiconductor physics and how semiconductor
devices are modeled in circuit simulation.

As an introduction to semiconductor physics we can recommend [BW00]. A
detailed exposé on the modeling of different physical phenomena within the de-
vices and the validity of these models can be found in [Sze81]. The mathematical
treatment of various equations governing the charge transport in semiconductors
is discussed in [Mar86, MRS90, Jün01].

We start by explaining how the special conduction properties of a semicon-
ductor are obtained by a process called doping. Then we briefly touch the com-
pact models widely used by chip developers and argue why they are insufficient
in some situations and why distributed modeling is needed by e.g. the drift-
diffusion equations. Many semiconductor devices have more than two contacts
or terminals and therefor we close with a quick word about the incorporation
of multi-terminal devices into the MNA equations.

3.1 Custom-Made Conductivity by Doping

The conductivity of a material depends on the density of mobile charge carriers
in the structure. Metals are distinguished from insulators by the fact that all
valence electrons can move freely in the lattice whereas the valence electrons of
an insulator are tightly bound to their atom nucleus. The ’electron cloud’ in
the metal structure give rise to its good conduction properties.

A semiconductor has a conductivity between that of a metal and an insulator.
Its valence electrons are not as tightly bound to its nucleus as in an insulator
making it possible for a small percentage to depart from its nucleus and move
freely as a charge carrier in the lattice. A semiconductor can be an element like
silicon (Si) or a compound like germanium-arsenic (GeAs).

The charge carriers in a semiconductor are of two types – electrons and holes.
A hole is formed when an electron leaves its nucleus and starts moving around
in the lattice. The remaining ’electron hole’ around the nucleus can move to a
neighboring atom, hence it functions as a positive charge carrier.

The functionality of a semiconductor device is obtained by alteration of its
conduction properties through a process called doping. The doping has two
primary effects, the charge carrier densities are increased and the conductivity
becomes direction dependent.

We use silicon as an example to explain the doping. Silicon belongs to the IV-
compound group and has four valence electrons, each of which forms a covalent
bond with a valence electron from a neighboring atom. In the doping process,
atoms from the neighboring groups III or V are introduced into the lattice. The
elements in group V have five valence electrons, which is one more than needed
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Figure 7: Intrinsic (majority) charge carrier and doping atom
distributions in a pn-diode

to form the four covalent bonds with the neighboring silicon atoms. The extra
electron can move freely around and function as a charge carrier. We call this
donor doping. At the donor atom an immobile positive charge is created. A
donor doped substrate has electrons as majority charge carriers and is called
n-type or n-doped.

In acceptor doping elements from group III are introduced into the lattice.
They lack one of the four electrons needed to form the covalent bonds with the
neighboring silicon atom. The missing electron is ’accepted’ from a silicon atom
nearby at which a mobile ’electron hole’ is formed. At the acceptor atom an
immobile negative charge is created. In acceptor doped regions the holes are
majority charge carriers and we speak of p-type or p-doped regions.

A region is sometimes both acceptor and donor doped. The obtained net
charge distribution throughout the lattice is the doping profile N . For a device
geometry Ω � Rd with d � t1, 2, 3u we have N : Ω Ñ R.

The most basic semiconductor device, the pn-diode, consists of a p-doped
and n-doped region. The boundary between the differently doped parts is called
pn-junction (Figure 7).

Due to diffusion the majority carriers initially move towards the junction.
Through this process the two formerly neutral regions become charged and an
electric field within the device develops (Figure 8). We call the voltage between
the two regions built-in voltage and we will speak of the built-in potential at a
specific point in the device. The Coulomb-forces arising from the electric field
counteracts the diffusion and drives the carrier distributions to a thermodynamic
equilibrium.

At the junction the charge carrying electrons and holes are immobilized by
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Figure 8: Majority carrier redistribution diffusion towards the pn-
junction

recombination to silicon atoms in the lattice and a non-conducting region called
the depletion layer is formed (Figure 9).

+

_

_

_

+

+

built−in voltage

_ + donor atoms depletion layer

p−type n−type

Figure 9: A non-conducting depletion layer around the pn-
junction

If the p-type region is connected to plus and the n-type to minus we say that
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forward-bias is applied. Under forward-bias the holes in the p-type region and
the electrons in the n-type region travel towards the junction and thereby the
depletion layer is thinned and eventually the carriers can tunnel through it and
a current flows from plus to minus.

Under reverse-bias the poles are exchanged, the carriers move away from
the junction and the depletion region is widened. When reverse-bias is applied
no currents can flow unless the voltage is very high and so-called breakdown or
avalanche effects occur (cf. [Mar86, Sze81]).

3.2 Field Effect Transistors

In digital circuits an important device class is made up by the Field Effect
Transistors (FETs). They have the special feature that the charge transport
from source to drain is controlled by the gate-bulk voltage vGB . The Metal
Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) pictured in Figure 10
is one of the most commonly used types.

If vGB is lower or equal to zero the charge carriers cannot pass through the
depletion layers at the pn-junctions and no source-drain current can flow. In
this condition the MOSFET is switched-off.

oxide layer

depletion layer

n−type

p−type

drain sourcegate

bulk

Figure 10: A switched-off MOSFET, vGB ¤ 0

If, on the other hand, vGB is large enough the p-doped region is drained of
majority carriers close to gate and inversion occurs. An n-type channel is formed
along the insulating oxide layer and electrons can travel from source to drain.
The transistor is switched-on (Figure 3.3 ).
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Figure 11: A switched-on MOSFET, vGB ¡ 0 positive

The switch-on/switch-off-capabilities make the FETs well suited for logic
and memory circuit, which explains the large interest in these devices over the
past decades.

3.3 Compact Models

The rapid development in integrated circuit technology relies on the availability
of low-dimensional transistor models making fast simulations possible. They are
provided by the so-called compact models – small circuit models whose param-
eters are tuned in such a way that their voltage-current characteristics closely
resembles those of the real device. As a reference for the parameter tuning mea-
surements and/or simulations of various PDE models for the charge transport
are used.

In Figure 12 an example of a compact model for a MOSFET is pictured.
The resistors model the resistance of the contacts and the impenetrability of
depletion and oxide layers for the carriers gives rises to a charge storing behavior
described by the four capacitors. That the junctions only allow carriers to
pass at forward bias is modeled by controlled current sources as well as the
dependence of the drain-source current on the gate-bulk voltage.

The number of parameters in the compact models needed for good charac-
teristics increases as the spatial scales of the transistors decrease. Currently, the
BSIM4 developed at Berkeley with about 800 parameters belongs to the most
accurate compact models [Den06].

The smaller a transistor is, i.e. the shorter the channel between drain and
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Figure 12: A compact model for a MOSFET

source, the lower the switching time is, making higher operational frequencies
and thereby faster data processing possible. Unfortunately, the frequency range
in which a certain parameter set is valid is relatively small, wherefore either
re-tuning or changes between parameter sets are necessary during the time-
integration.

A remedy to this problem is to use distributed charge transport models
which are more robust to frequency changes for transistors at critical positions
and compact models in positions where a low number of parameter changes are
necessary. The detection of positions of the critical transistors can be carried
out by existing sensitivity analysis tools.

In this thesis we investigate a model coupling the MNA equations and a
distributed model for charge transport in semiconductor materials, namely the
drift-diffusion equations which is presented in the next section.

3.4 The Drift-Diffusion Equations

The charge transport through a semiconductor region Ω � Rd, d P t1, 2, 3u can
be described by the drift-diffusion model (cf. [Mar86]). It consists of five equa-
tions; a potential equation, two balance equations and two transport equations.

The distribution of the electrostatic potential ψ in the semiconductor region
is determined by a Poisson equation

εm∆ψ � %. (3.1)

The permittivity εm of the homogeneous semiconductor is independent of time.
Principally it is a matrix but we consider the medium to be anisotropic, hence
it is a scalar. The charge % depends on the densities of the charge carriers and
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the doping profile N (cf. Section 3.1).

εm∆ψ � qpn� p�Nq, (3.2a)

We denote the electron density n, the hole density p and the elementary charge
q. In the two balance equations for the charge carriers

qBtn� divjn � �qR, (3.2b)
qBtp� divjp � �qR, (3.2c)

jn and jp are the current densities of the charge carriers. The recombination
and generation of the charge carries give rise to the source term R.

The current densities consist of two components; a diffusion term and a drift
term:

jn � qUT µn grad n� qµnn grad ψ, (3.2d)
jp � �qUT µp grad p� qµpp gradψ. (3.2e)

In general, the expressions for mobilities of the charge carriers µn and µp depend
on space and the magnitude of the electric field E � � grad ψ. Close to thermal
equilibrium they can be modeled as only space-dependent functions. We assume
that the thermal potential UT is constant.

By inserting (3.2d-3.2e) into (3.2b-3.2c) we obtain the system that we here
call the drift-diffusion equations

ε div grad ψ � qpn� p�Nq, (3.3a)
Btn� divpUT µn grad n� µnn gradψq � �R, (3.3b)
Btp� divpUT µp grad p� µpp gradψq � R, (3.3c)

In this thesis we will only consider two recombination-generation models -
Shockley-Read-Hall and Auger. Around thermal equilibrium, it is mostly suf-
ficient to consider two-particle transitions described by the Shockley-Read-Hall
recombination-generation term ([Mar86])

RSRHpn, pq :� np� n2
i

τppn� niq � τnpp� niq .
Here ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration, i.e. the concentration of charge
carriers in the un-doped material. The scalars τn and τp denote the average life
times for the electrons and holes as charge carriers.

In some cases also three-particle transitions occur. They are modeled by the
Auger term

RAU :� pCnn� Cppqpnp� n2
i q. (3.4)

We neglect other phenomena like impact ionization, optical and surface recombi-
nation and assume that no nonlinear interaction occurs and linearly superimpose
the terms

R � RSRH �RAU . (3.5)
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3.4.1 Boundary and Initial Conditions

The boundary BΩ of the semiconductor consists of two types: Dirichlet bound-
aries ΓD � 9YnD

i�1ΓDi and Neumann boundaries ΓN � 9YnN
i ΓNi . The symbol 9Y

denotes a disjoint union, i.e. if A 9YB, then AXB � H. In practice, also Robin or
third type boundary conditions can be employed, for instance at MOSFET gate
contacts. These, however, give rise to analytical difficulties whose treatment is
beyond the scope of this thesis. Here we assume BΩ � ΓD 9YΓN .

The Dirichlet conditions model Ohmic contacts with a resistance negligible
in comparison to the semiconductor bulk. Ohmic contacts have therefore little
influence on the device performance. At the Ohmic contact we assume that
thermal equilibrium

np|ΓD
� n2

i (3.6)

and a vanishing space charge

pn� p�Nq |ΓD
� 0 (3.7)

hold [Mar86]. From (3.6-3.7) we obtain the Dirichlet boundary conditions for
the charge carriers

n|ΓD � 1
2

�
N �b

N2 � 4n4
i


 ���
ΓD

, p|ΓD � 1
2

�
�N �b

N2 � 4n2
i


 ���
ΓD

(3.8)
The potential at the ith Dirichlet boundary is the sum of the built-in potential
ψbi and the externally applied potential ψ̄i

ap

ψ|ΓDi
� ψ̄i

ap � ψbi|ΓD , 1 ¤ i ¤ nD. (3.9)

The built-in potential is chosen such that the device is in thermal equilibrium
if the external applied voltages are zero:

ψbi � UT ln

�
N �a

N2 � 4n2
i

2ni

�
, x P cl Ω. (3.10)

Note that, although the expression (3.10) is defined in cl Ω, the equilibrium
potential ψe is only equal to the built-in potential ψbi at the Dirichlet boundary.

If the semiconductor device, whose charge transport is modeled by the drift-
diffusion equations, is part of a surrounding electric network, then the applied
potentials depend on node potentials in the surrounding circuit and the Dirichlet
boundary conditions become time-dependent, i.e. in (3.9) ψ̄i

ap � ψ̄i
apptq.

At the Neumann boundaries we assume a vanishing outward electric field
E � � gradψ and vanishing outward carrier currents. We can derive the bound-
ary conditions

grad ψ � ν|ΓN � grad n � ν|ΓN � grad p � ν|ΓN � 0. (3.11)

Throughout the rest of the thesis the vector ν is the outward unit normal.
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At last we close the system by posing initial conditions on the charge carrier
densities. Let n0 : cl Ω Ñ R and p0 : cl Ω Ñ R fulfill (3.8) and (3.11) and set

npx, t0q � n0pxq, ppx, t0q � p0pxq, x P Ω. (3.12)

In Box 3.13 we summarize the non-stationary drift-diffusion model. It is
an initial-boundary value problem consisting of elliptic and parabolic PDEs de-
scribing the development of the electrostatic potential and the charge carrier
densities in the semiconductor region Ω during the time interval rt0, T s, i.e.px, tq P Ω� rt0, T s.

εm∆ψ � qpn� p�Nq, (3.13a)
� Btn� divpµnUT grad n� µnn gradψq � R, (3.13b)
Btp� divpµpUT grad p� µpp gradψq � �R, (3.13c)
R � RSRH �RAU , (3.13d)

ψ|ΓDi
� ψ̄i

ap � ψbi|ΓDi
, 1 ¤ i ¤ nD, (3.13e)

n|ΓD � 1
2

�
N �b

N2 � 4n2
i

	|ΓD , (3.13f)

p|ΓD � 1
2

��N �b
N2 � 4n2

i

	|ΓD , (3.13g)

grad ψ � ν|ΓN
� grad n � ν|ΓN

� grad p � ν|ΓN
� 0, (3.13h)

npx, t0q � n0pxq, ppx, t0q � p0pxq, x P Ω. (3.13i)

Box 3.13 : The non-stationary drift-diffusion model

This model has been investigated by many authors, we only mention the most
relevant ones here and refer to the references therein. Gajewski investigated
uniqueness, existence and asymptotic behavior of solutions in [Gaj85]. Jüngel
discussed the derivation of the drift-diffusion equations and its relation to other
semiconductor models and their numerical solution [Jün01].

3.4.2 The Stationary Drift-Diffusion Equations

By setting Btn � Btp � 0 in (3.13) we obtain the stationary drift-diffusion model
(3.14). It is an elliptic boundary value problem to be solved for pψpxq, npxq, ppxqq
with x P Ω.
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εm∆ψ � qpn� p�Nq, (3.14a)
divpµnUT gradn� µnn gradψq � R, (3.14b)
divpµpUT grad p� µpp grad ψq � R, (3.14c)
R � RSRH �RAU , (3.14d)

ψ|ΓDi
� ψ̄i

ap � ψbi|ΓDi
, 1 ¤ i ¤ nD, (3.14e)

n|ΓD
� 1

2

�
N �b

N2 � 4n2
i

	|ΓD
, (3.14f)

p|ΓD
� 1

2

��N �b
N2 � 4n2

i

	|ΓD
, (3.14g)

grad ψ � ν|ΓN
� grad n � ν|ΓN

� grad p � ν|ΓN
� 0. (3.14h)

Box 3.14 : The stationary drift-diffusion model

Also the stationary drift-diffusion equations have been thoroughly investi-
gated. We have in this section used [Mar86] frequently, in which both analysis
and numerics is excessively discussed. Analysis in a general setting can be found
in [Gaj86]. Modern space-discretization schemes with mixed finite elements can
among many other topics be found in [Jün01].

We are interested in the sensitivity with respect to perturbations of circuit
equations containing device models with different refinement levels. In upcom-
ing sections we will therefore determine the ADAS index and the perturbation
index for the stationary drift-diffusion equations coupled with the MNA equa-
tions.

3.5 Multi-Terminal Devices in the MNA

When we presented the MNA equations in Section 2, without mentioning it ex-
plicitly, we assumed that all elements have two contacts. In the previous section
we have seen that many semiconductor devices are multi-terminal devices, i.e.
have more than two contacts. The incorporation of multi-terminal devices into
the MNA equations is not very difficult but some care should be taken in order
to avoid some unnecessary pitfalls. In particular we want to formalize how to
avoid zero columns in the incidence matrix. These may arise when two or more
contacts are connected to the same network node.

The general idea is to treat the nD-contact device as nS (nS ¤ nD � 1)
two-terminal devices (devices with two contacts). Two main steps have to be
considered, namely

1. how to describe flows in the device with an device internal incidence matrix
Ai, and

2. how to describe the connections between the device and the network nodes
by two adjacency matrices T and S.
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First, we choose a device internal reference contact (DIRC) and then de-
fine internal branches from all other contacts to DIRC. The contacts are then
mapped to the network nodes by an adjacency matrix T . This may cause loops
which give rise to zero columns in the resulting incidence matrix TAi. These
are deleted by multiplication from the right with another adjacency matrix S.

In order to allow for an arbitrary numbering of nodes and contacts the
construction of the device internal incidence matrix Ai is a bit technical. Let
C � tc1, . . . , cnD

u be the set of contacts such that ci is the contact at boundary
segment ΓDi

. Choose cr for any r ¤ nD to be DIRC. We define the device
internal graph G � tC, B, ϕu (cp. Section 1.2) such that |B| � nD � 1 and

ϕpbiq � pci, crq, @i ¤ nD � 1 (3.15)

if r � nD and

ϕpbiq � pci, crq, @i P t1, . . . , nD � 1uztru and (3.16)
ϕpbrq � pcnD , crq, (3.17)

(3.18)

if r ¤ nD. See the example below for more transparency. The incidence map
ϕ generates the device internal incidence matrix Ai P LpRnD�1,RnD q (cp. Sec-
tion 1.2). It maps the internal branches to the contacts of the device.

Next, we define an adjacency matrix T P LpRnD ,RkN q which describes the
connections between the contacts and the network nodes. Its elements tij are
defined by

tij �
"

1 if network node i is connected to contact j, and
0 otherwise.

We call the network node connected to DIRC reference contact node (RCN).
Let CRCN � tcj1 , . . . , cjl

u be the set of contacts that additionally to DIRC
are connected to RCN. If CRCN is empty, then TAi is an incidence matrix
without zero columns and we are done. If CRCN is non-empty, then TAi has
zero columns. A zero column corresponds to a one-branch loop that starts and
ends in RCN. Note that this kind of loops were not admitted in Definition 1.2.

In order to delete possible zero columns we multiply TAi from the right with
a matrix S. The columns in TAi that we want to keep have indices from the
set

J :� tn1, . . . , nnS
u :� t1, . . . , nD � 1uz pt1, . . . , nD � 1u X tj1, . . . , jluq

We define the tuple ps1, . . . , snS q P NnS with the properties ts1, . . . , snSu �tn1, . . . , nnSu and si   si�1 for all i ¤ nS � 1. Let

E1 �
��� 1

...
0

�� , . . . , EnD�1 �
��� 0

...
1

��,
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be the unit vectors in RnD�1. The matrix S � pEs1 � � � EsnS
q deletes the

desired rows when multiplied to TAi from the right. We call the matrix Ā �
TAiS P LpRkN ,RnS q the multi-terminal incidence matrix.

Example 3.1
Consider a FET connected to a network with four nodes (excluding the ground
node) (Figure 13). Put c1 as DIRC. The incidence mapping ϕ satisfy

ϕpb1q � pc4, c1q, ϕpb2q � pc2, c1q, ϕpb3q � pc3, c1q.
We have

Ai �
�����1 �1 �1

0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0

���, T �
����0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0

���, TAi �
���� 0 0 0

1 0 1�1 0 �1
0 0 0

���.

Node n3 is RCN, CRCN � tc2u and J � t1, 3u. From TAi the second column
shall be deleted, hence

S �
��1 0

0 0
0 1

�, Ā � TAiS �
���� 0 0

1 1�1 �1
0 0

���.

b1 b2b3

c1

c2c3c4

n1

n2

n3

n4

Figure 13: The external and internal connections for a FET

Remark 3.1
The multi-terminal incidence matrix has one column less than there exist con-
tacts over which non-zero currents flow. This means that identical columns may
appear as in Example 3.1.
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With other adjacency matrices Ŝ and T̂ it would be possible to unify all
contacts connected to the same network node and consider them as one terminal.
If this is done all columns in the incidence matrix are different, i.e. surplus
identical columns do not appear. We have refrained from doing so because the
incidence matrix is useful in the representation of boundary conditions for device
equations, e.g. the drift-diffusion equations. In order to keep the possibility
to apply different types of boundary conditions we have not joined contacts to
terminals. We simply exclude contacts that additionally to DIRC are connected
to RCN.

In the next chapters we will include multi-terminal semiconductor devices in
the MNA equation. We will denote their incidence matrix ĀS where the bar
should point out that we mean the multi-terminal incidence matrix defined here
and the subscript S obviously means semiconductor. In Chapter 6 the bar is
omitted since only diodes, i.e. two-terminals, are considered.
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4 The ADAS Index of a Refined Circuit Model

In this section we generalize the topological index criteria for the MNA equa-
tions (Theorem 2.23) to a PDAE modeling an integrated circuit on two different
refinement levels. The MNA equations describe the non-critical elements for
which lumped modeling is sufficient. The charge transport through the critical
semiconductor devices for which lumped models are insufficient is modeled dis-
tributed by the drift-diffusion equations (cf. Section 3.3-3.4). For simplicity we
assume that only one critical device is present.

The two subsystems are coupled over the contacts of the device. Its geome-
try is a bounded region Ω � Rd, d P t1, 2, 3u with a boundary BΩ consisting of
ohmic contacts and insulating boundaries. At the ohmic contacts ΓD � 9YnD

i�1ΓDi

Dirichlet conditions depending on the node potentials in the electric network
are imposed on the electrostatic potential ψ. The current Ji flowing over the
contact ΓDi

must be accounted for in Kirchhoff’s current law in the MNA equa-
tion, hence, we have a two-way coupling of the subsystems. At the insulating
boundaries of the device ΓN � 9YnN

i�1ΓNi
homogeneous Neumann conditions are

imposed on all drift-diffusion variables.
The MNA equations describing the lumped circuit are (cf. Section 2.1)

ACq1C �ARg �ALjL �AV jV �AIcic � ĀSJ � �AI is, (4.1a)

φ1 �AT
Le � 0, (4.1b)

AT
V e � vs (4.1c)

pept0q, jLpt0q, jV pt0qq � pe0, j0
L, j0

V q (4.1d)

The variables are node potentials e, inductor currents jL and independent volt-
age source currents jV . The functions modeling the charges, fluxes and resis-
tances are denoted qC , φ, g and depend on time and the branch voltages or the
branch currents (cf. Section 2.1). The time-dependent functions vs and is are
considered data. The function ic describes so-called controlled current sources.
Their incidence matrix is AIc and their output currents depend on their applied
voltages, ic � icpAT

Ic
e, tq. The consistency of the initial condition pe0, j0

L, j0
V q

will be discussed later.
We remember from Section 3.5 that

nS � nD � |CRCN Y tcru|
where |CRCN Y tcru| is the number of contacts connected to RCN. The matrix
ĀS P LpRnS ,RkN q is the multi-terminal incidence matrix (cp. Section 3.5).

The semiconductor currents J � pJ1, . . . , JnS qT depend on the solution of
the drift-diffusion equations in Ω,

εm∆ψ � qpn� p�Nq, (4.1e)
divpqµnpUT gradn� n grad ψqq � qR, (4.1f)
divp�qµppUT grad p� p gradψqq � �qR. (4.1g)
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Its variables are the electrostatic potential ψ and the charge carrier densities n
and p. We will return to the source term R modeling the recombination and
generation of charge carriers later (cf. Section 3.4).

The drift-diffusion equations are coupled with the MNA equations through
the Dirichlet boundary conditions for the electrostatic potential.

ψ|ΓD
� ψDpeq|ΓD

, n|ΓD
� nD|ΓD

, p|ΓD
� pD|ΓD

, (4.1h)
gradψ � ν|ΓN

� gradn � ν|ΓN
F � grad p � ν|ΓN

� 0. (4.1i)

For the charge carriers, the Dirichlet boundary function nD and pD are inde-
pendent of time (cp. Section 3.4).

The semiconductor current J in (4.1a) can be expressed as the integral of the
current densities jn and jp in the normal direction ν at the Dirichlet boundaries

Ji �
»
ΓDi

pjn � jpqds

�
»
ΓDi

�
qµnpUT gradn� n gradψq � qµppUT grad p� p grad ψq�ds (4.1j)

with i P t1, . . . , nSu (cp. Section 3.4). For numerical computations the expres-
sion (4.1j) is not so advantageous since only the mesh points on the correspond-
ing boundary are used. In [Gaj93] the following analytic reformulation was
suggested. The elements of the matrix AiS P LpRnS ,RnD q (see Section 3.5) are
denoted txaiju. For 1 ¤ i ¤ nS we define the functions hi P H2pΩq by

∆hi � 0, in Ω, hi|ΓDj
� maxt0, xaiju @j ¤ nD, gradhi � ν|ΓN

� 0.

(4.2)
The matrix AiS is an incidence matrix with elements in t�1, 0, 1u so each hi is
1 on one of the Dirichlet boundaries and 0 on the other ones. By the divergence
theorem we have»

ΓDi

jds �
»
ΓD

jhids �
»
Ω

divpjhiq dx �
»
Ω

pdivjqhi � j grad hi dx

We put j � jn � jp, sum the continuity equations (3.2d, 3.2e), conclude that
divj � 0 almost everywhere (a.e.) in Ω and obtain»

ΓDi

jds �
»
Ω

j grad hi dx. (4.3)

In Section 2.1 we briefly used j to denote the vector of all branch currents.
From here on j will always denote the total particle current density j � jn� jp.
Considering (4.3) we can use

Ji �
»
Ω

pqµnpUT gradn�n gradψq�qµppUT grad p�p gradψqq gradhi dx (4.4)

instead of (4.1j).
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In the following box we have summarized the initial value-boundary value
problem describing the refined circuit model. It is a PDAE (partial differential-
algebraic equation) for which we will derive topological criteria determining its
ADAS index (cf. Section 2.5).

ACq1C �ARg �ALjL �AV jV �AIc
ic � ĀSJ � �AI is,

φ1 �AT
Le � 0,

AT
V e � vs,

εm∆ψ � qpn� p�Nq,
divpqµnpUT gradn� n grad ψqq � qR,

divp�qµppUT grad p� p grad ψqq � �qR,

ψ|ΓD
� ψDpeq|ΓD

, n|ΓD
� nD|ΓD

, p|ΓD
� pD|ΓD

,

gradψ � ν|ΓN � gradn � ν|ΓN � grad p � ν|ΓN � 0,

Ji �
»
Ω

�
qµnpUT gradn� n gradψq

� qµppUT grad p� p grad ψq� gradhi dx, i � 1, . . . , nS

pept0q, jLpt0q, jV pt0qq � pe0, j0
L, j0

V q, (4.5)

Box 4.5: The refined circuit model PDAE

As a preparation we transform the drift-diffusion equations (4.1e-4.1g) and de-
rive linear solution spaces.

4.1 Homogenization and Variable Transformation

First the electrostatic potential is homogenized and then the drift-diffusion equa-
tions are transformed to divergence form by a change of variables. This makes a
broad variety of tools from elliptic PDE theory and functional analysis such as
the maximum principle and the Lax-Milgram Theorem applicable. In this con-
text it is beneficial to work with linear spaces. Therefore also the transformed
variables are homogenized.

The functions hi in (4.2) are useful in the formulation of boundary conditions
for the electrostatic potential. From Section 3.4 we have

ψD|ΓDi
� ψ̄i

ap � ψbi|ΓDi
(4.6)

where ψ̄i
ap is the applied potential at ΓDi and ψbi the built-in potential. We

assume that the device internal reference contact (DIRC) cr (cf. Section 3.5) is
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connected to network node nk, i.e. nk is RCN. We then have

ψ̄r
ap � ek.

We collect the previously defined functions in a vector h :� ph1, . . . hnS
q. Using

the multi-terminal incidence matrix for the semiconductor the applied potential
at the boundary ΓDi

can be expressed by

ψ̄i
ap � hĀT

Se|ΓDi
� ek. (4.7)

The potential ψ can from the drift-diffusion equations only be determined up to
a constant, meaning that the solution only depends on the potential difference
to the reference node. The function ψap : RkN Ñ H2pΩq

ψap :� hĀT
Se, (4.8)

satisfying
ψap|ΓDi

� ψ̄i
ap � ψ̄r

ap, @i ¤ nD, (4.9)

will for this reason appear in a natural way later on. The function

ψD :� ψap � ek � ψbi, a.e. in Ω, (4.10)

now fulfills the Dirichlet boundary conditions.
For the construction of linear time-independent solution spaces we need an

assumption on the doping profile N .

Assumption 4.1
The doping profile N P L8pΩq XW 1,4pΩq XH2pΩq satisfies grad N � ν|ΓN

� 0.

Remark 4.1
For ideal functionality of the devices one tries to construct doping profiles that
are described by piece-wise continuous functions, i.e. functions in L8 only. In
reality, profiles with higher smoothness are observed due to the diffusion of the
dopants into neighboring regions.

From Assumption 4.1 it follows that ψbi P H2pΩq and thereby ψD P H2pΩq for
d ¤ 3. After homogenization of the electrostatic potential,

ψ0 :� ψ � ψD � ψ � ψap � ek � ψbi,

the drift-diffusion equations are

εm∆ψ0 � qpn� p�Nq � εm∆ψbi, (4.11a)

div
�
µnpUT grad n� µnnUT gradpψ0 � ψap � ψbiq� � R, (4.11b)

div
�
µppUT grad p� µpUT gradpψ0 � ψap � ψbiq� � R. (4.11c)
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In (4.11b) we have used ∆ψap � 0, since ∆h � 0. The Dirichlet boundary
conditions are

ψ0|ΓD � 0, n|ΓD � nD, p|ΓD � pD. (4.11d)

Due to Assumption 4.1 we still have homogeneous Neumann conditions at the
Neumann boundary

grad ψ0 � ν|ΓN
� grad n � ν|ΓN

� grad p � ν|ΓN
� 0. (4.11e)

Before we homogenize the charge carrier densities n and p we make the
variable transformation

n � ni exp
�

ψ0 � ψap � ψbi

UT



u, p � ni exp

�
�ψ0 � ψap � ψbi

UT



v. (4.12)

The new variables u and v are called Slotboom variables [Mar86] and are mostly
used for analytic considerations since they bring the drift-diffusion equations to
the divergence form

εm∆ψ0 � q

�
nDe

�
ψ0�ψap

UT

�
u� pDe

��ψ0�ψap
UT

�
v �N



� εm∆ψbi, (4.13a)

div
�

nDµnUT e

�
ψ0�ψap

UT

�
gradu



� S, (4.13b)

div
�

pDµpUT e

��ψ�ψap
UT

�
grad v



� S. (4.13c)

The Slotboom variables have poor scaling properties due to the different signs
in the exponent and are for this reason not so often used in numerical schemes.
Above, we have defined the boundary functions

nD � ni exp
�

ψbi

UT



, pD � ni exp

�
�ψbi

UT



(cp. 3.8, 3.9) and introduced the transformed recombination term

Spx, ψ0 � ψap, u, vq :� RpnDe
pψ0�ψap

UT
q
u, pDe

p�ψ0�ψap
UT

q
vq.

At the Dirichlet boundary we define through (4.12) the functions uD and vD

for the Slotboom variables

uDpeq � expp�ψappeq
UT

q, vDpeq � exppψappeq
UT

q, x P cl Ω.

Considering Assumption 4.1 we have homogeneous Neumann conditions also for
u and v at Γn,

ψ0|ΓD � 0, u|ΓD � uD|ΓD , v|ΓD � vD|ΓD , (4.14a)
gradψ0 � ν|ΓN � gradu � ν|ΓN � grad v � ν|ΓN � 0. (4.14b)
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The boundary conditions for u and v are time-dependent since ψap depends on
the time-varying node potentials e. We define u0 :� u� uD, v0 :� v � vD and
obtain homogeneous boundary conditions:

ψ0|ΓD
� u0|ΓD

� v0|ΓD
� 0, (4.15a)

grad ψ0 � ν|ΓN
� grad u0 � ν|ΓN

� grad v0 � ν|ΓN
� 0. (4.15b)

The transformed drift-diffusion equations are

εm∆ψ0 � qnDe
pψ0�ψap

UT
qpu0�uDq � qpDe

�pψ0�ψap
UT

qpv0�vDq � qN � εm∆ψbi � 0,
(4.15c)

divpnDµnUT e
pψ0�ψap

UT
q gradpu0 � uDqq � Spx, ψ0 � ψap, u0 � uD, v0 � vDq � 0,

(4.15d)

divppDµpUT e
p�ψ�ψap

UT
q gradpv0 � vDqq � Spx, ψ0 � ψap, u0 � uD, v0 � vDq � 0.

(4.15e)

For the index analysis we want the drift-diffusion operator to map into L2pΩq3,
wherefore its domain must be smaller than H1

0 pΩq3 [Zei90]. We define

H2B pΩq :� tw P H2pΩq| w|ΓD � 0, gradw � ν|ΓN � 0u
and have in H2B pΩq3 a linear solution space for (4.15c-4.15e).

The expression for the semiconductor current (4.4) becomes in the new vari-
ables

Ji �
»
Ω

�
qnDµnUT e

pψ0�ψap
UT

q gradpu0 � uDq
� qpDµpUT e

p�ψ�ψap
UT

q gradpv0 � vDq
	 � gradhi dx. (4.16)

We summarize the transformed and homogenized problem.
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ACq1C �ARg �ALjL �AV jV �AIcic � ĀSJ � �AI is,

φ1 �AT
Le � 0,

AT
V e � vs,

εm∆ψ0 � qnDe
pψ0�ψappeq

UT
qpu0 � uDpeqq � qpDe

�pψ0�ψappeq
UT

qpv0 � vDpeqq
� qN � εm∆ψbi � 0,

divpnDµnUT e
pψ0�ψappeq

UT
q gradpu0 � uDpeqqq

� Spx, ψ0 � ψappeq, u0 � uDpeq, v0 � vDpeqq � 0,

divppDµpUT e
p�ψ�ψappeq

UT
q gradpv0 � vDpeqqq

� Spx, ψ0 � ψappeq, u0 � uDpeq, v0 � vDpeqq � 0,

Ji �
»
Ω

�
qnDµnUT e

pψ0�ψappeq
UT

q gradpu0 � uDpeqq
� qpDµpUT e

p�ψ�ψappeq
UT

q gradpv0 � vDpeqq
	 � grad hi dx, i � 1, . . . , nS ,

pept0q, jLpt0q, jV pt0qq � pe0, j0
L, j0

V q, (4.17)

Box 4.17: The transformed homogenized refined circuit PDAE

Definition 4.2 (Solution of the refined circuit PDAE)
A solution of the initial-boundary value problem (4.17) is a tuple

w � pe, jL, jV , J, ψ0, u0, v0q P CpI,RkN�nL�nV � RnS �H2B pΩq3q
with �

CAT
Ce, jL

�T P C1pI,RnC�nLq
that fulfill

u0 � uDpψappeqq ¡ 0, v0 � vDpψappeqq ¡ 0 (4.18)

and (4.17) point-wise for all t P I and a.e. x P Ω.

The only existence result for the PDAE (4.17) is in [ABGT03]. There it was
proven that if the region Ω is one-dimensional, the MNA equations are linear
and of index one and it exists a path with only capacitors between the Dirichlet
boundaries, then a unique solution exists close to thermal equilibrium.

For each of the subsystems there exists a relatively satisfactory theory. By
Theorem 2.24 we know when the MNA equations have a unique solution. In
(Thm 3.2.1 [Mar86]) the existence of solutions of the drift-diffusion equations
(4.15) in a region Ω � Rd, d � 1, 2, 3 was proven. Furthermore, H2-regularity
(Thm. 3.3.1) and uniqueness for small voltages close to thermal equilibrium
were shown (Thm. 3.4.1).
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The PDAE (4.17) can written as an abstract DAE, i.e. a DAE of the form

Adpw, tq1 � bpw, tq � 0, wpt0q � w0, (4.19)

where the operators A, d and b are maps between Hilbert spaces. For the
abstract DAE we are interested in the sensitivity of solutions with respect to
perturbations. To this end we determine in this chapter its ADAS index (cp.
Section 2.5). In Section 2.3.3 we saw that the perturbation sensitivity of a
system is closely connected to the local uniqueness of solutions.

For nonlinear DAEs in finite-dimensional spaces it is possible, assuming a
solution exists, to prove local uniqueness. The index concept helps us to de-
termine the range of the linearized DAE operator which makes it possible to
construct a function to which we can apply the implicit function theorem. With
the knowledge of the range of the DAE operator we can determine the pertur-
bation sensitivity.

We will proceed in a similar way here and it turns out that we profit from our
efforts in determining the ADAS index in our perturbation index investigations
thereafter.

The local uniqueness result for the stationary drift-diffusion equations was
obtained by an application of the implicit function theorem for which the bound-
edness of the Fréchet derivative of (4.15c-4.15e) is proven. It is not surprising
that the boundedness of this operator plays an important role in the investiga-
tion of the ADAS index as well.

4.2 Bounded Inverse of the Drift-Diffusion Operator

In order to be able to prove the boundedness of the inverse of the linearized
drift-diffusion operator we must define the domain Ω more precisely.

Assumption 4.2
The domain Ω P Rd for d P t1, 2, 3u has a Lipschitz boundary. The Neumann
boundary ΓN � 9YnN

i�1ΓNi is the union of C2-parameterizable segments. Further,
the pd � 1q-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the Dirichlet boundary ΓD �
9YnD

i�1ΓDi is positive.

Assumption 4.3
The domain Ω is such that the solution of

∆w � f, x P Ω, w|ΓD � 0, gradw � ν|ΓN � 0,

satisfies

||w||2,q ¤ K||f ||2, @f P LqpΩq with q � 2 and q � 3{2.

Using Lp-theory one can derive that Assumption 4.3 excludes geometries where
the angles between the Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries exceed π{2 [Mar86].
For many in practice relevant transistor geometries (e.g. MOSFETs) this angle
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may even be π. A singularity originating from this fact is often observed when
simulating these devices. However, the source-drain current obtained through
simulations is in good agreement with measurements.

In general the mobilities µn and µp depend on space x and the electrical
field E � � gradψ. This case was investigated by Gajewski in [Gaj86]. In
[Mar86] Markowich assumes either constant or space-dependent but bounded
mobilities. In the proof of Thm. 3.4.1 bounded mobilities were assumed. For
simplicity we assume that the mobilities are constant.

Assumption 4.4
The mobilities of the charge carriers µn and µp are constant.

Close to the thermal equilibrium it is sufficient to assume that the recombination
and generation only occurs through two-particle transitions modeled by the
Shockley-Read-Hall term [Sze81],

Rpn, pq � ni
np� n2

i

τppn� niq � τnpp� niq .
We can check that the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination satisfies the following
assumption if we make the transformation to Slotboom variables.

Assumption 4.5
The recombination is of the form S � F px, ψ, u, vqpuv � 1q where F px, �, �, �q P
C2pR� p0,8q2q @ x P Ω and Bαpψ,u,vqF p�, ψ, u, vq P L8pΩq for all pψ, u, vq P R�
p0,8q2 and all multi-indices α with |α|   2. In the thermodynamic equilibriumpψe, 1, 1q it holds that either 0   ω ¤ F px, ψe, 1, 1q ¤ ω or F px, ψe, 1, 1q � 0 for
almost every x P Ω. The constants ω and ω are positive.

Remark 4.3
In order to be able to apply the implicit function theorem to the linearized
problem the linearized operator must be continuously differentiable, wherefore S
must be twice continuously differentiable. As we linearize in thermal equilibrium
we need the boundedness of F there.

Let ψe be the unique solution (Lem. 3.2.1[Mar86]) of the equilibrium problem

εm∆ψ � qnie
ψ{UT � qnie

�ψ{UT � qN, (4.20)
ψ0|ΓD

� ψbi|ΓD
, (4.21)

grad ψ0 � ν|ΓN
� 0. (4.22)

For the Slotboom variables u0 � v0 � 0 holds at thermal equilibrium.
We consider the boundary value problem (4.15) as an operator equation

Gpψ0, u0, v0, ψapq � 0. (4.23)

The domain of G is V �BRnS p0, σq, where V is an open subset of H2B pΩq3. The
set V and the constant σ must be chosen in such a way that u0 � uD ¡ 0,
v0 � vD ¡ 0 hold since the recombination S is defined for u, v ¡ 0 only.
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Similar to how Markowich proved Theorem 3.4.1. in [Mar86] we can prove
that the Frechét derivative of the operator G has a bounded inverse close to
thermal equilibrium.

Theorem 4.4
If the Assumptions 4.1-4.5 are fulfilled, then there exist two neighborhoods

Ueq � UXpψe � ψbi, 0, 0q � X � H2B pΩq3,
Uap � URnS p0q � RnS

such that for all pψ0�, u0�, v0�, ψappe�qq P Ueq � Uap

the linearized drift-diffusion operator

G1pψ0,u0,v0qpψ0�, u0�, v0�, ψappe�qq P L
�
H2B pΩq3, L2pΩq3�

has a bounded inverse.

Proof: By the estimate ||fg||2 ¤ ||f ||1,2 � ||g||1,2 for d ¤ 3 we conclude that
Gpψ0, u0, v0, ψapq P L2pΩq3 for pψ0, u0, v0q P V and ψap P BRnS p0, σq, i.e. we
consider G as a map

G : V �BRnS p0, σq Ñ L2pΩq3. (4.24)

It holds that pψe � ψbi, 0, 0, 0q P V �BRnS p0, σq and

Gppψe � ψbi, 0, 0, 0qq � 0, (4.25)

and G has obviously a continuous Fréchet derivative. The equation

G1pψ0,u0,v0qpψe � ψbi, 0, 0, 0qpa, b, cq � pf1, f2, f3q (4.26)

is equivalent to the boundary value problem

εm∆a � pqni{UT qpe ψe
UT � e

� ψe
UT qa� qnie

ψe
UT b� qnie

� ψe
UT c� f1, (4.27a)

divpniµnUT e
ψe
UT grad bq � ωpxqb� ωpxqc� f2, (4.27b)

divpniµpUT e
� ψe

UT grad cq � ωpxqb� ωpxqc� f3, (4.27c)
grad a � ν|ΓN � grad b � ν|ΓN � grad c � ν|ΓN � 0, (4.27d)
a|ΓD � b|ΓD � c|ΓD � 0, (4.27e)

where ωpxq � F px, ψepxq, 1, 1q satisfies 0   ω ¤ ωpxq ¤ ω̄ or ω � 0 in Ω. If
ω � 0 then (4.27b) is completely decoupled. The existence of a unique solution
follows from the Lax-Milgram Theorem (Thm.5.8. [GT98]). Obviously is this
also true for (4.27c). Once the solutions of (4.27b-4.27c) have been obtained we
can insert them into (4.27a) and conclude the unique solvability of the system
by another application of Lax-Milgram.
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In any case (4.27a) is decoupled from (4.27b-4.27c) even if ω � 0. We define

K1b :� divpniµnUT e
ψe
UT grad bq, K2c :� divpniµpUT e

� ψe
UT grad cq, (4.28)

where K1, K2 : H1
0 pΩY ΓN q Ñ pH1

0 pΩY ΓN qq� with

H1
0 pΩY ΓN q :�  

u P H1pΩq��Bu|clΩrΩYΓN
� 0

(
and � denoting the dual space (cp. Section 1.1). Let I be the identity on
H1

0 pΩY ΓN q and
E : L2pΩq ïÑ pH1

0 pΩY ΓN qq�
a bounded embedding (the existence is clear by Riesz Theorem [Zei90]). The
system (4.27b), (4.27c) can be written�

K1 � ωI �E�E K2 � ωI


�
b
c



�
�

f2

f3



. (4.29)

From the theory of elliptic partial differential operators we know that

K1 � ωI, K2 � ωI : H1
0 pΩY ΓN q Ñ H1

0 pΩY ΓN q�
are invertible (Proof of Thm.8.3[GT98]), hence, equivalent to (4.29) we can
write�

I �pK1 � ωIq�1Eω�pK2 � ωIq�1Eω I


�
b
c



�

� pK1 � ωIq�1Ef2pK2 � ωIq�1Ef3



(4.30)

The operator equation pK1�ωIq�1Eωu � y is equivalent to the boundary value
problem

divpniµnUT e
ψe
UT grad yq � ωy � ωu, y|ΓD

� 0, grad y � ν|ΓN
� 0,

Integration by parts implies the inequality

||y||1,2 ¤ c||u||2, (4.31)

i.e. pK1 � ωIq�1Eω : L2pΩq Ñ H1
0 pΩY ΓN q

is bounded. Now, if B is a bounded set in L2pΩq then the set pK1 �ωIq�1EωB
is bounded in H1

0 pΩYΓN q. The set pK1�ωIq�1EωB is compact in L2pΩq, since
the embedding

H1
0 pΩY ΓN q ïÑ L2pΩq

is compact (Thm.VI.6.2.[Ada75]), hence the operator

pK1 � ωIq�1Eω : L2pΩq Ñ L2pΩq
is compact (Rem.VI.6.3.[Ada75]).
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Further pK1 � ωIq�1 is self-adjoint on L2pΩq, since K1 is self-adjoint. As a
scalar product on L2pΩq we define

pf, gqω �
»
Ω

ωpxqfpxqgpxq dx, (4.32)

which generates an equivalent norm || � ||ω on L2pΩq, since 0   ω ¤ ωpxq ¤ ω̄ in
Ω. With the scalar product p�, �qω the operator pK1�ωIq�1Eω is self-adjoint on
L2pΩq. The eigenvalues of a self-adjoint operator are real and the eigenvalues
of a compact operator can only have 0 as a limit point (Thm.X.4.2.[Yos65]). If
ξi P R is the eigenvalue to the eigenvector yi � 0, then pµi, yiq satisfies

divpµneψe grad yiq � µiωpxqyi, yi|ΓD
� 0, grad yi � ν|ΓN

� 0 (4.33)

and µi � 1�1{ξi. The operator K1 has negative eigenvalues (Thm.8.6.[GT98]),
so �1   inf ξi and ξi   0.

Now, if Λ is the countable set of non-zero eigenvalues of a compact self-
adjoint operator T it holds that

||T || � sup
λiPΛ

|λi|,
(Thm.VI.3.2.[Wer05]). Using this we can conclude that

||pK1 � ωIq�1Eω||ωL2ÑL2   1,

i.e. pK1 � ωIq�1Eω is contractive on L2pΩq. || � ||ωL2ÑL2 denotes the operator
norm on L2pΩq induced by the equivalent norm || � ||ω. In the same way we can
derive that K2 is contractive on L2pΩq which implies that the skew-diagonal in
(4.30) is contractive on L2pΩq � L2pΩq.

The equation (4.30) is of the form pI � Bqx � f and the operator B is
contractive. The unique solvability is in this case clear since the Neumann
series

pI �Bq�1 � 8̧

j�0

Bj

is the solution operator (Sec. I.4.4 [Kat76]). If

||B||LpL2pΩqq � p   1

it holds ||p1�Bq�1||LpL2pΩqq ¤ p1� pq�1.

We use this in (4.30) and get

||b||1,2 � ||c||1,2 ¤ const p||f2||2 � ||f3||2q.
We can now insert pb, cq into (4.27a) and solve for a. Furthermore,

||a||1,2 ¤ const p||f1||2 � ||f2||2 � ||f3||2q,
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hence, if
H1B pΩq :� tw P H1pΩq| w|ΓD

� 0, grad w � ν|ΓN
� 0u,

we have shown that

pG1pψ0,u0,v0qq�1pψe � ψbi, 0, 0, 0q : L2pΩq3 Ñ H1B pΩq3
is bounded. The H2pΩq-regularity, i.e.

||a||2,2 � ||b||2,2 � ||c||2,2 ¤ const p||f1||2 � ||f2||2 � ||f3||2q, (4.34)

can be obtained by a combination of embedding arguments, Assumption 4.3
and the Hölder inequality. We omit it here and refer to (p.47, p.42 [Mar86]).
The estimate p4.34q implies

pG1pψ0,u0,v0qq�1pψe � ψbi, 0, 0, 0q : L2pΩq3 Ñ H2B pΩq3
is bounded.

The final step of the proof is to show that the inverse exists and is bounded
in a neighborhood of the thermal equilibrium. For this step we must shorten
our notation. We set

G1eq :� G1pψ0,u0,v0qpψe � ψbi, 0, 0, 0q,
G1� :� G1pψ0,u0,v0qpψ0�, u0�, v0�, ψappe�qq.

where pψ0�, u0�, v0�, e�q P H2B pΩq3 � RnS is yet to be specified.
Since G1pψ0,u0,v0q depends continuously on the linearization point, i.e.

G1pψ0,u0,v0qp�q P C
�
H2B pΩq3 � RnS , L

�
H2B pΩq3, L2pΩq��

we can choose a pψ0�, u0�, v0�q P H2B pΩq3 and e� P RkN such that

||pG1eqq�1pG1eq �G1�q||LpH2B pΩq3q � q   1 (4.35)

With a another Neumann series argument (Sec. I.4.4 [Kat76]) we can now prove
that G1� has a bounded inverse. We factor G1� :

G1� � Geq

�
I �G�1

eq pGeq �G1�q� .

From (4.35) we know that the second factor is invertible wherefore G1� is invert-
ible as well: pG1�q�1 � �

I �G�1
eq pGeq �G1�q��1 pGeqq�1.

For readability we put X � H2B pΩq3 and Y � L2pΩq3. The inverse is also
bounded, since

|| �I �G�1
eq pGeq �G1�q��1 pGeqq�1||LpY,Xq ¤

|| �I �G�1
eq pGeq �G1�q��1 ||LpXq ||pGeqq�1||LpY,Xq ¤�

1� ||pG1eqq�1pG1eq �G1�q||LpXq ��1 ||pGeqq�1||LpY,Xq.
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We have now proven that there are two neighborhoods

Ueq :� UXpψe � ψbi, 0, 0q � H2B pΩq3, (4.36a)
Uap :� URnS p0q � RnS (4.36b)

such that for all pψ0�, u0�, v0�, ψappe�qq P Ueq � Uap

the operator

G1pψ0,u0,v0qpψ0�, u0�, v0�, ψappe�qq P L
�
H2B pΩq3, L2pΩq3�

has a bounded inverse. The proof is thereby complete. l

4.3 Index Criteria for the Refined Circuit Model

We have now made all preparations for the generalization of the topological
index criteria for the MNA equations to the refined circuit model:

ACq1C �ARg �ALjL �AV jV �AIcic � ĀSJ � �AI is,

φ1 �AT
Le � 0,

AT
V e � vs,

εm∆ψ0 � qnDe
pψ0�ψappeq

UT
qpu0 � uDpeqq � qpDe

�pψ0�ψappeq
UT

qpv0 � vDpeqq
� qN � εm∆ψbi � 0,

divpnDµnUT e
pψ0�ψappeq

UT
q gradpu0 � uDpeqqq

� Spx, ψ0 � ψappeq, u0 � uDpeq, v0 � vDpeqq � 0,

divppDµpUT e
p�ψ�ψappeq

UT
q gradpv0 � vDpeqqq

� Spx, ψ0 � ψappeq, u0 � uDpeq, v0 � vDpeqq � 0,

Ji �
»
Ω

�
qnDµnUT e

pψ0�ψappeq
UT

q gradpu0 � uDpeqq
� qpDµpUT e

p�ψ�ψappeq
UT

q gradpv0 � vDpeqq
	 � grad hi dx, i � 1, . . . , nS ,

pept0q, jLpt0q, jV pt0qq � pe0, j0
L, j0

V q, p4.17q
Box 4.17: The refined circuit model PDAE (repeated)

This system can be cast in the abstract DAE form

Adpw, tq1 � bpw, tq � 0, wpt0q � w0, (4.37)
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with the operators

A �

������
AC 0
0 I
0 0
0 0
0 0

�����, dpu, tq �
�

qcpAT
Ceq

φpjLq



,

bpu, tq �

�������
ARgpAT

Re, tq �ALjL �AV jV � ĀSJ �AIcicpAT
Ce, tq �AI is�AT

Le
AT

V e� v

J � ³
Ω

jpψ0, u0, v0, ψappeqq grad h dx

Gpψ0, u0, v0, ψappeqq

������.

Above, G is defined as in Theorem 4.4 (cf. (4.23)) and we have abbreviated the
current density

jpψ0, u0, v0, ψappeqq :� �
qnDµnUT e

pψ0�ψappeq
UT

q gradpu0 � uDpeqq
� qpDµpUT e

p�ψ�ψappeq
UT

q gradpv0 � vDpeqq
	

and the contact currents

»
Ω

jpψ0, u0, v0, ψappeqq grad h dx :�
���

³
Ω

jpψ0, u0, v0, ψappeqq gradh1 dx
...³

Ω
jpψ0, u0, v0, ψappeqq grad hnS

dx

��
The operators A : Z Ñ Y , dp�, tq : X Ñ Z and bp�, tq : X Ñ Y act between the
Hilbert spaces

X � RkN � RnL � RnV � RnS �H2B pΩq3,
Z � RkN � RnL ,

Y � RkN � RnL � RnV � RnS � L2pΩq3.
Let

w� � pe�, jL�, jV �, J�, ψ0�, u0�, v0�q P C1
D :�  

w P CpI,X q | w P C1pI, Zq(
in the sense of Definition 2.29 and assume that�

ψ0�ptq, u0�ptq, v0�ptq, ψappe�ptq� P Ueq � Uap, @t P I
with Ueq and Uap as in Theorem 4.4. In the following we omit the time variable
t.
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In order to determine the ADAS index of (4.17) we calculate the Fréchet
derivatives of d and b at w�. By the definition of ψap (4.8) we know thatpψapq1e � hĀT

S . As in the previous sections, we use the convention f� � fpx�q
for any map f . The linear operators B� � b1wpw�q : X Ñ Y and D� � d1wpw�q :
X Ñ Z are of the form

D� �
�

C�AT
C 0 0 0 0

0 L� 0 0 0



,

B��

���������
ARG�AT

R �AIc
Ic�AT

Ic
AL AV ĀS 0

�AT
L 0 0 0 0

AT
V 0 0 0 0

� ³
Ω

j1ψap� gradh dxĀT
S 0 0 I � ³

Ω
j1pψ0,u0,v0q�p�q gradh dx

G1ψap�ĀT
S 0 0 0 G1pψ0,u0,v0q�

��������,

where for each t, »
Ω

j1ψap� grad h dxĀT
S P LpRkN ,RnS q,»

Ω

j1pψ0,u0,v0q�p�q gradh dx P LpH2B pΩq3,RnS q,
G1ψap�ĀT

S P LpRkN , L2pΩq3q,
G1pψ0,u0,v0q� P LpH2B pΩq3, L2pΩq3q.

To avoid confusion with the drift-diffusion operator G, we have changed to
notation for the derivative of the conductivity of the resistors to an upright bold
G (cp. Assumption 2.1). We have also introduced IC � BicBvIc

with vIc � AT
Ic

e.
Comparing with section Section 2.4.2 we note that

D� �
�

DMNA� 0 0
0 0



, A �

�� AMNA

0 0
0 0

�,

B��

�������
ĀS 0

B̄MNA
0� 0 0

0 0

� ³
Ω

j1ψap� grad h dxĀT
S 0 0 I � ³

Ω
j1pψ0,u0,v0q�p�q grad h dx

G1ψap�ĀT
S 0 0 0 G1pψ0,u0,v0q�

������,

for

B̄MNA
0� � BMNA

0� �
�� AIcIc�AT

Ic
0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

�.

The operator G0� � AD� is not injective so the ADAS index is greater than 0.
In order to form G1� � G0��B0�Q0 we put B0� � B� and need a projector Q0

onto the nullspace of kerG0�. Note, ker G0� is independent of the linearization
point w�.
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Assumption 4.6
It holds kerAT

C � kerAT
Ic

.

Remark 4.5
In an integrated circuit there is usually a large number of capacitors and a small
number of controlled sources, hence this assumption is not very restrictive. By
Corollary 4.6 below it will be clear that Assumption 4.6 is equivalent to the
existence of a capacitive path parallel to the controlled current sources.

Considering Assumption 4.6 we can use the projector for the MNA equation

QMNA
0 �

�� QC 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 I

�
where QC is a projector onto ker AT

C and define

Q0 �

������
0 0

QMNA
0 0 0

0 0
0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 I

�����
onto

kerG0� � kerpAMNADMNA� q � t0u � t0u.
It holds B̄MNA

0� QMNA
0 � BMNA

0� QMNA
0 , wherefore G1� � G0 � B0�Q0 is of the

form

G1��

������
ĀS 0

GMNA
1� 0 0

0 0

� ³
Ω

j1ψap� grad h dxĀT
S QC 0 0 I � ³

Ω
j1pψ0,u0,v0q�p�q grad h dx

G1ψap�ĀT
S QC 0 0 0 G1pψ0,u0,v0q�

�����.
The ADAS index of (3.14) equals 1 if G1� is densely surjective and injective. If
we restrict the class of allowed network circuit graph configurations as in the
following assumption, the operator G1� has a block triangular structure and we
can formulate a first result.

Assumption 4.7
The contacts of the semiconductor are connected by capacitive paths.

Corollary 4.6
The contacts of the semiconductors are connected by capacitive paths if and

only if ĀT
SQC � 0.
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Proof: That the contacts of the semiconductor are connected by capacitive
paths is equivalent to

im ĀS � im AC ô pker ĀT
S qK � pkerAT

CqK ô
kerAT

C � ker ĀT
S ô ĀT

SQC � 0,

since QC is a projector onto ker AT
C . l

Theorem 4.7
Let Assumptions 2.1-2.3 and Assumptions 4.1-4.7 hold. Further assume that

w� � pe�, jL�, jV �, J�, ψ0�, u0�, v0�q P C1
D

is such that �
ψ0�ptq, u0�ptq, v0�ptq, ψappe�ptqq� P Ueq � Uap

for all t P I. Ueq and Uap are defined in (4.36). Then the PDAE (4.17) has
ADAS index 1 if and only if the network graph contains neither CV-loops nor
LI-cutsets.

Proof: The stationary drift-diffusion equation is an algebraic constraint where-
fore the index must be larger than 0 (for nS � 0). By Assumption 4.7 we need
only to investigate the block diagonal of G1�. By Theorem 4.4 we know that
G1pψ0,u0,v0q� has a bounded inverse. The matrix GMNA

1� is by Theorem 2.23 in-
vertible if and only if the electric network graph contains neither CV-loops nor
LI-cutsets. l

Due to the triangular block structure we immediately have the index 2 result
as well.

Theorem 4.8
Let Assumptions 2.1-2.3 and Assumptions 4.1-4.7 hold. Further assume that

w� � pe�, jL�, jV �, J�, ψ0�, u0�, v0�q P C1
D

is such that �
ψ0�ptq, u0�ptq, v0�ptq, ψappe�ptqq� P Ueq � Uap

for all t P I. Ueq and Uap are defined in (4.36). Then the PDAE (4.17) has ADAS
index 2 if the electric network graph contains CV-loops and/or LI-cutsets.

Proof: If the electric network graph contains CV-loops or LI-cutsets, then
GMNA

1� is singular. We need to prove that G2� � G1� � B0�P0Q1� always is
invertible. If the circuit graph contains a CV-loop and/or an LI-cutset then
GMNA

1 is singular, and thereby is cl pkerG1�q � kerGMNA
1� � t0u � t0u � t0u. If

QMNA
1� is a projector onto kerGMNA

1� , then

Q1� �

������
0 0

QMNA
1� 0 0

0 0
0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 I

����� (4.38)
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is a projector onto kerG1�. With PMNA
0 :� I �QMNA

0 we get

P0 �

������
0 0

PMNA
0 0 0

0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

�����.

By Theorem 2.23 we know that GMNA
2� always is invertible, hence

G2��

�������
ĀS 0

GMNA
2� 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 I � ³
Ω

j1pψ0,u0,v0q�p�q grad h dx

0 0 0 0 G1pψ0,u0,v0q�

������.
also is invertible. l
Remark 4.9
Assumption 4.7 might look quite unnatural but it is actually well motivated
by the underlying physics. The refined modeling of transistors by PDEs is
required due to the high frequencies (¥ 1GHz) used in modern circuit technology
and since the steady-state of a semiconductor is reached in about 10�8s the
device has not reached equilibrium before the boundary conditions change. The
dynamical behavior (or capacitive behavior) of the pn-junctions can be modeled
by a parallel insertion of a small capacitance (usually 10�15 � 10�13F) into the
network.

In Chapter 6 where we consider a refined network model containing the
non-stationary drift-diffusion equations we comment further on the capacitive
behavior of the pn-junctions.

Discussion

Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 were proven ([Bod04, BT07]) with another technique.
There a Fredholm alternative was applied to the linearized drift-diffusion op-
erator which fulfills a G̊arding inequality. These techniques are closely related
since Fredholm alternative’s usually are proven with a contraction argument
(cp. Thm. 5.11, Thm. 8.3 [GT98]).

In [Tis04] the ADAS index was investigated for the MNA equation coupled
with the non-stationary drift-diffusion equations for diodes. It was shown that
the ADAS-index is less than 2 if neither CVS-loops (i.e. loops of capacitors,
semiconductors and at least one voltage source) nor LI-cutsets are present in
the electric network.

If we exchange the non-stationary drift-diffusion model by a stationary with
a capacitor parallel we see that the index 2 configurations involving semiconduc-
tors (CVS-loops and VS-loops) again produce index 2 configurations (CV-loops
in both cases) according to Theorems 4.7 and 4.8.
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For the MNA equations it was possible to show that the perturbation index
(cf. Section 2.2) equals the tractability index. In the next section we show that
the perturbation index equals the ADAS index for the refined circuit model
(4.1).

In the finite-dimensional case the invertibility of the matrix Gµ immediately
implies the applicability of the implicit function theorem, since maps between
spaces of finite dimension are bounded. This is no longer true in the infinite-
dimensional case. Additionally to the existence of an inverse we must show its
boundedness if we want to apply the implicit function theorem. A natural ques-
tion in this context is whether this property should be included in the definition
of the ADAS index in order to guarantee the implication of the perturbation
results as in the finite case.
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5 Perturbation Analysis of a Refined Circuit
Model

In this chapter we show that the perturbation index of the refined circuit model
(4.17) in the previous chapter equals its ADAS index. Additionally to the
assumptions in Theorems 4.7-4.8 we assume that the functions modeling the
capacitors and inductors are linear:

ACpCptqAT
Ceq1 �ARg �ALjL �AV jV �AIc

ic � ĀSJ � �AI is,

pLptqjLq1 �AT
Le � 0,

AT
V e � vs,

εm∆ψ0 � qnDe

�
ψ0�ψap

UT

�
pu0�uDq � qpDe

��ψ0�ψap
UT

�
pv0�vDq � qN � εm∆ψbi,

div
�
nDµnUT e

�
ψ0�ψap

UT

�
gradpu0�uDq

	 � Spx, ψ0�ψap, u0�uD, v0�vDq,
div

�
pDµpUT e

��ψ�ψap
UT

�
gradpv0�vDq

	 � Spx, ψ0�ψap, u0�uD, v0�vDq,
Ji �

»
Ω

�
qnDµnUT e

�
ψ0�ψap

UT

�
gradpu0 � uDq

� qpDµpUT e

��ψ�ψap
UT

�
gradpv0 � vDq

	 � grad hi dx, i � 1, . . . , nS ,

pept0q, jLpt0q, jV pt0qq � pe0, j0
L, j0

V q, (5.1)

Box 5.1: The refined circuit PDAE with linear qC and φ.

Note that as in the previous chapter ψap � ψappeq, uD � uDpeq and vD � vDpeq.
5.1 An Index 1 Estimate for a Refined Circuit Model

Theorem 5.1
Let Assumptions 2.1-2.3 and 4.1-4.7 hold and assume that

w� � pe�, jL�, jV �, J�, ψ0�, u0�, v0�q
is a solution of (5.1) such that�

ψ0�ptq, u0�ptq, v0�ptq, ψappe�ptqq� P Ueq � Uap

for all t P I. Ueq and Uap are defined in (4.36). Then the PDAE (5.1) has
perturbation index ν � 1 if the network graph contains neither CV-loops nor
LI-cutsets.
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Proof: The first step is to derive the abstract error DAE. We write the problem
in the same form as in Section 4.3:

ACpCptqAT
Cq1 �ARg �ALjL �AV jV � ĀSJ �AIc

ic �AI is �0, (5.2a)

pLptqjLq1 �AT
Le �0, (5.2b)

AT
V e� vs �0, (5.2c)

J �
»
Ω

jpψ0, u0, v0, ψappeqq gradh dx �0, (5.2d)

Gpψ0, u0, v0, ψappeqq �0, (5.2e)

pept0q � e0, jLpt0q � j0
L, jV pt0q � j0

V q �0. (5.2f)

To shorten notation we introduce the restriction operator

r : Dr � L2pΩq3 Ñ RnS ,

rj :�
»
Ω

j � gradh dx.

It maps the current density in the device jpx, tq to the currents Jptq flowing over
the device contacts. We start by eliminating J :

ACpCptqAT
Cq1 �ARg �ALjL �AV jV � ĀSrj �AIcic �AI is �0, (5.3a)

pLptqjLq1 �AT
Le �0, (5.3b)

AT
V e� vs �0, (5.3c)

Gpψ0, u0, v0, ψappeqq �0, (5.3d)

pept0q � e0, jLpt0q � j0
L, jV pt0q � j0

V q �0, (5.3e)

It is not difficult to check that the perturbation index of (5.3) equals that of
(5.2). Additionally to (5.3) we consider the perturbed problem

ACpCptqAT
Cq1 �ARg �ALjL �AV jV � ĀSrj �AIcic �AI is �δe, (5.4a)

pLptqjLq1 �AT
Le �δL, (5.4b)

AT
V e� vs �δV , (5.4c)

Gpψ0, u0, v0, ψappeqq �δdd, (5.4d)

pept0q � e0, jLpt0q � j0
L, jV pt0q � j0

V q �δ0. (5.4e)

where

pδeptq, δLptq, δV ptq, δddptq, δ0q P RkN � RkL � RkV � L2pΩq3 � RkN�kL�kV

for all t P I. Further, we assume that the perturbations δe, δL, δV and δdd are
continuous in time. After the elimination of J we redefine w:

w � pe, jL, jV , ψ0, u0, v0q,
w� � pe�, jL�, jV �, ψ0�, u0�, v0�q,
wδ � peδ, jLδ, jV δ, ψ0δ, u0δ, v0δq,
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and assume that w� is the unique solution of (5.3) fulfilling (4.18). Furthermore,
we assume that wδ solves (5.4) and fulfills (4.18).

As in previous chapters we put f� � fpx�q and fδ � fpxδq for any f . We
define f̄ :� fδ � f�. The function w̄ is now the deviation from the solution of
the exact problem. By forming the difference of (5.3) and (5.4) we arrive at the
abstract error DAE

ACpCptqAT
C ēq1 �ARḡ �ALj̄L �AV j̄V � ĀSrj̄ �AIc

īc �δe (5.5a)

pLptqj̄Lq1 �AT
L ē �δL, (5.5b)

AT
V ē �δV , (5.5c)

Ḡ �δdd, (5.5d)

pēpt0q, j̄Lpt0q, j̄V pt0qq �δ0. (5.5e)

Now, since the functions modeling the capacitors and inductors are linear, i.e.

qCpAT
Ce, tq � CptqAT

Ce, φpjL, tq � LptqjL,

the leading term is linear and we can write (5.5) as

AMNApDMNAȳq1 � b̄� Erj̄ �δy, (5.6a)
Ḡ �δdd, (5.6b)

ȳpt0q �δ0 (5.6c)

with y � pe, jL, jV qT , δy � pδe, δL, δV qT

E �
�� ĀS

0
0

�, b̄py, tq �
��ARḡ �ALj̄L �AV j̄V �AIc īc�AT

L ē
AT

V ē

�,

and AMNA and DMNA defined as in Section 2.4. The bar in ĀS means that we
use the multi-terminal incidence matrix.

We briefly outline the rest of the proof. Combining Theorem 4.4 and the
implicit function theorem we can express the drift-diffusion variables as a func-
tion of the node potentials e and the perturbation δdd. With the assumptions
on the topology of the electric network and a second application of the implicit
function theorem graph we can find the inherent regular ODE. We then derive
perturbation estimates for the dynamical variables and also for the algebraic
network variables. With the expression for the drift-diffusion variables that we
found in the beginning of the proof we obtain the last estimate.

We start by deriving an expression in which the semiconductor variables
explicitly depend on the network variables and the perturbations. With Theo-
rem 4.4 in place this can be done by the implicit function theorem. To this end
we define the spaces

Xdd :� H2B pΩq3,
V :� RnS � L2pΩq3,
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and the function

K : Xdd � V Ñ L2pΩq3;
Kpψ̄0, ū0, v̄0, E

T ȳ, δddq :�
G
�pψ0� � ψ̄0, u0� � ū0, v0� � v̄0, hET py� � ȳq��G

�
ψ0�, u0�, v0�, hET y�

�� δdd.

Equation (5.6b) can now be written

Kpψ̄0, ū0, v̄0, E
T ȳ, δddq � 0. (5.7)

Furthermore, Kp0, 0, 0, 0, 0q � 0 and K is continuously differentiable, since G is
(cp. Proof of Theorem 4.4).

K 1pψ̄0,ū0,v̄0qp0, 0, 0, 0, 0q � G1pψ0,u0,v0qpψ0�, u0�, v0�, hET y�q
and G1pψ0,u0,v0q has a bounded inverse according to Theorem 4.4. By the implicit
function theorem (Theorem 2.17) we know that there exists two neighborhoods
around zero

UXdd
p0q � Xdd, UV p0q � V

and a smooth function, i.e.

k � pk1, k2, k3qT P C1pV , Xddq,
such that

kpET ȳ, δddq � pψ̄0, ū0, v̄0q. (5.8)

holds for all

pψ̄0, ū0, v̄0q P UXdd
p0q, and pET ȳ, δddq P UV p0q.

We insert the local resolution (5.8) component-wise into the current density j
in (5.6a):

j̄ �j
�
ψ0� � k1pET ȳ, δddq, u0� � k2pET ȳ, δddq, v0� � k3pET ȳ, δddq, ET py� � ȳq�
� j

�
ψ0�, u0�, v0�, ET y�

�
.

The static part of the circuit we comprise in the function β:

β̄pȳptq, δddptq, ptqq : RkN�kL�kV � L2pΩq3 Ñ RkN�kL�kV ,

β̄pȳptq, δddptq, tq :� bpy� � ȳ, tq � bpy�, tq � Er
�
j
�
ψ0�, u0�, v0�, ET y�

�
� j

�
ψ0� � k1pET ȳ, δddq, u0� � k2pET ȳ, δddq, v0� � k3pET ȳ, δddq, ET py� � ȳq	

To prove that β is continuously differentiable in all arguments is straight-forward
but quite tedious and left out here. In a neighborhood around w� the system
(5.6) equivalent to

AMNApDMNAptqȳptqq1 � β̄pȳ, δdd, tq � δy, (5.9a)

kpET ȳ, δddq � pψ̄0, ū0, v̄0q � 0, (5.9b)

ȳpt0q � δ0. (5.9c)
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Now (5.9a) is a DAE which is to be solved for ȳptq P RkN�nL�nV .
We shall prove the tractability index of (5.9a) is one. This is due to As-

sumption 4.7 and that the electric network graph contains neither CV-loops nor
LI-cutsets. We have

AMNADMNAptq �
�� ACCptqAT

C 0 0
0 Lptq 0
0 0 0

�.

This matrix is only nonsingular if a C-tree exists and no voltage sources are
present. We could then obtain an index 0 estimate for ȳ but not for the drift-
diffusion variables, since the drift-diffusion equations make up an algebraic con-
straint. We ask the reader for patience until the end of the proof where it will
be clear what we mean by this. We assume here that AMNADMNA singular. In
order to form G1 for the DAE (5.9a) we can again use

QMNA
0 �

�� QC 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 I

�.

We put

F �
�� AIc

0
0

�.

z1 � FT ȳ and z2 � ET ȳ. By the chain rule

β̄ 1̄y� � BMNA
0 � F p̄iIcq1z1�FT � Eprj̄q1z2�ET . (5.10)

By Assumption 4.7 we have ĀT
SQC � 0, which is equivalent to ET Q0 � 0.

In the same way, Assumption 4.6 implies FT QMNA
0 � 0 and we can conclude

that
AMNADMNA � β̄ 1̄y�QMNA

0 � GMNA
1� .

By Theorem 2.23 we know that GMNA
1� is nonsingular since no CV-loops and

LI-cutsets exist in the electric network graph.
The next step is to obtain the inherent regular ODE. We use a trick from

[HM04]. If we put

ū :� DMNAȳ, ω̄ :� pDMNAq�ū1 �Q0ȳ,

then
AMNADMNAω̄ � β̄

�pDMNAq�ū�QMNA
0 ω̄, δdd, t

	� δy � 0

is equivalent to (5.9a). Furthermore, we define

Htpω̄, ū, δy, δddq :� AMNADMNAω̄ � β̄
�pDMNAq�ū�QMNA

0 ω̄, δdd, t
	� δy.
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Now, the function

Ht P C1
�
RkN�kV �kL � RkN�kL � RkN�kV �kL � L2pΩq3 , RkN�kV �kL

	
.

satisfies
Htp0, 0, 0, 0q � 0, @t P I,

and pHtq1̄ωp0, 0, 0, 0q � GMNA
1� ptq,

which for all t P I is nonsingular.
Applying the implicit function theorem we obtain for all t P I a local reso-

lution

htp�, �, �q P C1
�
RkN�kL � RkN�kV �kL � L2pΩq3 , RkN�kV �kL

	
satisfying

ω̄ � htpū, δy, δddq, @t P I and @pω̄, ū, δy, δddq P U1p0q. (5.11)

Here, U1p0q is a neighborhood around zero in

RkN�kV �kL � RkN�kL � RkN�kV �kL � L2pΩq3.
By multiplication with DMNA we obtain the inherent regular ODE

ū1 � RMNA1u�DMNAhtpū, δy, δddq. (5.12)

Let ū0 :� im Dpt0q. We integrate (5.12) in time and use the Lipschitz continuity
of ht

ūptq �
» t

t0

�
mpDq|δypτq| � ||δddpτq||L2pΩq3

�
dτ � ū0

�
» t

t0

��
mpR1q �mpDqLū

� |ūpτq|� |dτ. (5.13)

The constant Lūptq is the Lipschitz constant of h with respect to ū and mp�q is
the Frobenius norm for matrices:

mpAq :�
�

m̧

i�1

ņ

j�1

a2
ij

�1{2
, @A P LpRn,Rmq

n,m P N arbitrary. We apply Gronwall’s Lemma [QSS00] to (5.13)

|ūptq| ¤
�» t

t0

mpDpτqq p|δyptq| � ||δddpτq||q dτ � ū0



� exp

�» t

t0

�
mpR1pτqq �mpDpτqqLūpτq�dτ
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and obtain a so-called index 0 estimate for the dynamical variable u � Dy:

||ūptq||8 ¤ cI,�
�
|ū0| �

» T

t0

�|δypτq| � ||δddpτq||L2pΩq3
�
dτ

�
. (5.14)

We have chosen the notation cI,� for the constant to point out that it depends
on the time-interval I but also, through the Lipschitz constant Lh, on virtually
all other data in the problem. In all honesty, we can only say one thing about
it: it is not small!

With the continuity of the local resolutions k and ht we obtain the remaining
estimates. We multiply (5.11) with QMNA

0 and obtain

|QMNA
0 ȳptq| ¤ mpQMNA

0 ptqq �Lūptq|ūptq| � Lδy ptq|δyptq| � Lδdd
ptq||δddptq||L2pΩq3

�
.

By taking the maximum in I and inserting the estimate for ū we get

||QMNA
0 ȳ||8 ¤ c̃I,�

�
|ū0| � ||δy||8 �max

t0PI ||δdd||L2pΩq3



. (5.15)

In the same way we obtain the estimate for the drift-diffusion variables

max
tPI

�||ψ̄0||H2B pΩq � ||ū0||H2B pΩq � ||v̄0||H2B pΩq
	 ¤

ĉI,�
�
|ū0| � ||δy||8 �max

tPI ||δddptq||L2pΩq3



. (5.16)

Since pDq�ū � QMNA
0 ȳ � ȳ � pē, j̄L, j̄V q the proof is complete. The highest

derivative order that appears in the estimates (5.14), (5.15), (5.16) is the zeroth,
i.e. the function itself, so the perturbation index is one. l
A similar proof of this result was given in [Bod06].

5.2 An Index 2 Estimate for a Refined Circuit Model

For the index 2 proof we can not use the trick with the variable ω̄ � D�ū�Q0ȳ.
Instead we use the implicit function theorem in different way.

Theorem 5.2
Let Assumptions 2.1-2.4 and 4.1-4.7 hold and assume that

w� � pe�, jL�, jV �, J�, ψ0�, u0�, v0�q
is a solution of (5.1) such that�

ψ0�ptq, u0�ptq, v0�ptq, ψappe�ptqq� P Ueq � Uap

for all t P I. Ueq and Uap are defined in (4.36). Then the PDAE (5.1) has
perturbation index ν, with
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ν � 1 if the network graph contains neither CV-loops nor LI-cutsets, and

ν � 2 otherwise.

Proof: The proof contains the following main steps. As in the index one case we
derive an abstract error DAE. We obtain a finite DAE for the network which
depends on the perturbations in the drift-diffusion equations. Unfortunately it
is not known how to generalize the technique that was used in Theorem 5.1
to split the dynamical and algebraic variables. Instead, after showing that the
DAE is of index 2 we use an idea in the proof of Theorem 2.19. Thereafter we
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.

If the electric network graph contain neither CV-loops nor LI-cutset we have
perturbation index 1 by Theorem 5.1. We now assume that at least one of these
network configuration are present.

We start with the index 2 variation of the abstract error DAE (5.9)

AMNApDMNAptqȳptqq1 � β̄pȳptq, δddptq, tq � δyptq, (5.17a)

kpET ȳptq, δddptqq � pψ̄0ptq, ū0ptq, v̄0ptqq � 0, (5.17b)

DMNAPMNA
1� ȳpt0q � δ0. (5.17c)

The perturbations are assumed to be sufficiently small in their corresponding
spaces:

δy P C1
DMNA� QMNA

1� pGT OT
2 q�1pIq,

δdd P CpI, L2pΩq3q,
δ0 P LIC :� im DMNA� pt0qPMNA

1� pt0q � RkN�nL .

The matrix GTOT
2 is obtained by realization of the matrix chain (2.21) for the

DAE (5.17a). First, we show that (5.17a) is an index 2 DAE in ȳ, i.e. that
GTOT

2 is nonsingular. We remember that

β̄ :� b̄pȳq � F īcpFT ȳq � Erj̄pFT ȳ, δddq,
where we have left out the time variable t. We define the matrices Ic and J by

IcF
T :� picq1ypFT y�q, JE :� prjq1ypET y�, δddq

and
BTOT :� β̄ 1̄y � BMNA �BI �BJ

where
BI :� EIcE

T , BJ :� EJET .

By Assumptions (4.6) and (4.7) we have

pBI �BJqQMNA
0 � 0
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wherefore
GTOT

2 � GMNA
2 � pBI �BJqP0Q

MNA
1� .

From Section 2.4.2 we know
GMNA

2� ���ACC�AT
C�AGG�AT

RQC�ALL�1� AT
LQCRV 0 AV �AGG�AT

RPCA�1
C�AV QV�C�AT

LQC L� �AT
LPCH�1

C�AV QV�C

AT
V QC 0 �AT

V H�1
C�AV QV�C

�
and

QMNA
1� �

�� QCRV 0 �H�1
C�AV QV�C

L�1� AT
LTQCRV 0 0
0 0 QV�C

�.

Further, QCRV is a projector onto kerpACARAV q and the matrix QV�C a pro-
jector onto kerQT

CAV . H�1
C and L are positive definite matrices. Now, since

im QCRV � QC we have

QT
CRV AIc � 0, QT

CRV ĀS � 0.

By the Assumptions 4.6 and 4.7 we can prove that kerGTOT
2 � t0u in the

same way as GMNA
2 � t0u was proven in [Tis99].

Assume z � pze, zL, zV qT P ker GTOT
2 . Now,

0 �
�

QT
CRV 0
0 0 QV�C



GTOT

2 z �
�

QT
CRV ALL�1� AT

LQCRV ze

QV�CAT
V H�1

C�AV QV�CzV



.

By the positive definiteness of L and H�1
C together with Lemma 2.2 we have

AT
LQCRV ze � 0, AV QV�CzV � 0.

The matrices pALACARAV q and AV have full column rank due to the consis-
tency assumption (Assumption 2.2), hence

QCRV ze � 0, QV�CzV � 0.

The structure of QMNA
1� implies that QMNA

1� z � 0 wherefore

GTOT
2 z � GMNA

1 z � pBI �BJqP0Q
MNA
1� z � GMNA

1 z

i.e. z P kerGMNA
1 . This means that z P im QMNA

1� but at the same time

QMNA
1� z � QMNA

1�

��QCRV ze

0
QV�CzL

�� 0

so z � 0 and GTOT
2 is nonsingular.

The next step is to use the index 2 property of (5.17a) we have just proven
to obtain a perturbation estimate for ȳ. We do this in a similar way as in the
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proof of Theorem 2.19. By the knowledge of the index we know onto which space
the linearization of the DAE (5.17a) is surjective. We use this and construct
a mapping whose Fréchet derivative has a bounded inverse. This elegant trick
was for instance used in [Mär01].

To shorten notation in the following we will use the abbreviations

C1
D :� C1

DMNA�pIq,
C1

DQ1G�1
2

:� C1
DMNA� QMNA

1� pGT OT
2 q�1pIq,

XF :� C1
D � C1pI, L2pΩq3q,

YF :� C1
DQ1G�1

2
� LIC .

We define the DAE operator F by

Fpȳ, δddq :� AMNApDMNAȳq1 � β̄pȳ, δddq,
F : UXF p0q � XF Ñ YF .

Now, with the operator

FIV P pȳ, δddq :� �Fpȳ, δddq , DMNA� pt0qPMNA
1� pt0qȳpt0q�,

FIV P : UXF p0q � XF Ñ YF

we can write the IVP (5.17a, 5.17c) as

FIV P pȳ, δddq � pδy, δ0q. (5.18)

We are now ready to the define the operator to which we can apply the implicit
function theorem. Let H be defined as

Hpȳ, δdd, δy, δ0q :� FIV P pȳ, δddq � pδy, δ0q,
where

H : UXF�YF p0q � XF � YF Ñ UYF p0q � YF .

The IVP (5.18) can be written

Hpȳ, δdd, δy, δ0q � 0,

the operator H is continuously differentiable. Due to construction it holds that

H1̄ypȳ, δdd, δy, δ0qMy � AMNADMNA� pt0qMy �BTOT My.

By our index discussion in the beginning of the proof we know that

H1̄ypȳ�, δdd�, δy�, δ0�q P LpC1
D, C1

DQ1G�1
2
� LICq

is bijective at all linearization points

pȳ�, δdd�, δy�, δ0�q P UXF�YF p0q.
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Furthermore, H � 0 at all linearization points above. It is also closed, so by
Lemma 2.18 it has a bounded inverse. We define the neighborhood

U2p0q � CpI, L2pΩq3q � YF

such that
UC1

D
p0q � U2p0q � UXF�YF p0q.

By the implicit function theorem there exists a continuously differentiable func-
tion h : U2p0q Ñ UC1

D
p0q fulfilling

ȳ � hpδdd, δy, δ0q
for all ȳ P UC1

D
p0q and pδdd, δy, δ0q P U2p0q. Since h is Lipschitz continuous we

have the following estimate for the circuit variables

||ȳ||C1
D
¤ ˜̃cI,�

�
max
tPI ||δddptq||L2pΩq3 � ||δy||C1

DQ1G
�1
2

� ��Dpt0qMNAPMNA
1� ȳpt0q��
 .

(5.19)

As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 the subscript I,� denotes that the constant
depends on the time interval I and all other data in the problem.

The function
k : RnS � L2pΩq3 Ñ H2B pΩq3

in (5.17b) is smooth, hence

||pψ̄0ptq, ū0ptq, v̄0ptqq||H2B pΩq3 ¤ const
�||δddptq||L2pΩq3 � |yptq|� , @t P I.

We take the maximum in I and insert (5.19):

max
tPI ||pψ̄0ptq, ū0ptq, v̄0ptqq||H2B pΩq3 ¤

ˆ̂cI,�
���pDMNAPMNA

1� ȳqpt0q��� ||δy||C1
DQ1G

�1
2

�max
tPI ||δddptq||L2pΩq3



. (5.20)

By the two estimates (5.19) and (5.20) the proof is completed. We remember
that ||δy||C1

DQ1G
�1
2

� ||pDQ1G
�1
2 δyq1||8 � ||δy||8

and conclude that the perturbation index of (5.1) is 2. l

Discussion

In the proof of Theorem 5.1 the inequality (5.14) is a so-called index zero esti-
mate for the dynamical component Du, i.e. an estimate in which the deviation
of the perturbed solution from the exact solution is bounded by the perturba-
tion of the initial condition plus an integral over the perturbation of the right
hand side (cp. Section 2.2).
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If an index-2 version of the trick with the component splitting by the intro-
duction of the variable ω � D�u1 � Q0y were available we would obtain such
an estimate also in the index 2 case for the dynamical component DP1y.

The estimate (5.19), however, is not of lesser quality than (5.14-5.15). In
(5.19) we have the stronger norm || � ||C1

D
on the left hand of the inequality

sign. Instead of only an integral expression on the right hand side we have an
additional term with a derivative on the left hand side.

A well-known analogon to this ”norm-shift” can be found in the theory of
partial differential equations: the Laplace operator has a bounded inverse in
both of the following cases

∆ : H2pΩq XH1
0 pΩq Ñ L2pΩq,

∆ : H1
0 pΩq Ñ pH1

0 pΩqq�.
We have assumed that qC and φ are linear. With an augmentation as in

Section 2.3.3 we expect it to be possible to prove the corresponding result for the
case with a nonlinear leading term. Actually, the augmentation leads to a system
that is well known in circuit theory, namely the so-called charge oriented MNA.
As it has been proven that the (conventional) MNA and the charge oriented
MNA simultaneously have index µ P t0, 1, 2u we expect that this approach will
prove successful.

In our last chapter we prove a perturbation result for the MNA equations
coupled with the non-stationary drift-diffusion equations.
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6 A Perturbation Result for a Fully Dynamic
Refined Circuit Model

Since we are interested in high frequency circuits it is natural to consider non-
stationary charge transport PDEs for the semiconductor as well. Here we prove
a perturbation estimate for a linear RLC-circuit coupled with the mixed ellip-
tic/parabolic drift-diffusion equations (cp Section 3.4).

To our knowledge this is the first perturbation result for a DAE coupled with
non-stationary PDEs with an abstract inherent ODE, i.e. dynamics which live
in an infinite-dimensional space.

6.1 Coupling Non-Stationary Drift-Diffusion with MNA

The linear MNA equations model the transient behavior of an RLC-circuit con-
taining one diode – for simplicity located between the network nodes 1 and
2. Also in this case a generalization to several semiconductors is straight-
forward. The charge transport through the diode is modeled by the mixed
elliptic/parabolic drift diffusion equations with the standard variable set ψ, n
and p. Here we assume that the domain is one-dimensional; Ω � p0, lq. The
fully dynamic refined network model is a PDAE of the following form.

ACpCAT
Ceq1 �ARGAT

Re�ALjL �AV jV �ASJS � �AI is, (6.1a)

Lj1L �AT
Le � 0, (6.1b)

AT
V e � vs, (6.1c)

εmB2xxψ � qpn� p�Nq, (6.1d)

qBtn� qBx

�
µnUT Bxn� µnnBxψ

� � �qR, (6.1e)

qBtp� qBx

�
µpUT Bxp� µppBxψ

� � �qR, (6.1f)

ψp0, tq � e1ptq � ψbip0q, ψpl, tq � e2ptq � ψbiplq, (6.1g)

npx, tq � nDpxq, ppx, tq � pDpxq, x P t0, lu (6.1h)

JS �  �εmBtBxψ � j ¡, (6.1i)

pept0q, jLpt0qq � pPCSe0, j0q, (6.1j)

npx, t0q � n0pxq, ppx, t0q � p0pxq, a.e. x P Ω. (6.1k)

Box 6.1: A fully non-stationary refined circuit PDAE
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We briefly point out the differences between this PDAE and the ones discussed
in previous chapters.

We have already mentioned that the MNA equations are linear, the drift-
diffusion equations non-stationary and the spatial domain is one-dimensional.
Lets look at the differences in detail. There is an extra term in the expression
for the current, namely �εmBtBxψ, which is the displacement current density.
It appears for the following reason.

When the electrical field E :� Bxψ (modulo sign) changes over time the
charge carriers are redistributed on either side of the pn-junction. The redis-
tribution produces an additional current over the contacts – the displacement
current. The displacement current is large when the electric field changes fast,
wherefore it is important to account for this current when high frequencies are
considered.

Remark 6.1
The displacement current arises from the capacitive behavior of the pn-junctions.
In chapters 4 and 5 the displacement currents where taken into account by the
capacitive paths between the contacts of the device (Assumption 4.7).

Since the domain is one-dimensional we express the semiconductor current
in a slightly different way. If we form the difference of the continuity equations
(3.2b-3.2c) and differentiate the Poisson equation (3.2a) with respect to time
we can derive that the total current density

jdyn :� �εmBtBxψ � j

fulfills Bxjdyn � 0 a.e. in Ω. (6.2)

In a one-dimensional domain the h-functions defined in (4.2) are linear with the
slope �1{l. One can check that we then can use the averaging operator

  f ¡:� 1
l

» l

0

fpxq dx

(cf. [ABG05]) to evaluate the total current flowing over the boundary. We obtain
the expression

JSptq �  jdynpx, tq ¡�  �εmBtBxψpx, tq � jpx, tq ¡ (6.3)

for the total current through the device. Note, that (6.2) means that jdyn is
constant in space, i.e.

  jdynpx, tq ¡�  jdynptq ¡� jdynptq � JSptq.
This implies charge preservation in the diode.

Remark 6.2
As a one-dimensional semiconductor model relies on the assumption that the
real semiconductor is uniform in the other two space directions it would be more
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correct to multiply the current with the cross-sectional area of the semiconduc-
tor, but since this thesis is a qualitative investigation we simply assume that
the cross-sectional area is 1.

We assume that the recombination-generation term R has a form which
includes Shockley-Read-Hall recombination but excludes Auger effects, impact
ionization and avalanche effects [Mar86].

Assumption 6.1
The recombination R is of the form

Rpn, pq � F pn, pq
�

np

n2
i

� 1



, (6.4a)

where F is a Lipschitz continuous function fulfilling the estimate

0   F pn, pqp1� |n| � |p|q ¤ F̂ (6.4b)

for some positive constant F̂ .

The projector PCS that appears in the initial conditions will be defined in
the next subsection. We assume that the initial values for the carrier densities
n0 and p0 are in L2pΩq.

Al̀ı, Bartel and Günther proved existence and uniqueness of solutions
and investigated the asymptotic behavior of the PDAE (6.1) in [ABG05]. It
was assumed that the domain is one-dimensional, the MNA equations are linear,
have index one and that a capacitive path between the contacts exists. To handle
the nonlinearities a priori estimates for the solutions where derived with an
energy functional that goes back to Gajewski [Gaj85]. The a priori estimates
were used to show that an extended Gummel map [Mar86] is contractive and
then Banach’s fixed point theorem was employed. The results concerning the
asymptotic behavior were obtained by assumptions which guarantee that the
energy in the circuit is consumed by for instance resistors.

We will here investigate the perturbation behavior of this PDAE. We assume
that only the MNA equations are perturbed and estimate the deviation of the
solution of the perturbed problem from the exact one. As we do not consider
perturbations in the drift-diffusion equations (see the discussion after the proof)
we are able to guarantee the existence of unique solutions in any time interval
I � rt0, T s. Let

pδe, δL, δV q P CpI,RkN�nL�nV q, δ0
e P im PCS � RkN , δ0

L P RnL ,

and
n0

δ , p
0
δ P L2pΩq

and consider the perturbed PDAE:
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ACpCAT
Ceq1 �ARGAT

Re�ALjL �AV jV �ASJS � �AI is � δe, (6.5a)

Lj1L �AT
Le � δL, (6.5b)

AT
V e � vs � δV , (6.5c)

εmB2xxψ � qpn� p�Nq, (6.5d)

qBtn� qBx

�
µnUT Bxn� µnnBxψ

� � �qR, (6.5e)

qBtp� qBx

�
µpUT Bxp� µppBxψ

� � �qR, (6.5f)

ψp0, tq � e1ptq � ψbip0q, ψpl, tq � e2ptq � ψbiplq, (6.5g)

npx, tq � nDpxq, ppx, tq � pDpxq, x P t0, lu (6.5h)

JS �  �εmBtBxψ � j ¡, (6.5i)

pept0q, jLpt0qq � pPCSe0 � δ0
e , j0 � δ0

Lq, (6.5j)

npx, t0q � n0pxq � n0
δpxq, ppx, t0q � p0pxq � p0

δpxq, a.e. in Ω. (6.5k)

Box 6.5: The perturbed fully dynamical refined circuit PDAE

We will follow [ABG05] and prove a priori estimates for the solutions of the
perturbed problem (6.5). By the a priori estimates the existence of solutions of
the perturbed problem can be guaranteed in Corollary 6.13.

We start by deriving an equivalent formulation of the problem. We split
the unknowns into its dynamic and algebraic parts and can thereby specify the
correct solution space.

6.2 Decoupling and Solution Concepts

Since the spatial domain is one-dimensional it is easy to write up the solution
to the Poisson equation (6.5d) for the electrostatic potential. As all unknowns
are time-dependent we will from time to time omit the time variable t in order
to keep the formulas more readable.

ψpx, tq �e1 � ψbip0q � x

l
pe2 � ψbiplq � e1 � ψbip0qq

� q

εm

» x

0

» χ

0

pnpξq � ppξq �Npξqqdξdχ

� x

l

q

εm

» l

0

» χ

0

pnpξq � ppξq �Npξqqdξdχ. (6.6)
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We insert (6.6) into the expression for the current JS (6.3) and arrive at

JS � εm

l
pe2 � e1q1�   j ¡� εm

l
pAT

Seq1�   j ¡ . (6.7)

The analytic advantage of this expression is that the displacement current which
contains a time derivative can be expressed directly in the network variables.
This allows a decoupling into dynamic and algebraic variables. The Kirchoff
current law for the electric network can be written as

pACCAT
C � εm

l
ASAT

S qe1 �ARGAT
Re�ALjL �AV jV �AS   j ¡� �AI is

Now, it is possible to split up the circuit equations in an inherent ODE and an
algebraic part.

Let Assumptions 2.1-2.3 hold and QCS be a projector onto the nullspace of
MC :

MC � �
AC AS

�� C 0
0 εm

q I


�
AT

C

AT
S



� ACCAT

C � εm

l
ASAT

S (6.8)

and PCS its complementary projector PCS � I �QCS and define�
y1

y2



�
�

PCSe
jL



and

�
z1

z2



�
�

QCSe
jV



.

Based on [Tis99] a procedure to decouple the DAE was established in [ABGT03].
We obtain a formulation equivalent to (6.5a-6.5c) by multiplication from the left
with the projectors�� PT

CS

I
0

� and

�� QT
CS

0
I

�
respectively:�

H 0
0 L


�
y1

y2


1 � �
PT

CSARGAT
RPCS PT

CSAL�AT
LPCS 0


�
y1

y2



�
�

PT
CSARGAT

RQCS PT
CSAV�AT

LQCS 0


�
z1

z2



�
�

PT
CSpAI is �AS   j ¡q

0



�
�

PT
CSδe

δL



� 0, (6.9a)

�
QT

CSARGAT
RQCS QT

CSAV

AT
V QCS 0


�
z1

z2



�
�

QT
CSARGAT

RPCS QT
CSAL

AT
V PCS 0


�
y1

y2



�
�

QT
CSpAI is �AS   j ¡q�vs



�
�

QT
CSδe

δV



� 0 (6.9b)
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Here, MC has been replaced with

H �MC �QT
CSQCS ,

but since
QCSy1 � QCSPCSe � 0

this does not change the solution set. The leading matrix ÃP (defined below)
is then positive definite. We abbreviate (6.9):

ÃP y1 �BP y � CP z � FP pisq �
�

PT
CSAS   j ¡

0



� δP � 0, (6.10a)

BQz � CQy � FQpis, vsq � δQ � 0. (6.10b)

Assumption 6.2
The MNA equations (6.5a-6.5c) have index 1.

Remark 6.3
It is not difficult to verify (cp. Theorem 2.23) that Assumption 6.2 is equivalent
to

paq kerpACARAV ASqT � t0u,
pbq kerQT

CSAV � t0u.
On the other hand, paq is equivalent to that no LI-cutsets exist and pbq is
equivalent to that no CVS-loops exist in the network graph. (A CVS-loops is
a loop with capacitors and/or semiconductors and at least one voltage source
[Tis04, ST04]).

These assumptions on the topology of the network graph makes it possi-
ble to obtain a semi-explicit representation of the network DAE. Note that
PT

CSAS � AS and QT
CSAS � 0.

Since the conductivity matrix G is positive definite we have

kerBQ � kerpAR, AV qT QCS � kerQT
CSAV � kerQCS � t0u, (6.11)

hence BQ is invertible in im QCS � RnV . We can define a matrix B fulfilling
B � BQ in imQCS � RnV by

B �
�

QT
CSARGAT

RQCS � PT
CSPCS QT

CSAV

AT
V QCS 0



. (6.12)

B is now invertible in the entire space RkN�nV and we can use its inverse to get

ÃP y1 � �
BP � CP B�1CQ

�
y � �

FP pisq � CP B�1FQpis, vsq�
�
�

PT
CSAS   j ¡

0



� �

δP � CP B�1δQ

� � 0, (6.13a)

z � �B�1pCQy � FQpis, vsq � δQq (6.13b)
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which is equivalent to (6.10a-6.10b). We merge the various coefficients and
arrive at

ÃP y1 � B̃P y � F̃P pis, vqy � ÃS   j ¡ �δ̃P � 0, (6.14a)

z � �B�1pCQy � FQpis, vsq � δQq. (6.14b)

We have now split up the MNA equations into a dynamical and an algebraic
part. In the drift-diffusion equations the Poisson equation (3.2a) is an (abstract)
algebraic equation. As the potential does not appear explicitly we will here work
with the electric field E � Bxψ instead. By (6.6) we find that

Epx, tq �1
l
pe2ptq � ψbiplq � e1ptq � ψbip0qq
�
» x

0

q

εm
pnpχ, tq � ppχ, tq �Npχqqdχ

� 1
l

» l

0

» χ

0

q

εm
pnpξ, tq � ppξ, tq �Npξqqdξdχ (6.15)

depends on the difference of the applied potential e2�e1 and not on the applied
potentials themselves. In previous sections we have already mentioned that this
means that by the drift-diffusion equations the potential can only be determined
up to an additive constant. We obviously want the applied potentials at the
boundary to agree with the node potentials in the electric network and therefore
define the potential to be

ψpx, tq � e1ptq � ψbip0q �
» x

0

Epξ, tq dξ, (6.16)

which is consistent with (6.6).
Let Lp abbreviate the Lebesgue space LppΩq and H1 the Sobolev space

H1pΩq. We call the elements in L2 that are non-negative almost everywhere
L2�. Further, let

CD :�  pe, jLqT P CpI,RkN�nLq | y � pPCSe, jLqT P C1pI,RkN�nLq(
CA :� CpI,RkN�nV q,
H1

0 :� tu P H1|up0q � uplq � 0u,
Y :� L2pI, H1

0 q X CpI, L2q XH1pI, pH1
0 q�q.

Definition 6.4 (Perturbed solution)
We say that a tuple py, n, p, z, ψq is a solution of the perturbed problem (6.5) if
z P CA and ψ fulfill

zptq � �B�1
�
CQyptq � FQpis, vsq � δQptq�,

ψpx, tq � e1ptq � ψbip0q �
» x

0

Epξ, tq dξ,

where E is determined by (6.15) and e2 � e1 � AT
Sy. Further shall hold:
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1. n, p P Y X CpI, L2�q satisfy the initial conditions

npx, t0q � n0pxq � n0
δpxq, ppx, t0q � p0pxq � p0

δpxq, a.e. in Ω,

and

pBtn, ψnq � pUT µnBxn� µnnE, Bxψnq � pR, ψnq � 0, (6.17a)
pBtp, ψpq � pUT µpBxp� µppE, Bxψpq � pR, ψpq � 0. (6.17b)

hold for all test functions ψn and ψp in H1
0 pΩq.

2. The dynamic network variable y P CD fulfills

py1pt0q, y2pt0qq � pPCSe0 � δ0
e , j0 � δ0

Lq
and

ÃP y1 � B̃P y � F̃P pis, vsq � ÃS   j ¡ �δ̃P � 0, (6.18)

for all t P I.

For short we say that py, n, p, z, ψq is a perturbed solution and indicate it with
the subscript δ: pyδ, nδ, pδ, zδ, ψδq.
Definition 6.5 (Exact solution)
If Definition 6.4 is fulfilled with δ̃P � δQ � 0 we call the tuple py, n, p, z, ψq an
exact solution. The exact solution will be indicated by the subscript �.

Remark 6.6
Since the solutions of the semiconductor transport equations are generalized in
time and space this PDAE is not an abstract DAE in the sense we defined in
Section 2.5. In [Rei06] abstract DAEs with solutions generalized in time and
space where treated for the linear constant coefficient case.

In the next subsection we extend the a priori estimates for the exact solutions
in [ABG05] to the perturbed solutions.

6.3 A Priori Estimates for the Perturbed Solution

We use an energy functional for the total global energy of the coupled system.
Let the superscript e denote that a semiconductor quantity is in thermody-
namic equilibrium. Further, the deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium for
a quantity g is denoted δg � g � ge.

As in [ABG05] we work with the so-called α-shifted energy functional Hα.
The α-shift ensures that the functional is well defined in the case of locally
vanishing charge carrier densities. As α tends to zero, Hα tends to the classical
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energy functional for semiconductors in [Gaj85], plus a term for the energy in
the electric network: 1

2yT AP y.

Hαpδn, δp, δE, δyq � 1
2
yT AP y � εm

q

» l

0

|δE|2 dx

�
» l

0

qUT

"
pn� αqpln n� α

ne � α
� 1q � ne � pp� αqpln p� α

pe � α
� 1q � pe

*
dx.

(6.19)

The energy in a circuit at time t is the energy in the reactive (charge storing)
elements, i.e. the capacitors and the inductors. In general, if W is the energy,
I the current and U the voltage we have

W ptq �
» t

t0

IpτqUpτqdτ.

By Assumption 4.7 and the positive definiteness of L and C it is not difficult to
derive that we can write the energy in the circuit as

WC � 1
2
yT
1 ACCAT

Cy1 � 1
2
yT
2 Ly2 � 1

2
yT AP y.

The energy functional Hα is a function of time only and satisfy the following
lemma. Let φn and φp be α-shifted quasi-Fermi potentials [Mar86], [ABG05]

φn � ψ � UT ln
n� α

ni
, φp � ψ � UT ln

p� α

ni
. (6.20)

Lemma 6.7 ([ABG05])
For the exact solution solution the following identity holds

Hαptq �
» t

t0

�qpjn, Bxδφnq � qpjp, Bxδφpq �RUT δ lnppn� αqpp� αqqdτ

� Hαpt0q �
» t

t0

yT B̃P y � yT F̃P pis, vsqdτ. (6.21)

If we insert the perturbed solution into (6.19) an additional term appears.

Lemma 6.8
For the perturbed solution the following identity holds

Hαptq �
» t

t0

�qpjn, Bxδφnq � qpjp, Bxδφpq �RUT δ lnppn� αqpp� αqqdτ

� Hαpt0q �
» t

t0

yT B̃P y � yT F̃P pis, vsqdτ �
» t

t0

yT δ̃P dτ. (6.22)
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The proof is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 5.1 in [ABG05].

Proof outline: The energy functional is differentiated in time and the term
yT Ãy1 appears. The weak formulation of the transport equations (6.17) with
the test functions

ψn � UT δ lnpn� αq, ψp � UT δ lnpp� αq
are inserted and thereby the three terms under the integral in the left hand side
of (6.21) appear plus the term p�j, δEq. This additional term will disappear
since the term with the electric field can be rewritten as

εmpBtδE, δEq � �JSpe2 � e1q � pj, δEq. (6.23)

We use equation (6.14a)

yT ÃP y1 � �yT B̃P y � yT F̃P � yT δ̃P � JSpe2 � e1q (6.24)

and replace the circuit energy part yT ÃP y1. We sum up and obtain the result
by integrating from t0 to t. l

The inequalities (6.21) and (6.22) are the key inequalities to the a priori
estimates.

Lemma 6.9 ([ABG05])
Let Assumption 4.4 hold. Then there are constants c1 and c2 independent of t
such that the exact solution is bounded in the following way

||nptq||L1 � ||pptq||L1 � ||Eptq||2L2 � |yptq|2 ¤ c1 exppc2tq.
Proof: The terms on the left hand side of (6.21) are estimated term by term.
Using the non-negativity of the charge carriers, nepe � n2

i , the inequalitiespa� 1q lnpaq ¥ 0,���� lnpz � aq
z � a

���� ¤ max
�

1
e
,

���� ln a

a

����
 , @z ¥ 0, a ¡ 0

and the estimate for the recombination (6.4b) one can obtain

Hαptq ¤ c̄3 � c̄4

» t

t0

p1� ||npτq||L1 � ||ppτq||L1 � ||Epτq||2L2 � |ypτq|2qdτ.

On the other hand, with the inequality

z � a ¤ c
�
z
�
ln

z

a
� 1

	� a
	� aεpcq, @z ¥ 0, a ¡ 0, c ¡ 0,

where εpcq � cpe1{c � 1q � 1 ¡ 0, we can show that

p1� ||nptq||L1 � ||pptq||L1 � ||Eptq||2L2 � |yptq|2q ¤ c̄5Hαptq � c̄6

for some positive constants c̄5 and c̄6. The result now follows from Gronwall’s
lemma [QSS00]. l

As expected we can obtain a similar result for the perturbed solution in the
same way.
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Lemma 6.10
Let Assumption 4.4 hold. Then there are constants c1 and c2 independent of t
such that the perturbed solution is bounded in the following way

||nptq||L1 � ||pptq||L1 � ||Eptq||2L2 � |yptq|2 ¤
�

c1 � c2

» t

t0

|δ̃P |2dτ



exppc2tq.

The proof is the same, the only difference is that the first estimate becomes

Hαptq ¤ c3 � c4

» t

t0

p1� ||nptq||L1 � ||pptq||L1 � ||Eptq||2L2 � |yptq|2 � |δ̃P ptq|2qdτ.

The next lemma from [ABG05] is valid also for the perturbed solution since
only the drift-diffusion equations are used in the proof.

Lemma 6.11 ([ABG05])
If Assumption 4.4 holds there is a constant c3 � c3pT q such that the perturbed
solution satisfy

||nptq||2L2 � ||pptq||2L2 �
» t

t0

||Bxnpτq||2L2 � ||Bxppτq||2L2dτ ¤ c3

for all t ¤ T .

We combine Lemma 6.10 and Lemma 6.11:

Lemma 6.12
Let Assumption 4.4 hold. With the constants defined in Lemma 6.10 and
Lemma 6.11, the perturbed solution satisfies

||nptq||2L2 � ||pptq||2L2 � |yptq|2 �
» t

t0

||Bxnpτq||2L2 � ||Bxppτq||2L2dτ

¤
�

c1 � c2

» t

t0

|δ̃P pτq|2dτ



exppc2tq � c3pT q

for all t ¤ T .

In the following we abbreviate the constant:

cδ :�
�

c1 � c2

» T

t0

|δ̃P pτq|2dτ

�
exppc2T q � c3pT q.

We have now obtained a priori bounds for the perturbed solution. Under
the assumption that the perturbations are small enough it is possible to prove
existence and uniqueness of the perturbed solution in exactly the same way as
in [ABG05].

Corollary 6.13 (of Theorem 5.6 [ABG05])
Let Assumptions 2.1-2.3 and 6.1 hold. Assume that the electric network graph
contains neither LI-cutsets nor CVS-loops and that the perturbations pδe, δL, δV q
are continuous and sufficiently small. Then the perturbed PDAE 6.5 has a
unique solution on every time interval I � rt0, T s.
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6.4 The Perturbation Result

Let pyδ, nδ, pδ, zδ, ψδq denote the perturbed solution and py�, n�, p�, z�, ψ�q the
exact solution. Put R� � Rpn�, p�q, Rδ � Rpnδ, pδq and define for any g
ḡ � g� � gδ. In particular, we call

pȳ, n̄, p̄, z̄, ψ̄q :� py� � yδ, n� � nδ, p� � pδ, z� � zδ, ψ� � ψδq
the solution deviation.

Theorem 6.14
Let Assumptions 2.1-2.3 and 6.1 hold. Assume that the electric network graph
contain neither LI-cutsets nor CVS-loops and that the perturbations pδe, δL, δV q
are bounded. Then, on each time interval I � rt0, T s the solution deviation is
bounded in the following way:

max
tPI

�|ȳptq|2 � ||n̄ptq||2L2 � ||p̄ptq||2L2

	� » T

t0

�||Bxn̄pτq||2L2 � ||Bxp̄pτq||2L2

	
dτ

¤ Cynp

�|δ0
y|2 � ||n0

δ||2L2 � ||p0
δ||2L2 �

» T

t0

|δ̃P |2 dτ
	

max
tPI |z̄ptq|2 ¤ Cz

�|δ0
y|2 � ||n0

δ||2L2 � ||p0
δ||2L2 �

» T

t0

|δ̃p|2 dτ �max
tPI |δQ|2

	
max
tPI max

xPΩ |Bxψ̄px, tq| ¤ Cψ

�|δ0
y|2 � ||n0

δ||2L2 � ||p0
δ||2L2 �

» T

t0

|δ̃p|2 dτ
	
.

The constants Cynp, Cz, and Cψ are bounded for each T and depend on cδ.

Proof: We start by deriving an error PDAE.
Equation (6.17a) hold for n� with E � E�, but also for nδ when E � Eδ.

For almost all t P I we can use n̄ptq P H1
0 as test function for both equations and

then form their difference. Proceeding correspondingly with the hole equation
(6.17b) we obtain

pBtn̄, n̄q � pUT µnBxn̄, Bxn̄q � pµnn�E� � µnnδEδ, Bxn̄q � pR̄, n̄q � 0, (6.25a)
pBtp̄, p̄q � pUT µpBxp̄, Bxp̄q � pµpp�E� � µppδEδ, Bxp̄q � pR̄, p̄q � 0 (6.25b)

a.e. in I. By forming the difference of the perturbed and unperturbed dynamical
electric network equation (6.18) we get

ÃP ȳ1�B̃ȳ �AS   j� � jδ ¡� δ̃p. (6.25c)

The deviations in the algebraic variables, z̄ and Ē, are determined by the affine
linear equations

z̄ptq � �B�1tCQȳ � δQu (6.25d)

Ēpx, tq �1
l
pē2ptq � ē1ptqq �

» x

0

q

ε
pn̄pξ, tq � p̄pξ, tqqdξ

� 1
l

» l

0

» ξ

0

q

ε
pn̄pχ, tq � p̄pχ, tqq dχdξ. (6.25e)
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We seek an upper bound for ȳ, z̄, Ē, n̄, p̄ in terms of the perturbations of the
initial conditions and the right hand sides. We start by deriving differential
inequalities for first n̄ and p̄ and then ȳ. Then we apply Gronwall’s Lemma and
insert the obtained estimates in the algebraic equations (6.25c) and (6.25e).

The terms with the time derivatives and the diffusive terms in (6.25) are
linear. In the theory of linear evolution equations the standard modus operandi
[Emm04], [Zei90] is to rewrite them in the following way:

pBtn̄, n̄q � pUT µnBxn̄, Bxn̄q � 1
2
Bt||n̄||2L2 � µnUT ||Bxn̄||2L2 a.e. in I, (6.26a)

pBtp̄, p̄q � pUT µpBxp̄, Bxp̄q � 1
2
Bt||p̄||2L2 � µpUT ||Bxp̄||2L2 a.e. in I. (6.26b)

Next we estimate the nonlinear drift terms. We will not make use of the
signs of the terms so the argumentation works in the same way for n and p.
The following properties of the field will be used:

|Ēpx, tq| ¤1
l
|ē2ptq � ē1ptq| �

» l

0

q

ε
|n̄ptq � p̄ptq| dx� 1

l

» l

0

» l

0

q

ε
|n̄ptq � p̄ptq|dχdξ

¤
?

2
l
|ȳptq| � 2q

εm
p||n̄ptq||L1 � ||p̄ptq||L1q

�:c4 |ȳptq| � c5 p||n̄ptq||L1 � ||p̄ptq||L1q
Further, Ē is in continuous in x since n̄ptq, p̄ptq P L2pΩq, and

max
xPΩ |Ēpx, tq| � ||Ēptq||L8 ¤ c4 |ȳptq| � c5 p||n̄ptq||L1 � ||p̄ptq||L1q . (6.27a)

For the solutions similar estimates hold

max
xPΩ |E�ptq| � ||E�ptq||L8 ¤ c6 � c4 |y�ptq| � c5 p||n�ptq||L1 � ||p�ptq||L1q ,

(6.27b)

max
xPΩ |Eδptq| � ||Eδptq||L8 ¤ c6 � c4 |yδptq| � c5 p||nδptq||L1 � ||pδptq||L1q ,

(6.27c)

with
c6 �  Bxψbi ¡ � 2q

εm
||N ||L1 .

Additionally to these inequalities we will use the continuous embeddings L2 ïÑ
L1 and L2 ïÑ L8,

||u||L1 ¤ ?l ||u||L2 , ||u||L2 ¤ ?l ||u||L8 .

Note that all expressions are continuous in time.
We rewrite the drift terms in the following way

pn�E� � nδEδ, Bxn̄q � pn̄E�, Bxnq � pnδĒ, Bxn̄q. (6.28)
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To the first term we apply the Hölder inequality with p � q � 2 and then with
p � 1 and q � 8

pn̄E�, Bxn̄q ¤ pn̄E�, n̄E�q1{2pBxn̄, Bxn̄q1{2 �
�» l

0

n̄2E2� dx

�1{2
||Bxn̄||L2

¤
�» l

0

|n̄2| dx � ||E2�||L8
�1{2

||Bxn̄||L2 � ||n̄||L2 ||E�||L8 ||Bxn̄||L2 .

Finally, we apply Young’s inequality in the form

ab ¤ εa2

2
� b2

2ε
(6.29)

and have

pn̄E�, Bxn̄q ¤
�

1
2ε
||E�||2L8



||n̄||2L2 � ε

2
||Bxn̄||2L2 .

We set c7 :� maxtc4,
?

lc5u and combine Lemma 6.12 and (6.27b):

pn̄E�, Bxn̄q ¤ c2
6 � c2

7cδ

ε
||n̄||2L2 � ε

2
||Bxn̄||2L2 .

In the same way with the same ε Lemma 6.12 and (6.27a) gives us

pnδĒ, Bxn̄q ¤ 1
2ε
||nδ||2L2 ||Ē||2L8 � ε

2
||Bxn̄||2L2

¤cδc
2
7

ε

�|ȳptq|2 � ||n̄ptq||2L2 � ||p̄ptq||2L2

	� ε

2
||Bxn̄||2L2

By summing the two estimates we obtain for the nonlinear term (6.28)

µnpn�E� � nδEδ, Bxn̄q ¤ (6.30a)

¤ µnpc2
6 � 2cδc

2
7q

ε

�|ȳptq|2 � ||n̄ptq||2L2 � ||p̄ptq||2L2

	� µnε

2
||Bxn̄||2L2

Analogously for the holes we obtain

µppp�E� � pδEδ, Bxp̄q ¤ (6.30b)

¤ µppc2
6 � 2cδc

2
7q

η

�|ȳptq|2 � ||n̄ptq||2L2 � ||p̄ptq||2L2

	� µpη

2
||Bxp̄||2L2

where η is the constant in Young’s inequality (6.29).
By Assumption 6.1 we have that the recombination R : R� � R� Ñ R

is a product of two Lipschitz continuous functions, and, hence itself Lipschitz
continuous with the constant

a
LR{2.
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For almost all t P I it holds nptq, pptq are in H1
0 pΩq and thereby continuous

in space (Theorem 21.A [Zei90]). Point evaluation makes sense and

|Rpn�px, tq, p�px, tqq �Rpnδpx, tq, pδpx, tqq| ¤a
LR{2t|n�px, tq � nδpx, tq| � |p�px, tq � pδpx, tq|u, a.e. in I, @x P p0, lq.

implies the Lipschitz continuity in the L2-norm:

||Rpn�ptq, p�ptqq �Rpnδptq, pδptqq||2L2 ¤ LR{2t||n̄ptq||2L2 � ||p̄ptq||2L2u, a.e. in I.

For the sum of the recombination terms we can conclude

pR̄ptq, n̄ptq � p̄ptqq ¤ LRt||n̄ptq||2L2 � ||p̄ptq||2L2u a.e. in I. (6.31)

Adding (6.26), (6.30) and (6.31) we have the following differential inequality
for the charge carriers

Bt||n̄||2L2 � Bt||p̄||2L2�µnUT ||Bxn̄||2L2 � µpUT ||Bxp̄||2L2 ¤ (6.32)

¤ �µn

ε
� µp

η

	pc2
6 � 2cδc

2
7q �|ȳ|2 � ||n̄||2L2 � ||p̄||2L2 ||�

� µnε

2
||Bxn̄||2L2 � µpε

2
||Bxp̄||2L2 � LR

�||n̄||2L2 � ||p̄||2L2

�
.

We remember that (6.32) only is valid almost everywhere in I.
For the derivation of an inequality for the dynamic network variable we must

estimate the particle current term

|   j� � jδ ¡ |2 ¤
¤ 1

l2

�����» l

0

pµnUT Bxn̄� µpUT Bxp̄q � µnpn�E� � nδEδq � µppp�E� � pδEδq dx

�����2 .

The first term vanishes since n̄ and p̄ are zero on the boundary. The drift-current
component is estimated in the same way as in the charge transport equations.

|   j� � jδ ¡ |2 ¤4
�µn � µp

l2

	2pc2
6 � 2c2

7cδq �|ȳ|2 � ||n̄||2L2 � ||p̄||2L2

�
Set

c8 :� 4
�µn � µp

l2

	2pc2
6 � 2c2

7cδq.
Next we use the positive definiteness of the matrices ÃP and B̃P in (6.25c).

Let cA, cB be constants and cA|x|2 ¤ xT ÃP x and xT B̃P x ¤ cB |x|2 hold for all
x. We multiply (6.25c) from the left with ȳ and integrate from t0 to t

|ȳptq|2 ¤ |ȳpt0q|2
cA

� 1
cA

» t

t0

�1
2
|δ̃P |2 � p1� cBq|ȳ|2 � |   j� � jδ ¡ |2

	
dτ (6.33)

¤ |ȳpt0q|2
cA

� 1
cA

» t

t0

�1
2
|δ̃P |2 � p1� cB � c8q �|ȳ|2 � ||n̄||2L2 � ||p̄||2L2

� 	
dτ
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If we choose ε � η � 2UT , set

c9 :� µn � µp

2UT
pc2

6 � 2cδc
2
7q

and integrate (6.32) from t0 to t we obtain an estimate of this form for the
charge carriers.

||n̄ptq||2L2 � ||p̄ptq||2L2 ¤ (6.34)

||n̄pt0q||2L2 � ||p̄pt0q||2L2 �
» t

t0

�
c9|ȳ|2 � pc9 � LRqp||n̄||2L2 � ||p̄||2L2

	
dτ

We add (6.33) and (6.34) and obtain the integral inequality

|ȳptq|2 � ||n̄ptq||2L2 � ||p̄ptq||2L2 ¤ c�1
A |ȳpt0q|2 � ||n̄pt0q||2L2 � ||p̄pt0q||2L2 (6.35)

�
» t

t0

�|δ̃P |2 � c10

�|ȳ|2 � ||n̄||2L2 � ||p̄||2L2

� 	
dτ

with c10 :� 1� cB � c8� c9�LR. Gronwall’s Lemma [QSS00] now implies that

|ȳptq|2 � ||n̄ptq||2L2 � ||p̄ptq||2L2 ¤ (6.36)

¤
�

c�1
A |ȳpt0q|2 � ||n̄pt0q||2L2 � ||p̄pt0q||2L2 �

» t

t0

|δ̃P |2dτ



e

�
c10pT�t0q

�
This hold for all t P I, hence

max
tPI

�|ȳptq|2 � ||n̄ptq||2L2 � ||p̄ptq||2L2

� ¤ (6.37)

¤ �
c�1
A |ȳpt0q|2 � ||n̄pt0q||2L2 � ||p̄pt0q||2L2 �

» T

t0

|δ̃P |2dτ
	
e

�
c10pT�t0q

�
If we in (6.32) choose ε � 2pUT � µ�1

n q, η � 2pUT � µ�1
p q, integrate in time and

then insert (6.37) we get

max
tPI t||n̄ptq||2L2 � ||p̄ptq||2L2u �

» T

t0

�||Bxn̄pτq||2L2 � ||Bxp̄pτq||2L2

�
dτ ¤

¤ c11

�|ȳpt0q|2 � ||n̄pt0q||2L2 � ||p̄pt0q||2L2 �
» T

t0

|δ̃P |2dτ
	
.

Here,

c11 :� maxtc�1
A , 1upT � t0qpc2

6 � 2cδc
2
7qe

�
c10pT�t0q

� �
µn

2pUT � µ�1
n q �

µp

2pUT � µ�1
p q



.

From (6.25d) we get

max
tPI |z̄ptq|2 ¤ c12

�
|δ0

y|2 � ||n0
δ ||2L2 � ||p0

δ ||2L2 �
» T

t0

|δ̃P |2dτ

�
� c13 max

tPI |δQptq|2
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with

c12 :� 2ec10pT�t0qmppB�1CQq2q and c13 :� 2mppB�1q2q.
Here mp�q is the matrix 2-norm. For the electrostatic potential we get the
estimate:

max
tPI max

xPΩ |Bxψpx, tq| ¤ c14

�|δ0
y|2 � ||n0

δ ||2L2 � ||p0
δ ||2L2 �

» T

t0

|δ̃P |2dτ
	

(6.38)

with
c14 :� 2c2

7 exppc10pT � t0qqmaxt1, c�1
A u

and thereby the proof is complete. l

Discussion

In [Tis04] the ADAS index was determined for a PDAE of the same type as (6.1).
It was proven that the index is less than two if neither loops with capacitors
and/or semiconductors and at least one voltage source nor LI-cutsets are present
in the network graph. Furthermore, it was shown that the ADAS always is less
or equal two. In the light of the results in Chapter 5 one might expect that it
is possible to show that the perturbation index equals the ADAS index also in
this case. However, here we could only prove an index 1 like estimate since the
drift-diffusion equations were not perturbed. Let us elaborate on the reasons
for this.

If perturbations in the drift-diffusion equations are allowed one cannot (at
least in the standard way [Gaj85, ABG05]) prove the non-negativity of the
charge carriers and the charge preservation in the diode anymore. These prop-
erties are essential for the a priori estimates of the perturbed solutions, which
in turn are necessary for the estimation of the nonlinear drift currents.

We see two possibilities to allow more general perturbations. Either struc-
tured perturbations are considered for which the non-negativity of the charge
carriers can be guaranteed or one assumes that the perturbations are so small
that the charge carriers remain non-negative. By structured we mean that the
perturbations in the transport equations sum to zero. From an application
point of view both approaches are problematical since on one hand it is difficult
to imagine how a semi-discretization with only structured discretization errors
should be constructed. On the other hand are some regions of the semiconduc-
tors lattice totally depleted of one of the carrier types, i.e. the density of one of
the carriers is almost zero in such regions. This approach could be successful
if the doping profile is restricted in such a way that both species are relatively
abundant in all regions of the lattice.

As we considered the stationary drift-diffusion equations in the previous
chapters these problems were avoided by the assumption of the close proxim-
ity to equilibrium which in some sense guaranteed the positivity of the charge
carriers. It is possible that a more operator based approach where the bounded
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invertibility of the linearized drift-diffusion operator can be taken advantage of
would work also in the non-stationary case. However, such an approach would
then rely on local arguments whereas we here could guarantee the existence of
the perturbed solutions in any time interval rt0, T s.

Before starting further theoretic investigations on problems with more gen-
eral perturbation structures we think it is a good idea to perform some numerical
experiments in order to see how the discretized operators are affected by dif-
ferent perturbations. This might give valuable hints about which properties of
continuous operators that are inherently important and which properties make
the analysis easier but are not really essential.

For a semiconductor domain Ω in R2,3 we do not have the nice representation
of the solution of the Poisson equation, but we could use a Green function to
represent the solution and thereby still be able to eliminate this equation. This
would be more technical but is probably possible.

It seems more promising to relax the restrictions on the electrical network.
Since much is known about the MNA equations we expect that it is possible to
extend the results here and the ones in [ABG05] to index 2 configurations.

The pn-junctions make semiconductor devices reactive (charge storing) in
the same way as capacitors, so it was not surprising that CVS-loops had to
be excluded to allow for the index 1 like estimate. This is consistent with the
ADAS index criteria in [Tis04] and the index criteria for the semi-discretized
system in [ST04], where CVS-loops always lead to index 2.
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Summary and Outlook

In this thesis the sensitivity with respect to perturbations of partial differential
algebraic equations (PDAEs) in circuit simulations was characterized in terms of
the circuit topology. To this end index concepts for abstract differential algebraic
equations (DAEs) based on the DAE theory in finite dimensional spaces were
used.

After some preliminaries concerning functions spaces and graph theory in
Chapter 1 we discussed the analysis of DAEs in general and the modified nodal
analysis (MNA) equations in particular in Chapter 2. Thereby we concentrated
on the tractability index whose projector based approach is well suited for the
analysis of the MNA equations. In Chapter 3 we focused on the modeling of
semiconductor devices in circuit simulations, in particular distributed modeling
with the drift-diffusion equations.

In the Chapters 4 and 5 the topological index criteria for the MNA where gen-
eralized to circuit equations with a distributed semiconductor model. Thereby
we considered the stationary drift-diffusion equations (1-3D) coupled with the
nonlinear MNA equations without controlled sources1. Under the assumption
that the contacts of the device are connected by capacitive paths we could prove
that the abstract differential algebraic system (ADAS) index is 1 if no CV-loops
and no LI-cutsets are present in the network graph. If one or both of these
configurations are present the ADAS index is 2.

In Chapter 5 we showed that these index criteria also hold for the pertur-
bation index. There we assumed that the leading term in the MNA equations
is linear, i.e. that the functions describing the capacitors and the inductors are
linear.

The main question here was how the coupling of the two systems affect
the perturbation sensitivity. If the charge-oriented MNA is used instead of the
conventional MNA we expect it to be possible to obtain the perturbation index
results for a nonlinear leading term as well and a generalization to circuits with
controlled sources can probably be obtained in a straight-forward way [ET00].

In order to include transistors as MOSFETs in the covered device class
extensions that are considerably more challenging must be undertaken. The
difficulties here lie in an appropriate description of the oxide layer and the
gate contacts. Under the assumption that the oxide layer is relatively thin
one can neglect the oxide layer and employ mixed boundary conditions at the
oxide/substrate boundary. Alternatively, two subregions, the substrate and
the oxide layer, can be considered with an internal boundary condition at the
oxide/substrate boundary. Modern analysis of drift-diffusion models can be
found in for instance [KNR06].

The results in Chapters 4 and 5 as satisfactory, since they are in good cor-
respondence with the known results for the finite-dimensional MNA equations
[Tis99] and also with the ADAS index criteria for refined PDAEs with the non-
stationary drift-diffusion equations [Tis04].

1except current sources controlled by AT
Ic

e
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The central role of the bounded invertibility of the linearized drift-diffusion
operator animates to investigations in a more theoretical direction, namely how
to define the ADAS index for nonlinear abstract DAEs. In [Rei06] linear abstract
DAEs with constant coefficients were considered. There it was required that
the Gµ operator has a bounded left-inverse in the index-µ case. The decoupling
could then be performed in a similar way as in Chapter 2.

For a generalization to nonlinear abstract DAEs along the lines of [Mär01]
(cf. Section 2.3.3) we believe that the definition of the ADAS index in [LMT01,
Tis04] should be changed. Instead of only requiring that the operator Gµ : X Ñ
Y is injective and that cl im Gµ � Y we propose Gµ should have a bounded
inverse in order ensure the applicability of the implicit function theorem. Indeed,
the operator G1 in Theorem 4.7 and the operator G2 in Theorem 4.8 have
bounded inverses.

In Chapter 6 the perturbation behavior of a refined circuit model containing
the non-stationary charge transport equations was investigated. In contrast to
the Chapters 4 and 5 were no perturbations in the PDEs considered in order to
avoid loss of charge preservation and negative carrier densities. We proved an
index-1 like estimate for the linear MNA equations with constant coefficients
coupled with the non-stationary drift-diffusion equations (1D). It was assumed
that neither LI-cutsets nor CVS-loops in the electric network are present in the
electric network.

The perturbation estimate obtained is of the expected type: for the dynami-
cal components index 0 estimates where achieved and an index 1 estimate for the
algebraic network component. Although the Poisson equation has no dynamics
we obtained an index 0 for the electrostatic potential, since no perturbations
were considered in this equation. This is only an intermediate result, but it still
is valuable since it gives us hints on how to proceed to more general results.
Presently we know of no other perturbation result for a nonlinear PDAE with
dynamics in an infinite-dimensional space.

We expect that generalizations of the result in Chapter 6 to more general
electrical networks and higher-dimensional semiconductor domains to be possi-
bly technically demanding but accomplishable in a straight-forward way. The
consideration of perturbations in the drift-diffusion equations we deem as more
challenging and we suggest that numerical experiments should be carried out in
order to learn more about the structure of the problem.

For completeness we mention some related problems in circuit simulations that
are being investigated currently. The numerical solutions with the methods of
lines (MOL) of systems coupling the MNA and drift-diffusion equations was
discussed in [ST04, Sot06]. It was shown that the index criteria obtained for
the semi-discretized systems coincide with the corresponding results for the con-
tinuous problems obtained here and in [Tis04, Bod04, BT07]. In some cases the
carrier temperature can not be considered a constant and the energy transport
model with the carrier temperature as an additional variable must be considered
[Bru06, BJ].
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Additional to the refined modeling of the switching behavior of transistors
there are presently several other challenges in the circuit simulations [Den06].
For instance the shrinking signal-to-noise ratio makes the development of time-
integration schemes for stochastic DAEs (SDAEs) necessary [SW06, SWW07].

The lumped/distributed device modeling we considered in this thesis is a
sort of multiscale modeling in space. Due to very widely separated time scales
there is an additional need for multi-scale time-integration schemes. An inter-
esting approach in this context is the employment of so-called multi-rate partial
differential algebraic equations (MPDAEs) [BK06, Kno07].

We predict that a structured treatment of PDAEs and other coupled systems
will become increasingly important. Nowadays, not only in the classical high-
tech industry like the micro chip or automotive industry are simulations of
complex coupled processes performed but also in conventional industry such as
for instance the textile industry. The fastest approach thereby is normally a
coupling of different simulators. If the coupling of the two systems is of a good
nature this often leads to satisfactory result in a relatively short time. If the
simulations do not converge or deliver an incorrect solution (and one notices
this) there can be several reasons for this; no (unique) solution exists, the cou-
pling of two well-posed system results in one ill-posed system, problems with
time-step control and/or adaptive grids and so on. If one additionally wants to
add an optimization loop to the problem or employ some kind of control to it
is difficult to know at which point things go wrong. We think that a continuing
development of PDAE characterization concepts such as the index with the fi-
nite DAE theory in the background might be valuable for the general knowledge
of how coupling of various processes should be treated in a sensible way.

A final personal remark: Throughout our work along the border of mathe-
matics and physics we were at several occasions surprised by the close relations
between these fields. The simplification of the analysis by the existence of the
capacitive path modeling the displacement currents or the severe difficulties
connected with the possibility of negative carrier densities are only two out of
many examples of the beautiful interplay between these two disciplines and we
hope to encounter many more of these situations in the future.
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